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WELCOME!

Dear Westchester Friends and Neighbors,
Welcome to SUNY Westchester Community College’s Division of Workforce Development and Community
Education Spring 2023 Catalog. I invite you to consider taking care of your own mind, body, and spirit by
enrolling in any one of our spring offerings.

Work and learning environments do not look the same today as they did several years ago. For some,
returning to in-person work and learning has been re-energizing, while others have come to enjoy using
virtual modalities to gather with colleagues and peers. That is why this Spring our offerings will include a
combination of remote and in-person classes. We continue to offer a mix of career and work-related
opportunities as well as options for your cultural and leisure-time enrichment. We continue to provide
classes that fit your schedule—day, evenings, and weekends. Whether in person or via Zoom, our experienced and professional
instructors have prepared well to create stimulating experiences. All classes are clearly designated as remote or in-person.
With our focus on helping you explore a new career, upgrade your current portfolio, or prepare for certification in a new and growing
field, we are certain you will find what you need here. Our classes can prepare you for a career in high-demand fields such as
healthcare, information technology, or real estate. We also offer a wide variety of remote options for lifelong learning.
Explore history, crafts, and writing your memoirs-or learn guitar, piano, or acting. From learning a new language to preparing for your
financial future, we have it all.
I encourage you to join other learners while taking time to build your skills or fill your spirit. Let SUNY Westchester Community
College show you how.

Teresita B. Wisell
Vice-President, Workforce Development and Community Education
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CAREER &
WORKFORCE
TRAINING
We offer many short-term,
comprehensive, industry-recognized
training and certification programs,
as well as customized business
solutions.
You may be eligible for funding for our workforce training
programs through your regional employment office. Please
contact your county’s One-Stop Career Center or the
Department of Labor to learn more about available funding for
certain training programs.

 3D Animation Certificate

 Interactive Design & Digital Arts

 Business, Work
& College Success

 Personal Fitness Trainer
Certification

 Computers & Information
Technology

 Process Management
 Real Estate

 Continuing Professional
Education

 Specialized Fields

 Corporate Training

 Social Media Specialist

 Digital Photography

 Technology Courses for
Business Productivity

 Ed2Go Online Learning

 Web Design

 Fiber Optics

 Writing & Publishing

 Healthcare
 Historic Preservation

White Plains Education & Training Center
The White Plains Education and Training Center (WPETC) is a workforce training hub committed to developing the talents
who will fill the in-demand jobs in Westchester County. We provide training and education,
leading to industry certifications, aligning the skills of the worker with the needs of the workplace.
The center is centrally located in the city of White Plains, with easy access from most major highways and public transportation.
For more information about the programs offered at the
White Plains Education and Training Center, call 914-606-7550 or email wpetc@sunywcc.edu

CAREERS IN SPECIALIZED FIELDS
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING PROGRAMS!
Earn Industry-recognized Credentials!
Contact us for information about our hands-on, applied
workforce certifications by the National Institute for
Metalworking Skills (NIMS): Introduction to Manufacturing,
CNC Milling Operations and CNC Turning Operations and
the Manufacturing Skill Standards Council (MSSC) Certified
Production Technician Plus (CPT 4.0 +) programs.
Programs are ongoing throughout the year and funding may
be available for qualified students. Visit our website at
www.sunywcc.edu/pdc, email james.irvine@sunywcc.edu, or
call 914-606-6658.

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING

Visit us online at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce |
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FIBER OPTICS TRAINING CERTIFICATION

Course fees include all books and study materials. This program is offered in partnership with BDI DataLynk.
For more information, visit www.bdidatalynk.com/newyork or call 512-785-9024.
To register, call SUNY Westchester Community College at 914-606-6830 and press 1 or visit us online at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce

Certified Fiber Optics Technician Course (CFOT)

Interested in becoming a Certified Fiber Optics Technician?
Prepares you for the CFOT test, sanctioned by the FOA (Fiber
Optics Association), which is given and graded on the final
class day. Introduces you to industry standards governing FTTD
(Fiber To The Desk), FTTH (Fiber To The Home, LAN/WAN fiber
networks), and basic fusion and mechanical splicing. Learn how
to identify fiber types; recognize various connectors used in
fiber installation; and install, terminate, splice, and properly test
installed fiber cable to existing standards. Prerequisites: ability to
see and identify small items; ability to speak and read the English
language.
CE-TECH 2000, M/T/W, Apr. 3-5, 8:00 am-5:00 pm, KNC-5, $925.

Certified Fiber Optics Specialist in Testing
& Maintenance (CFOS/T)

Certified Fiber Optics Specialist in Splicing (CFOS/S)

Training in both fusion and mechanical splicing of both single and
multi-mode fiber optic cables. Both inside and outside plant fiber
optic cable types will be utilized along with inside and outside
plant enclosures and splice trays. Suggested Prerequisite: CFOT
Course or another formal Fiber Optics Training course within
preceding 6 months, or 1-year fiber optics related experience,
specifically experience with fiber preparation, termination, and
testing and a thorough knowledge of fiber optic safety practices.
Note: Anyone can attend this program. However, those wishing
to register with the FOA as a Certified Fiber Optic Specialist
in Splicing (CFOS/S) must have taken and passed the Basic
CFOT Exam.
CE-TECH 2002, Fri., Apr. 7, 8:00 am-5:00 pm, KNC-5,
$822 (fee includes 3-year membership in the FOA).

Advanced training for anyone involved with the testing and
maintenance of fiber optics networks. Offers a general, easy
to understand approach to fiber optics testing standards with
hands-on activities, and explains the variety of testing standards,
equipment, and technological approaches used in fiber network
testing and splicing and how to choose among them. Includes a
detailed study of ANSI/TIA/EIA-526-14(7)A, OTDR fundamentals
and uses, OTDR vs. insertion loss testing, return loss testing, and
attenuation testing. Prerequisite: CFOT Course.
CE-TECH 2001, W/Th, Apr. 5 & 6, 8:00 am-5:00 pm, KNC-5,
$822 (fee includes 3-year membership in the FOA).

Historic Preservation Certificate
This is a one-year, non-credit certificate program beginning in the fall.
The certificate program serves students and professionals interested in establishing credentials in the area of Historic Preservation in a
multitude of job sectors: building trades such as woodworking and stone masonry as well as areas such as historic site management,
artifact conservation and more. There is no other certificate program in Historic Preservation offered at a community college in New York
State. A total of 140 hours, (field work will be variable), half classwork and half in directed historic preservation fieldwork. One elective is
required during the one-year program to fulfill the certificate. Lectures may be taken independently.

Register for the entire certificate.
All interested students should contact the Program Coordinator, Alan Strauber, at Alan.Strauber@sunywcc.edu
To register for certificate program classes, you must call 914-606-7300 or email Carmen Marrinan at peekskill@sunywcc.edu
For non-credit course descriptions, visit us at www.sunywcc.edu/peekskill

IN-PERSON

How Mental Health Can Assist Law Enforcement

This seven-week course for law enforcement, will help police
officers understand mental health diagnoses. They will learn
how to best work with those they may be dealing with in a crisis,
criminal situation, or when active in community policing. The
bridge with mental health and law enforcement is necessary to
assist officers when dealing with Emotionally Disturbed Persons
(EDP) and better foster communication with all those they
interact with on a daily basis. This course will be taught as an
educational and supportive module.
At White Plains Education & Training Center
CE-LAW 2011WP, T/Sat., Saturdays, Mar. 11 – Apr. 1,
8:00 am-12:00 noon, $350, D Flynn-Capalbo. #20637

Hospitality Industry Certifications (AHLEI / American
Hotel and Lodging Educational Institute)

The hospitality industry is a broad category of fields within the
service industry that includes lodging, food, and drink service,
event planning, theme parks, travel, and tourism. This training
prepares students for exciting careers in the in-demand hospitality
industry by offering certifications in Guest Services, Restaurant
Services, Front Desk Representative, or Guest Room Attendant.
Call 914-606-6658 today for dates and details!
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Textbook Required

SUNY WCC & GEORGE BROWN COLLEGE
ONLINE TECHNICAL TRAINING
Study at your own pace and develop your own qualifications for a rewarding career
in technology with easy-to-use computer-based training programs!
These training programs will help you become job ready:
 Robotics Technician
 Electronics Technician
 Electric Vehicle (EV) Technician

 PLC Technician II
 Electromechanical Technician
 Automation Technician

These programs offer a proven training alternative for people who don’t want
to attend college on a full or part time basis.
 Technical training for your next job
 Flexible registration and tuition options
that fit any budget
 Easy-to-use course content and
simulation software

 Tutorial and technical support by phone,
email, and online forum
 Average program completion of
28-32 weeks of part-time study

Request a free info package or register at www.wcc-gbc.com
CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING

Visit us online at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce |
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Personal Fitness Trainer (non-credit)
REMOTE

Information Session

Join us to learn how to become a Personal Trainer. We will cover everything from A-Z so the fitness
industry and its opportunities will come to life for you to turn your passion into a profession. This 1-hour
information session will share everything from financial aid to textbook and online options too. View the
FREE virtual orientation on-demand: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/2165995440081874446

HYBRID

Personal Fitness Trainer Certification (non-credit)

Become a successful personal fitness trainer with an option to complete an employer internship that can walk you into a job! This challenging
course offers remote instruction with in-depth, hands-on practical labs to master essential career skills and knowledge. Includes 15 hours of
lecture on key topics like biomechanics, exercise physiology, fitness testing, equipment usage, and health assessment plus 15 hours of hands-on
practical training labs with role playing drills on assessing clients, programming, performing proper exercises, presentation skills, and more.
Includes student workbook, access to online student study tools, and test vouchers for the Personal Trainer exams. Combine passing the exams
with proof of CPR/AED, obtain your Level 1 Certified Personal Trainer, and get to work. As a special bonus, with our 30-hour employer internship
you get the advanced Level 2 Certified Personal Trainer credential at no additional cost! Textbook (Fitness Professionals Handbook, 7th ed.,
ISBN-13:9781492523376) required, not included in course fees; order and start reading immediately at 888-330-9487 or www.witseducation.com.
CE-CERTS 2018, $875.
Sec. A: 6 Sat., Feb. 11-Mar. 25 (skip 02/25), 9:00 am-4:00 pm
9:00 am-12:00 noon will be virtual lectures and 1:00-4:00 pm practicum at an off-site Gym/Fitness Center (NYSC or Crunch),
(Study week: Feb. 25, National Certification Exam: March 25). #20225
Sec. B: 12 T/Sat., Mar. 28-May 13 (skip 4/18 & 4/22)
Tuesdays 6:30 pm-9:30 pm will be virtual lectures and Saturdays 12:00 pm-3:00 pm practicum at an off-site Gym/Fitness Center
(NYSC or Crunch), (Study week: April 18 & 22. National Certification Exam: May 9 virtual written exam 6:30-8:30pm and May 13 practical
at the gym location 12:00 noon-5:00 pm). #20226
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Textbook Required

CENTER FOR REAL ESTATE EDUCATION
All courses, unless otherwise indicated, have been approved by the NYS Department of State as meeting the educational requirements
under Sections 176.3 and 176.4. For further licensing and exam information,
contact the NYS Department of State at 518-474-4429 or visit www.dos.state.ny.us/lcns/realestate/index.html

FREE! REMOTE Real Estate Career Exploration

Date: Tuesday, January 10, 6:30-8:00 pm

The link for this remote seminar will be emailed to those who register.
FREE! Call 914-606-6830 and press 1 to reserve your space.

REAL ESTATE LICENSING AND CERTIFICATE COURSES
For further licensing and exam information, call 518-474-4429 or visit www.dos.state.ny.us/lcns/realestate/index.html
NOTE: NYS Department of State requires 90% attendance to sit for the Real Estate Sales exam.

IN-PERSON

Real Estate Salespersons

Meets the current NYS Department of State requirement of a
77-hr. course for the salespersons licensing exam.
CE-REAL 2024, $710 (+ textbook).
Sec. A: 20 T/W/Th, Jan. 17 - Mar. 1, 6:00-8:00 pm, J Baratta. #20643
Sec. B: Intensive: 13 Sat/Sun, Jan. 17 - Mar. 4, 9:00 am-3:00 pm,
J Baratta. #20644

IN-PERSON

Home Inspection Training Program

Learn to execute a complete professional home inspection and
produce a professional home inspection report. You will learn how
to start, market, and build your own business. Get field training
on actual home inspections with our instructors. Curriculum
approved by NYS and offered in partnership with American Home
Inspectors Training (AHIT). Call 914-606-6658 for details.
CE-TECH 2005, M, T, W, Th, F, Sa, Su, 8:00 am-6:00 pm, KNC-2,
$3,094.

REMOTE Commercial and Investment Real Estate
Certificate (CIREC)

Successful completion of all segments is required for certification.
Graduates will receive a certificate of completion and be
recognized as “Commercial and Investment Real Estate Certified”
(CIREC) agents. Approved for 22.5 hrs. of CE for Salespersons
and Brokers and includes the mandatory 3 hrs. of Fair Housing/
Discrimination, 2.5 hours of Ethics and 1 hr. Law of Agency
training for license renewal.
CE-REAL 2071, CE-REAL 2071, M/W/F, Feb. 27- Mar. 10,
9:00 am-12:45 pm (1-hour lunch break), $370. E Smith. #20634

IN-PERSON

Salespersons Exam Prep

Prepare for the real estate salespersons state exam. Topics
include real estate terminology and concepts, preparation skills,
test-taking strategies, how questions are structured, and the
proper way to read and comprehend test questions. No CE
credit awarded.
CE-REAL 2042, Mon., Mar. 6, 6:00-10:00 pm, $85. J Baratta.
#20645

CENTER FOR INSURANCE EDUCATION
All courses have been approved by the NYS Department of Financial Services (phone: 518-474-6630 or email coned@dfs.ny.gov)
as meeting the educational requirements under Sections 2103, 2104 and 2107 of the Insurance Law.

IN-PERSON Insurance Property and Casualty Brokers
Pre-Licensing
NYS approved class to prepare for the State exam.
CE-INS 2006, M/Th, Mar. 2 - June 15, 6:30-10:00 pm, $795
(+ textbook). H McLaughlin. #20636

IN-PERSON

Personal Lines Insurance Pre-Licensing

NYS approved class to prepare for the State exam.
CE-INS 2008, M/Th, 6:30-10:00 pm, $495 (+ textbook).
H McLaughlin. #20635

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING
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CAREERS IN HEALTHCARE
All classes in this section, unless otherwise noted, are held remotely or at the SUNY Westchester Ossining, 22 Rockledge Ave., Ossining, NY,
in the Arcadian Shopping Center. Call 914-606-7400 for more information and to register for classes in this section.

FREE!

Registration Day and Information Sessions for Allied Health Careers
Tues., Jan. 8 & Jan. 18. at 1:00 pm or Thurs., Jan. 12 & Jan. 26 at 5:00 pm.

Free sessions held remotely or in-person Learn about becoming a Nursing Assistant, Phlebotomy, Pharmacy Technician,
Clinical Medical Assistant, or Medical Administrative Assistant.
FREE, call 914-606-7400 to reserve your space.

FOUNDATION COURSES FOR HEALTH CAREERS
REMOTE

Infection Control for Healthcare Programs

REMOTE

Prerequisite for students entering Phlebotomy and other
healthcare programs. Designed for entry-level healthcare
professionals and includes key infection control concepts and
regulations surrounding infection control practices in NYS.
CE-HCARE 2009OS, 5:30-9:30 pm, $102.
Sec. A: 1 Tues., Jan. 24. #20105
Sec. B: 1 Tues., Jan. 31 #20106

Medical Administrative Assistant Training

Learn how to keep healthcare offices running efficiently and
effectively. Upon successful course completion, students are
eligible to take the Certified Medical Administrative Assistant
(CMAA) exam offered by the National Healthcareer Association.
CE-HCARE 2063OS, T/W/Th, Jan. 24-May 11, 6:00-9:30 pm,
$1725 (+ textbook). #20107

IN-PERSON

BLS for Healthcare Providers

Designed for medical and dental professionals and those entering
a medical or allied health program. Includes one- and two-person
rescue techniques for infants, children, and adults, and use
of the AED (automated external defibrillator). American Heart
Association certification course.
1 Sat., 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $107 (+ $5 materials fee, payable to
instructor). J Lederman.
At SUNY Westchester Ossining: CE-HCARE 2005OS
Sec. A: Mar. 11. #20108
Sec. B: Apr. 8. #20109
Sec. C: May 13. #20110

HEALTHCARE CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS

Background Check, Drug Test, and Immunizations
For programs with a clinical or externship, our affiliates require a background check and drug screening.
Positive results on either will result in not being accepted into the program or not being allowed to attend the clinical. The criteria to pass
these screens include: no felony or misdemeanor convictions; negative drug screen; negative TB, MMR, Hep B, and Varicella vaccines.
Separate fees for background check and drug tests apply and are not included in tuition costs.
 Certified Nurse Assistant
 Clinical Medical Assistant
 Home Health Aide

PROGRAMS:
 Pharmacy Technician
 Phlebotomy Practicum
 RN Refresher

Methods of Instruction:
REMOTE Students and instructors

report virtually to classes on the
designated days, dates, and times
they are scheduled for.

HYBRID Combination of remote

and in-person instruction. You
will meet virtually and in-person
on scheduled days.

ONLINE Students work on
assignments and view content
at their own pace online for the
duration of the course.
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IN-PERSON Students and
instructors meet in-person on
the designated days, dates, and
times they are scheduled for.

Textbook Required

REMOTE

Pharmacy Technician

Prepare for entry into the pharmacy field and obtain NHA
certification (Pharmacy Technician Certification: CPhT). Learn
medical terminology, the role, and responsibilities of a pharmacy
technician, how to interpret prescriptions, and develop the skills
needed to work under the supervision of a registered pharmacist.
Admissions application and interview required; application due
date is Jan. 20.
CE-HCARE 2061OS, Sa/Su, Feb. 4-Apr. 22, 9:00 am-3:00 pm,
$1977 (+ textbook). #20111

HYBRID

Clinical Medical Assistant

CMAs perform administrative and clinical duties under
the direction of a physician. Prepare for employment at
physicians’offices, hospitals, and other healthcare facilities. This
is a two-semester course. This course is hybrid meaning that it is
partially held remotely and in-person for skills lab and/or clinical.
CMA Part 1: Includes preparing patients for examination and
treatment, infection control, routine laboratory procedures, medical
terminology, anatomy and physiology basics, and ECG. Also
covers professional workplace behavior, ethics, and legal aspects
of healthcare. Admissions application and interview required.
CE-HCARE 2059OS, to be held in Summer 2023
CMA Part 2: Includes phlebotomy, urinalysis, BLS certification,
computer applications and EMR, medical office procedures,
health insurance, and billing. In addition, students will gain handson experience in a clinical setting. After successful completion
of Clinical Medical Assisting 1 and 2, students will receive a
certificate of completion and are eligible for NHA certification
(Certified Clinical Medical Assistant: CCMA).
CE-HCARE 2060OS, CE-HCARE 2060OS, M/T/W, Jan.23-May 17,
5:30-9:30 pm. #20112

IN-PERSON

Electrocardiography (ECG)

Introduction to the techniques necessary to perform a twelvelead electrocardiogram, troubleshoot technical problems, and
identify normal and common abnormal rates. This course is
hybrid meaning that it is partially held remotely and in-person
for skills lab and/or clinical. Prerequisite: Infection Control for
Phlebotomy Students. Upon successful course completion,
students are eligible to take the Certified ECG Tech Examination
offered by the NHA.
CE-HCARE 2007OS, 5 Fri., Mar. 31-Apr. 28, 3:00-9:00 pm,
$383 (+ textbook). #20113

Phlebotomy Certificate Program

Introduces basic concepts of the procedures used for obtaining
blood from veins and capillaries and the use of equipment
and types of blood tubes. Prerequisite: Infection Control for
Phlebotomy Students. Earn a SUNY Westchester Community
College certificate.
CE-HCARE 2044OS, Tuition $1156 (+ textbook) includes
Practicum.
Sec. A: 8 M/Th, Feb 6-March 2, 3:00-7:30 pm. #20114

ECG and Phlebotomy Technician

Gain additional skills for routine patient care treatments including
ECG, phlebotomy, simple lab tests and infection control. Upon
successful completion of the course, students are eligible to take
certification exams offered by the NHA.
CE-HCARE 2080OS, Sa/Su, Feb. 4-Apr. 29, 9:00 am-3:00 pm,
$1894. #20116

IN-PERSON

Phlebotomy Practicum

Under the supervision of a certified phlebotomy instructor, receive
hands-on experience in phlebotomy and practice venipuncture
and capillary sticks on each other in accordance with regulations
of the NHA. Prerequisite: Infection Control for Healthcare
Programs and Phlebotomy Training Program. NOTE: completion
of 30 live sticks required to sit for the NHA Certified Phlebotomist
Examination.
CE-HCARE 2045OS, 13 Mon., Mar. 6-June 5, 3:30-7:30 pm. #20115

IN-PERSON

Certified Nursing Assistant

NYS approved training for nursing assistants. Prepare for
employment in hospitals and nursing homes. Includes classroom
work and clinical experiences at a local nursing home.
Admissions application and interview required; application due
date is Aug. 19.
CE-HCARE 2001OS, $1977 (+ textbook/workbook).
Sec. A: T/TH, Feb 14-May 11, 9:00 am-3:00 pm, #20117
Sec. B: Sat., Feb. 4-June 17, 9:00 am-4:00 pm, #20118

Register Early!
Classes are canceled for under-enrollment several days
in advance. We recommend that you register
ONE week in advance of the course start date.

CAREERS IN WRITING & PUBLISHING
IN-PERSON

Freelancing for Fun and Profit

Local publications are always looking for freelance writers. By
adding photography to the mix, writers double their value to
editors and publishers. The internet and digital media have
multiplied the opportunities and need for writers. Aspiring writers
will learn how to apply to the thousands of writing opportunities
open to them, while writers already engaged in writing projects
can encourage others through networking while finding new
outlets for their work. Please email instructor at totrwriter@aol.com
for list of optional books.
CE-WRITG 2071, 3 Thurs., Jan. 12-26, 6:30-8:30 pm, KNC-3,
$62 (+ $2 for purchase of a Rivertown Magazine and handouts).
T Riley. #20087

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING

REMOTE

Writing Bootcamp

Start fast! Keep it humming. End with authority. Polish, correct,
and tighten the prose. Learn how to write your story, whether
fiction or nonfiction, so it entices, captivates, and delights readers.
CE-WRITG 2047, 3 Wed., Apr. 12-26, 6:00-8:00 pm, $62.
P Andrews. #20050

Visit us online at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce |
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CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
IN-PERSON

DASA Training

This New York State approved training in harassment, bullying,
cyberbullying, and discrimination in schools is designed to fulfill
the training required for certification/licensure under the Dignity
for All Students Act (The Dignity Act).
At SUNY Westchester Ossining: CE-CERTS 2058OS, 1 Sat.,
9:00 am-3:00 pm, $93. D Flynn-Capalbo.
Sec. A: Mar. 4. #20119
Sec. B: Apr. 15. #20120

IN-PERSON

”Servsafe” Food Service Sanitation & Safety

Mandatory for anyone who handles and/or distributes food.
Prepare for the Dept. of Health Food Protection Certificate exam.
Meets State Agriculture and Markets education requirements
for food purveyors. Call 914-606-6830, press 1 for schedule and
registration form.
CE-CERTS 2000, $336 (+ textbook).

H%%RN Refresher Course

Designed for registered nurses who have been away from a
practice setting and are looking to return to a staff position. This
course is hybrid meaning that it is partially held remotely and
in-person for skills lab and/or clinical.
Provides an update on theoretical content and clinical practice.
Prerequisites: NYS RN license and current CPR certification for
healthcare professionals (BLS). Application due date is Aug. 19.
Call 914-606-7408 for information.
At SUNY Westchester Ossining:
CE-HCARE 2047OS, Tues., Feb. 14Apr. 11, 4:30-9:30 pm, $1145 (+ textbook/workbook). #20120

School Violence Prevention and Intervention

New York State approved coursework for educators, hospital
personnel, social workers, and others who work with children.
At SUNY Westchester Ossining: CE-CERTS 2002OS
1 Sat., 9:00 am-12:00 noon, $54. D Flynn-Capalbo.
Sec. A: Mar. 11. #20122
Sec. B: May 13. #20123

Mandated Training for Child Abuse and Neglect

New York State approved coursework for educators and
healthcare professionals. If already licensed, be prepared to show
it in class. $68. D Flynn-Capalbo.
At SUNY Westchester Ossining: CE-CERTS 2001OS
IN-PERSON Sec. A: 1 Sat., 9:00 am-12:00 noon, Feb. 4. #20124
REMOTE Sec. B: 1 Sat., 9:00 am-12:00 noon, Apr. 22. #20125
At SUNY Westchester Valhalla: CE-CERTS 2001
IN-PERSON Sec. A: 1 Wed., Mar. 1, 6:00-9:00 pm, GTW-219. #20192
REMOTE Sec. B: 1 Sat., Apr. 29, 1:00-4:00 pm. #20193

IN-PERSON

Notary Public Exam Prep

Prepare for the NYS Notary Public test. Laws, concepts, and
procedures will be explained. Topics include avoiding conflicts
of interest, maintaining professional ethics, charging proper
fees, handling special situations, when to hire an attorney, and
minimizing legal liability. All materials provided including website
links to NYS Department of State licensing information, booklets,
and forms. Also featured is an 80-question practice exam.
CE-CERTS 2043, 1 Mon., Mar. 27, 12:00 noon-4:00 pm, KNC-4,
$62. V Bujanow. #20194

IN-PERSON

Notary Signing Agent Seminar

If you are currently a NY Notary Public and always wanted to explore
earning additional income with your current Notary Commission,
this seminar is for you! The thriving real estate and refinancing
markets have companies scrambling to hire Notary Signing Agents
to help meet their increased business demands. After completing
this basic introductory course, you will have the opportunity to
work on a freelance basis in your own independent business by
working with mortgage, title and signing companies who will
hire you on a per-job assignment, often earning from $75-$150 or
more for notarizing and presenting mortgage loan documents. All
materials are included in this course which features a step-by-step
guidebook, sample loan document, 20-page mortgage glossary
and a YouTube mock loan signing. Lenders offering loans across
the country rely greatly on QUALIFIED Notary Signing Agents.
Usually lenders seek independent Notary Signing Agents to handle
transactions on a local basis for the convenience of the borrower.
CE-CRXPL 2033, 1 Mon., Apr. 17, 12:00 noon-4:00 pm, KNC-4, $62.
V Bujanow. #20204

COMMUNITY HEALTH & SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS
IN-PERSON

Heartsaver Adult/Child CPR/AED

American Heart Association CPR/AED course covering children ages 1 year up to adults. Certification good for two years. For the lay
responder. Please contact joan.lederman@sunywcc.edu prior to the class.
1 Sat., 9:00 am-1:00 pm, $85. J Lederman.
At SUNY Westchester Ossining: CE-HCARE 2006OS, Mar. 18. #20126

IN-PERSON

American Red Cross Babysitter’s Training

For youth planning to babysit, get the knowledge and skills
necessary to safely and responsibly give care for children and
infants. Develop leadership skills; plan a babysitting business,
keep yourself and others safe and help children behave; and learn
basic childcare and basic first aid. For ages 11-15 years old. Bring
a bag meal.
CE-CERTS 2031, 1 Sat., May 6, 9:00 am-4:00 pm, KNC-3, $93
(+ $15 ARC certification fee, payable to instructor). A Reeve. #19991

IN-PERSON

Drivers Pre-Licensing Class

Required five-hour pre-licensing class needed to earn your
MV-278 and schedule your road test. Bring learner’s permit to
class. This course is open to those 16 years of age and older.
Call 914-606-7406 to register.
At SUNY Westchester Ossining: CE-DRIVE 2001OS, 1 Sun.
9:00 am-2:00 pm, $59. T Gomes.
Sec. A: Feb. 5. #20127
Sec. C: Apr. 16. #20129
Sec. B: Mar. 5. #20128
Sec. D: May 7. #20130
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Textbook Required

REMOTE Animal Assisted Activities/ Pet Therapy:
Get Involved!

Become familiar with the steps to become a Therapy Dog team,
as well as a R.E.A.D. team (Reading Education Assistance Dogs).
Learn about Animal Assisted Activities in Assisted Living facilities,
schools, veteran’s hospitals, and libraries. View videos of dogs
at work and hear about local visits presently taking place. At the
end, you will have enough information to decide if you want to
become involved in the rewarding experience of pet therapy.
CE-ANIML 2005, $26. J Audevard.
Sec. A: 1 Sat., Feb. 25, 9:30-11:30 am. #19988
Sec. B: 1 Wed., Mar. 1, 6:30-8:30 pm. #19989

IN-PERSON

Safety 1st Defensive Driving

The NYS Point and Insurance Reduction Program (6-hr. Defensive
Driving Course) has many benefits, including learning safe driving
techniques, discounts on your automobile insurance if you are the
principle operator, and point reduction from your driver’s license.
Sponsored by American Safety, Inc. Must attend both meetings
for certification.
CE-DRIVE 2003, 1 W/Th, Mar. 29 & 30, 6:00-9:00 pm, KNC-2,
$37 (+ $12 for certification and handouts, payable to instructor).
M DeToma. #20046

COMPUTERS, MICROSOFT OFFICE
& INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
REMOTE

Data Analytics with CompTIA Data+ Certification

As the importance for data analytics grows, more job roles
are required to better communicate vital business intelligence.
Collecting, analyzing, and reporting on data can drive priorities
and lead business decision-making. CompTIA Data+ validates
certified professionals have the skills required to facilitate datadriven business decisions, including: mining and manipulating
data, visualizing and reporting data, applying basic statistical
methods, and analyzing complex datasets while adhering to
governance and quality standards throughout the entire data life
cycle. All training materials included. Participants will be prepared
for the CompTIA Data+ exam (exam voucher included).
Prerequisite skills: CompTIA recommends 18 months of experience
in a report/business analyst job role, exposure to databases
and analytical tools, a basic understanding of statistics and data
visualization experience.CE-COMP 2258, 13 M/W, Feb. 1-Mar.15,
6:00-9:00 pm, $1,895. B DiMolfetta. #20059
For information about our Data Analytics with CompTIA Data+
training, please email Kristine.Bunyea@sunywcc.edu
For an Introduction to Database Development, try our online,
self-paced course at www.ed2go.com/sunywcc

IN-PERSON

Entry-Level IT Helpdesk Technician

This certificate program will prepare you to earn the CompTIA
A+ certification. The course provides hands-on instruction,
covering the skills required to assemble, refurbish, upgrade,
configure and troubleshoot personal computers. The skills you
will gain will give you a clear understanding of network, hardware,
security, software, server, virtualization, management, as well
as troubleshooting mobile devices. Additionally, you will benefit
from attending a Career Development session once per week
to refine your job search skills so that you are successful finding
employment in the IT field.
To sign up, visit www.sunywcc.edu/continuing-ed/pdc/entry-levelit-help-desk-technician-program/. For more information including
class schedule, contact Eridania Camacho at 914-606-7558.

Register Early!
Classes are canceled for under-enrollment several days
in advance. We recommend that you register
ONE week in advance of the course start date.

COMPUTER ESSENTIALS
IN-PERSON

Digital Literacy for Life and the Workplace

Whether you are new to computers or want to enhance your
computer skills, this course is for you. Increase your computer
literacy with techniques and shortcuts. Build your confidence
and gain control of your computer by managing, organizing,
and searching for your files and folders. Learn the benefits of
different internet browsers and search engines, as you manage
your email folders and attachments. Learn to use the basic
features of Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint 365, three of
the most fundamental software programs used in everyday life,
educational and professional settings. All participants will be
provided Microsoft Office 365 access upon activation of their
SUNY Westchester Community College account. This class is
best suited for Windows, not Mac.
CE-COMP 2235, $496 (+ textbook)
Sec. A-Windows 10: 8 T/Th, Mar. 14-Apr. 6, 9:00 am-12:00 noon,
GTW-209. #20221
Sec. B-Windows 11: 7 Sun., Jan. 22-Mar. 5, 10:00 am-1:30 pm,
GTW-215. P Gedney. #20222

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING

IN-PERSON Digital Literacy for Life and the Workplace:
The Next Level

Go beyond the basics with the latest version of Microsoft Word,
Excel and PowerPoint--three of the most fundamental software
programs used in educational and professional settings. Learn
to Mail Merge and work with images, section breaks, columns,
styles, tables, headers, and footers in Word. Apply advanced
formatting techniques to your spreadsheets and work with dates
and lookup functions in Excel. Create presentations that include
charts, tables, and hyperlinks. Prepare a presentation for delivery
with PowerPoint. Prerequisite: Digital Literacy for Life and the
Workplace or equivalent experience. This class is best suited for
Windows, not Mac
CE-COMP 2173, 6 T/Th, Apr. 11-27, 9:00 am-12:00 noon,
GTW-209, $403 (+ textbook). #20223
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IN-PERSON

Get Organized: Manage Your Computer Files

Organizing and managing your files is essential for the workplace
and for the home. Learn best practices to organize your files;
create and organize folders; search for files; work with shortcuts.
This is a must-have skill!
CE-COMP 2002, $153
Sec. A-Windows 10: 2 T/Th, Jan. 17 & 19, 9:00 am-12:00 noon,
GTW-209. #20067
Sec. B-Windows 11: 2 Sun., Mar. 12 & 19, 10:00 am-1:00 pm, GTW-215.
#20068

IN-PERSON

Keyboarding for Accuracy and Speed

This course provides students with the basic skills necessary to
learn touch-typing on a computer keyboard. The ability to type
faster and more accurately saves time and increases productivity.
A great course for anyone who uses the computer, including
healthcare professionals who have to make entries in patient
electronic records. Only basic computer operational skills are
required for this hands-on class.
CE-COMP 2016, 9 Sat., Feb. 4-Apr. 1, 9:00-11:00 am, GTW-203, $217.
#20069

IN-PERSON

Advanced Keyboarding

If you want to improve your existing typing skills, this course is
for you. Concentration will be on building upon the skills acquired
in the beginning keyboarding classes by improving speed and
accuracy. Students will become familiar with typing text from
various media, printed page, dictation, and the computer screen.
Emphasis will be on mastering proper finger to key usage and
demonstrate proficiency using skill building exercises. The student
will be able to type faster and more accurately which will save
time and increases productivity. This course will also focus on the
symbols and numerical keys found on a keyboard.
CE-COMP 2149, 4 T/Th, Apr. 25-May 4, 6:00-8:00 pm, GTW-203,
$165. J Heatley. #20070

The Certification Center at SUNY Westchester Community College
Through the Division of Workforce Development and Community Education, The Certification Center at SUNY Westchester Community
College offers a wide range of industry-recognized certification exams designed to take your career to the next level.
Our Certification Center is a convenient, professional space that welcomes current students, alumni, and all members of the community.
As of the printing of this brochure, exams are still being administered by appointment through Exams from Home.
https://certiport.pearsonvue.com/Support/Install/Exams-from-Home/Test-Candidate.aspx
Email Michele.Maya@sunywcc.edu to schedule your exam. Proctor fees apply.

Certification Exam Prep Package
Ensure you are prepared to sit for a certification exam once you have completed your coursework (or equivalent experience).
Package includes GMetrix practice testing, finds areas you need to improve before your certification exam.
Our expert trainers then help you with three hours of intense focus on the skills identified. Package includes one testing voucher and one
retake, if necessary. View eligible exams at www.sunywcc.edu/pdc and click on the Certification Center tab.
Email Michele.Maya@sunywcc.edu for more information on practice testing, scheduling, or groups of more than one. CE-COMP 2242, $510.

Methods of Instruction:
REMOTE Students and instructors

report virtually to classes on the
designated days, dates, and times
they are scheduled for.

HYBRID Combination of remote

and in-person instruction. You
will meet virtually and in-person
on scheduled days.

ONLINE Students work on
assignments and view content
at their own pace online for the
duration of the course.
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IN-PERSON Students and
instructors meet in-person on
the designated days, dates, and
times they are scheduled for.

Textbook Required

SUNDAY FUNDAY!
Join us at SUNY Westchester Community College virtually or in-person for some digital fun, including our new Life Essentials Series
taught by Professor Garrett McAlister! Learn something new and get your questions answered in these workshops.

NEW! IN-PERSON Life Essentials Series: Electric vs.
Gas Powered Vehicles Facts & Fiction

With the growing interest and adoption of electric vehicles,
learn about the pros, cons, and common consumer concerns
related to electric vehicle ownership before making the
purchase.
CE-DRIVE 2005, 1 Sun., Mar. 5, 1:00-4:00 pm, GTW-209, $80.
#20208

NEW! REMOTE Life Essentials Series: Solar Powered
Homes & Going Off the Grid: Facts & Fiction

With the growing interest in renewable energy sources, learn
about the pros, cons, and consumer concerns related to
having a solar powered home.
CE-HOME 2010, 1 Sun., Apr. 23, 1:00-4:00 pm, $80. G McAlister.
#20210

REMOTE

Cut the Cord: Online TV Streaming Solutions

The non-techie’s guide to living without cable. Learn about
TV streaming solutions that will save you money. Highlights
devices such as Roku, Amazon Fire, Apple TV, Chromecast
and how to use your laptop, tablet, or smartphone to consume
streaming media on the go. Learn about Netflix, Amazon
Prime, Hulu, Disney+ and Apple TV+ and free streaming
services like Crackle, Pluto TV and Peacock. Discussion on
internet requirements and how to determine which devices
and services may work best for you including the revival of the
TV antenna.
CE-COMP 2148, 1 Sun., Feb. 26, 1:00-4:00 pm, $82.
G McAlister. #20207

NEW! IN-PERSON Life Essentials Series:
Drones for the Hobbyist

Learn about the different types of drones, what drone
enthusiasts are using these devices for, and about the
regulations and laws that must be followed when using them.
CE-HOBBY 2016, 1 Sun., Apr. 16, 1:00-4:00 pm, GTW-209, $80.
G McAlister. #20209

NEW! IN-PERSON Life Essentials Series:
Drones for Businesses

Learn about the possible business applications related to
various drone technologies and the regulations and laws that
must be followed when using them.
CE-BUS 2140, 1 Sun., Apr. 30, 1:00-4:00 pm, GTW-209, $80.
G McAlister. #20212

NEW! IN-PERSON Life Essentials Series: The 1.2.3’s of
Home Tech Devices (IoT)

Learn how to use various devices within your home (cell
phones, tablets, Alexa, Google Home Devices……. and more)
CE-COMP 2256, 1 Sun., Jan 22, 10:00 am-2:30 pm (30-minute
lunch break), $88, GTW-209. G McAlister. #20205

NEW! REMOTE Life Essentials Series: Internet
Safety Simplified

Learn how to safely engage with the internet, deal with
phishing emails, and properly securing your desktop/laptop
and mobile devices with various tools and industry best
practices.
CE-COMP 2257, 1 Sun., Jan.29, 1:00-4:00 pm, $65. G McAlister.
#20206

IN-PERSON

IN-PERSON Get Organized: Manage Your
Computer Files

Organizing and managing your files is essential for the
workplace and for the home. Learn best practices to arrange
and categorize your files; create and organize folders; search
for files; work with shortcuts. This is a must-have skill!
CE-COMP 2002 Sec. B-Windows 11: 2 Sun., Mar. 12 & 19,
10:00 am-1:00 pm, GTW-215, $153. #20068

IN-PERSON

Declutter Your Digital Life

Learn how to transfer your photos, videos and music files from
your mobile devices and digital camera to your computer,
as well as how to scan your documents and pictures to your
computer. You will learn how to organize and backup these
files using different storage media devices. This course will
also demonstrate how to secure your numerous Internet
accounts and passwords, manage your overflowing email, and
encrypt your important files. Please bring a USB flash drive to
class.
CE-COMP 2210, 1 Sun., Apr. 23, 10:00 am-4:00 pm (30-minute
lunch break), GTW-209, $133. P Gedney. #20219

Digital Literacy for Life and the Workplace

Whether you are new to computers or want to enhance your computer skills, this course is for you. See page 10 for full course
description.This class is best suited for Windows, not Mac.
Sec. B-Windows 11: 7 Sun., Jan. 22-Mar. 5, 10:00 am-1:30 pm, GTW-215, $496. (+textbook). P Gedney. #20222

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING
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TAKE YOUR MICROSOFT OFFICE SKILLS TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Spring is a great time to enhance your Microsoft Office skills! Our series of programs will develop your skills and advance your career!
From beginner to professional, these programs are comprehensive and lead to digital badges and add-on certifications.

Computer Skills for Job Readiness Non-credit Certificate
Achievement of this non-credit certificate series requires the successful completion of all classes, assignments,
and exercises in all levels of Excel and Word listed below (Introduction, Intermediate, and Advanced.)
For more information, email Michele.Maya@sunywcc.edu.

IN-PERSON

Microsoft Outlook Training

Stay connected and productive wherever you are. Manage your email and share your calendar to schedule meetings with ease from your laptop,
PC, tablet, or mobile device. Go beyond email to improve your time and task management with advanced features of Outlook: the powerful
calendar, meeting scheduler, contacts, address book, and task manager. Learn the many options Outlook provides for creating, reading, and
sending email, working with attachments, flagging, and categorizing messages, and working with distribution lists and your contacts.
CE-COMP 2024, 4 M/W, Mar. 13-22, 6:00-9:00 pm, GTW-209, $310. #20075

REMOTE

Microsoft Teams

Chat, call, meet and collaborate! Teams is a collaboration suite
that provides individuals with the ability to share and work
together on projects and information in real-time. With Microsoft
Teams you can stay in the loop via instant messaging, voice
and video calls, screen sharing, whiteboards, file sharing, and
collaborative editing. Learn how to schedule a Teams meeting,
use channels, chat, video call, and collaborate in real time.
CE-COMP 2238, 2 M/W, Feb. 27 & Mar. 1, 6:00-9:00 pm, $155.
L Silva. #20216

Introduction to Microsoft Excel

Get started with Excel, even if you have never used a spreadsheet
before. Includes building and editing worksheets, formatting a
worksheet, working with charts, and working with formulas and
functions. This course includes organizing and managing your
files and folders for workplace efficiency.
CE-COMP 2020, $350 (+ textbook).
REMOTE Sec. A: 4 Sat., Jan. 28-Feb. 18, 9:00 am-12:30 noon.
B DiMolfetta. #20060
IN-PERSON Sec. B: 4 T/Th, Mar. 7-16, 6:00-9:30 pm, GTW-209.
J Heatley. #20071

Intermediate Microsoft Excel

Expand your skills in Excel by learning to use and analyze tables
and enhance your charts and worksheets. Explore techniques for
managing workbooks, sharing Excel files, and incorporating web
information. Prerequisite: MS Excel Introduction or equivalent
experience.
CE-COMP 2021, $310 (+ textbook).
REMOTE Sec. A: 4 Sat., Mar.4-25, 9:00 am-12:00 noon. B DiMolfetta.
#20061
IN-PERSON Sec. B: 4 T/Th, Mar. 21-30, 6:00-9:00 pm, GTW-209.
J Heatley. #20072

Advanced Microsoft Excel

Master more advanced features of Excel such as analyzing
data with PivotTables, exchanging data with other programs,
and advanced worksheet management. Prerequisite: MS Excel
Intermediate or equivalent experience.
CE-COMP 2022, $310 (+ textbook).
REMOTE Sec. A: 4 Sat., Apr 1-29 (skip 4/8), 9:00 am-12:00 noon.
B DiMolfetta. #20062
IN-PERSON Sec. B: 4 T/Th, Apr. 11-20, 6:00-9:00 pm, GTW-209.
J Heatley. #20073

Introduction to Microsoft Excel

Get started with Excel, even if you have never used a spreadsheet
before. Includes building and editing worksheets, formatting a
worksheet, working with charts, and working with formulas and
functions. This course includes organizing and managing your
files and folders for workplace efficiency.
CE-COMP 2020, $350 (+ textbook).
REMOTE Sec. A: 4 Sat., Jan. 28-Feb. 18, 9:00 am-12:30 noon.
B DiMolfetta. #20060
IN-PERSON Sec. B: 4 T/Th, Mar. 7-16, 6:00-9:30 pm, GTW-209.
J Heatley. #20071

IN-PERSON

Introduction to Microsoft Word

Get started with Word. Covers editing documents; formatting text,
paragraphs, and documents; and creating and formatting tables–
fundamental skills for creating letters, reports, and documents.
Organize and manage your files and folders for workplace
efficiency.
CE-COMP 2029, 4 Sat., Jan. 28-Feb. 18, 1:00-4:30 pm,
GTW-209, $350 (+ textbook). #20213

IN-PERSON

Intermediate Microsoft Word

Expand your skills by adding graphics, using styles and templates,
and managing multi-page documents. Create personalized
mailings by merging data into your documents. Learn how to
turn your Word document into a webpage. Prerequisite: Microsoft
Word Introduction or equivalent experience.
CE-COMP 2030, 4 Sat., Mar.4-25, 1:00-4:00 pm, GTW-209,
$310 (+ textbook). #20214

IN-PERSON

Advanced Microsoft Word

Master more advanced features of Word such as building forms,
creating charts and diagrams, collaborating with others on a
document, working with references, advanced graphics,
and integrating Word with other applications. Prerequisite:
Microsoft Word Intermediate or equivalent experience.
CE-COMP 2031, 4 Sat., Apr 1-29 (skip 4/8), 1:00-4:00 pm,
GTW-209, $310 (+ textbook). J Heatley. #20215
Save $$ when you register for all three Word or Excel
classes during this term for just $880.
Savings will be reflected when your course fees are
calculated after enrolling. If classes are canceled for
any reason, discount no longer applies.
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Textbook Required

TECHNOLOGY COURSES FOR BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY
IN-PERSON

SQL Basics for Data Science

This course will allow the student to understand and write SQL
(Structured Query Language), the language used to create, read,
and manipulate data from relational databases such as Access,
Oracle, and Microsoft SQL Server. Prerequisite: Some familiarity
with a relational database system (e.g. MS Access). 18 hours.
CE-COMP 2102, 6 Sat., Mar. 11-Apr. 22 (skip 4/8),
9:00 am-12:00 noon, GTW-215, $403 (+textbook). L Silva. #20218

REMOTE Introduction to Data Science and Machine
Learning Featuring Python

Data science is an exciting discipline, which leverages Machine
Learning and Artificial Intelligence to enable decision makers to turn
raw data into understanding, insight and actionable options. With the
enormous volume and variety of data being created and collected
daily, Data Science is one of today’s fastest growing and critically
important fields for businesses, organizations and government.
Data Scientists are in demand by both industry and the public
sector with robust job growth expected well into the next decade.
CE-COMP 2239, T/Th Jan. 24-May 4, 6:00-8:00 pm, $2,450.
#20648

WORKSHOPS FOR TODAY’S WORKPLACE
REMOTE

Mastering Excel PivotTables and PivotCharts

A PivotTable is an interactive table that automatically extracts,
organizes, and summarizes your data, making it easier to analyze.
Learn to make comparisons, detect patterns and relationships,
and analyze trends with ease. Prerequisite: MS Excel Intermediate
or equivalent experience.
CE-COMP 2086, 1 Fri., Mar. 10, 9:00 am-1:00 pm, $90.
A Tumminelli. #20217

IN-PERSON

Constructing Microsoft Excel Formulas

Learn how to build complex formulas, use functions, and combine
them in powerful ways. Covers using absolute and relative
references in formulas and the order of precedence of operations.
Prerequisite: MS Excel Introduction or equivalent experience.
CE-COMP 2052, 2 M/W, Mar. 6 & 8, 6:00-9:00pm, GTW-209, $158.
#20074

IN-PERSON

Create and Share Dashboards with Excel

Excel dashboards track data in one visual, dynamic, interactive,
central, and compact sheet. Learn to build and share dashboards
that simplify data analysis and enhance decision-making.
Prerequisite: MS Excel Intermediate or equivalent experience.

LinkedIn Individual Session

LinkedIn, the world’s largest professional networking site, is a
valuable tool for creating and maintaining a list of professional
contacts. Job seekers, employers, and those looking for business
opportunities all benefit from the power of LinkedIn. Work on your
profile with our expert consultant.
Email Michele.Maya@sunywcc.edu to schedule your individual
2-hour session for $185 or 3-hours for $265.

BOOKKEEPING WITH QUICKBOOKS AND EXCEL NON-CREDIT CERTIFICATE
Earn this non-credit certificate by successfully completing our Professional QuickBooks Online Training class and Microsoft Excel—
Introduction and Intermediate classes (page 12), Apply for the certificate upon completing all requirements by emailing Michele.Maya@sunywcc.edu.

NEW!

Professional QuickBooks Online Training

Debits, credits, journals, ledgers...having a working knowledge of
these principles will help you understand the “behind the scenes”
of how business transactions are correctly recorded and how
QuickBooks handles them. Learn how to handle accounts payable
and receivable, customer info, and inventory. Become familiar with
payroll functions and track the financial health of your business.
This course teaches QBO, the latest online version of QuickBooks,
and prepares you for the QuickBooks Certified User (QBCU)
Online exam (exam fees not included). 48 hours. Non-credit
certificate granted upon successful completion.
CE-COMP 2013, $795 (+ textbook)
REMOTE Sec. A: 16 T/Th, Jan. 24-Mar. 16, 6:00-9:00pm. N Addanki.
#20063
IN-PERSON Sec. B: 24 T/Th, Feb. 14-May 4, 8:30-10:30 am, GTW-215.
P McLarren-Johnson. #20224
In need of a flexible schedule? Try our asynchronous online
program: Professional Bookkeeping with QuickBooks.
Get full details at careertraining.ed2go.com/sunywcc

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Python Programming Non-Credit Certificate
Earn this non-credit certificate by successfully completing our Python Programming Basics and Intermediate Programming
with Python courses. Apply for the certificate upon successfully completing all requirements by emailing Michele.Maya@sunywcc.edu.

REMOTE

Python Programming Basics

NEW! REMOTE

This course will give you an understanding of basic programming
concepts as implemented in Python. Topics include data types,
assignment and conditional statements, basics of flowcharts
and analysis. No previous programming experience is required;
basic typing and computer skills are required.
CE-COMP 2140, 12 M/W, Feb. 6-Mar.15, 6:30-8:30 pm,
$495 (+ textbook). R Volpe. #20064

REMOTE

Python (PCEP) Accelerated Exam Prep

This course provides an intensive and comprehensive exam
preparation for the Python Institute’s PCEP Exam: Certified
Entry-Level Python Programmer. This certification is a
professional credential that measures your ability to accomplish
coding tasks related to the essentials of programming in
the Python language. “A test candidate should demonstrate
sufficient knowledge of the universal concepts of computer
programming, the syntax and semantics of the Python language
as well as the skills in resolving typical implementation
challenges with the help of the Python Standard Library”, as
stated on the Python Institute website. Exam voucher and one
retake included.
Prerequisites: Python Program II or equivalent experience
CE-COMP 2254, 6 M/W, May 8-24, 6:30-8:30 pm, $375
(+ textbook). R Volpe. #20066

Python Programming II

Topics include functions, objects and classes, GUI
programming using Tkinter, recursion, lists, tuples, sets, and
dictionaries. Upon successful completion, students may be
ready to sit for the Python Institute’s PCEP Certification Exam
(exam fee not included). Prerequisite: Python Programming
Basics or equivalent experience.
CE-COMP 2191, 12 M/W, Mar. 20-May 3 (skip 4/3 & 4/5),
6:30-8:30 pm, $495 (+ textbook). R Volpe. #20065

INTERACTIVE DESIGN & DIGITAL ARTS
Courses in this section are offered by SUNY Westchester Peekskill, located at 27 North Division Street, Peekskill, NY.

REMOTE

Digital Photography Certificate-126 Hrs
This online, non-credit certificate program is over two semesters, beginning in the fall.
The culminating experience will be the creation of a photography portfolio and exhibition to share with family, friends, and
potential employers in order to continue on their personal and professional pathways. The Digital Photography Certificate will provide
new and motivated photographers with a foundation in practice and theory with lab exercises, assignments, and lecture demonstrations.
Students will learn about the proper operation of a camera and achieving correct exposure, composition methods,
post processing, and specialized photography. Throughout the experience, students will draw inspiration from the works of
historical and contemporary photography. Enhance your portfolio and hone your skills!
The certificate program is an intensive course of study with six individual courses.
To register for certificate program classes, you must call 914-606-7300 or email Carmen Marrinan at peekskill@sunywcc.edu
For non-credit course descriptions, visit us at www.sunywcc.edu/peekskill

NEW!

Advanced Digital Photography

The Advanced Digital Photography hybrid series is for students
who are post-certificate or have received instructor permission.
These students will continue to investigate digital photography
and further their skills.
Part 1 is a pre-requisite for Part 2.
These courses are hybrid (remote and in-person), taking
advantage of the vast resources and specialized facility at
the Center for the Digital Arts, SUNY Westchester Peekskill.
Students may register for the series or take courses
independently in sequence.
To register for certificate program classes, you must call
914-606-7300 or email Carmen Marrinan at
peekskill@sunywcc.edu
For non-credit course descriptions, visit us at
www.sunywcc.edu/peekskill

HYBRID

Part 2: focus on lighting

Advanced Digital Photography continues with an initial
concentration on lighting, both natural and artiﬁcial, where
students can choose to focus on portrait or small object
photography, including in-person shoots with a live model. We
will then learn new tools and procedures using Photoshop for
advanced retouching, including selection tools and layer masks.
Students will prepare select images for printing. Best work will
be chosen for the Spring 2024 Student Art Exhibit, as well as an
advanced personal portfolio. Remote and in-person schedule to
be determined.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-DGART 2127PE, 14 Thurs.,
Jan. 26-Apr. 27, 6:30-9:30 pm, $550.
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Textbook Required

HYBRID

Mixed Reality (XR) Certificate-84 Hrs
This non-credit, hybrid certificate program is an intensive course of study over two semesters beginning in the fall.
This program gives students the tools and knowledge to create mixed reality worlds. Students will be instructed in coding,
digital 3D modeling, game design, mixed reality design (virtual and augmented reality), independent studio, and portfolio development.
This certificate will enable students to acquire skills that are attractive to employers in an in-demand field. For ages 18 years & up.
Students must register for the entire program at time of registration.

Register for the entire certificate!
To register for certificate program classes, you must call 914-606-7300 or email Carmen Marrinan at peekskill@sunywcc.edu
For non-credit course descriptions, visit us at www.sunywcc.edu/peekskill

REMOTE

Social Media Specialist Certificate-66 Hrs
This online, non-credit certificate program is over two semesters, beginning in the fall.
The culminating experience will be the creation of a social media portfolio that students can share with potential employers or
use as a guide to create their own social media consulting business. The Social Media Specialist Certificate provides motivated
individuals with a foundation in practice and theory with hands-on activities, in-depth assignments, and lectures by the instructor
and using supplemental resources, such as videos and/or interviews with social media professionals. We give you the tools to become
a smart and capable player on the social media stage. When you are done, you will be able to create a powerful social media strategy.
The certificate is an intensive course of study with a total of seven individual courses, and three optional electives to choose from.
One elective is required during the program. Upon completion of the core courses, participants will have the opportunity to
take for the Hootsuite Social Marketing exam (exam fees are additional). Completion of the certificate is required for the exam.
Students may register for the entire program at time of registration for certificate or take courses independently in sequence.

Register for the entire certificate!
To register for certificate program classes, you must call 914-606-7300 or email Carmen Marrinan at peekskill@sunywcc.edu
For non-credit course descriptions, visit us at www.sunywcc.edu/peekskill

Social Media Strategies and Tactics

Social Media Measurement and ROI

Social Media Marketing

Create A Social Media Crisis Management Plan

Learn about setting Goals, Objectives, KPIs, and Tactics.
Students will learn about creating content calendar for timing
and key dates and incorporating content marketing into a social
context. In addition, students will look at several social media
tools, including Hootsuite, content management systems, and
other common tools used in a social media role. Plus, this
course will cover how to build a brand advocacy program and
look at ways to engage influencers.
CE-COMP 2223PE, 4 Thurs., Jan. 19-Feb. 9, 6:00-9:00 pm, $221.
This course provides students with an in-depth look at social
media advertising, including how to establish a budget;
developing a data-driven audience; creating an ad campaign;
and measuring its impact. Activities, templates, lectures, and
insights will be provided to help students craft a successful
social media ad campaign.
CE-COMP 2224PE, 3 Thurs., Mar. 2-16, 6:00-9:00 pm, $164.

This course will provide students with an in-depth, hands-on
exploration of current trends and tools including quantitative
and qualitative measurement methodologies for social media.
Students will learn to communicate return on investment (ROI) of
social media to a non-expert audience. Students will develop
skills to analyze how the performance of the social media
strategy directly impacts the strategic priorities and mission/
goals of their organization.
CE-COMP 2225PE, 3 Thurs., Mar. 23-Apr. 6, 6:00-9:00 pm, $164.
On social media, things can move blazingly fast. Sometimes,
a PR crisis that seems to come out of nowhere. Your best
chance to make it through a social media crisis is to prepare
ahead of time. Have a solid plan, a list of key stakeholders and
responsibilities, and a clear chain of command. This course
looks at methods for spotting potential issues as they emerge
and how to shut a problem down in the early stages. The course
also will show the students what to do if you end up with a fullblown social media crisis management situation on your hands.
Examples, handouts, and templates will be provided.
CE-COMP 2226PE, 2 Thurs., Apr. 27-May 4, 6:00-9:00 pm, $109.

ELECTIVES
Policies and Procedures to Manage Risk

This course examines social media policies and procedures to
manage risk and improve communication strategies. Students
will have the opportunity to draft social media policies and
procedures for their respective organizations.
CE-COMP 2228PE, 2 Thurs., Jan. 5-12, 6:00-9:00 pm, $109.

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING

Creating Simple Video Content for Social Media

Any business can start creating video content as a part of its
overall marketing strategy. You just have to figure out what your
overall objective is and how to plan to achieve those results.
Creating unique, refreshing and engaging video content comes
easy, if the objective is clear. In this course, students will create
a video storyboard and script based on a business objective.
Then they will use online tools and apps to create the video.
CE-COMP 2229PE, 2 Thurs., Feb. 16-23, 6:00-9:00 pm, $109.

Visit us online at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce |
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REMOTE

3D Animation Certificate-252 Hrs
This online, non-credit certificate program is an intensive course of study over two semesters beginning in the fall.
The culminating experience will be the creation of a demo reel for their portfolio to show employers or schools in order to continue
on their career paths. Demo reels will be exhibited in a certificate completion exhibition. This certificate program will take students
through the 3D animation production pipeline and cover many facets of 3D creation. From modeling assets and characters to
animating and final rendering, this certificate will guide you through the fundamental principles of 3D animation. Whether you are
interested in film, video games, or commercial work, these courses will get you on the right trajectory. Prepare for an intensive exploration!
Prerequisite: Basic computer knowledge. Students must register for the entire program at time of registration.
To register for certificate program classes, you must call 914-606-7300 or email Carmen Marrinan at peekskill@sunywcc.edu
For non-credit course descriptions, visit us at www.sunywcc.edu/peekskill

NEW! REMOTE

Certificate in User Experience Design (UX)-93 Hrs
User Experience Design is a online non-credit certificate that prepares graduates for working in interactive technologies
and provides them with industry literacy through applied practice. The program will offer a foundation in user experience strategies,
design thinking, and interactive design. Students will acquire skills in user research, site-mapping, wire-framing, prototyping,
web programming, UX Career Development, etc. Students can also complete a portfolio course where they will create finished examples
of their work to show prospective employers facilitated by a professional industry UX designer.
Prerequisite: Basic computer experience. Students may register for the entire program at time of registration.

Register for the entire certificate for $1,668!
To register for certificate program classes, you must call 914-606-7300 or email Carmen Marrinan at peekskill@sunywcc.edu

Design Thinking

This course will apply design thinking best practices to
develop websites and mobile applications for commercial
or public industries. Students will learn how to be a design
thinking facilitator and a UX/UI designer in a collaborative
team environment that will utilize human-centered techniques
to solve complex problems and discover innovative solutions
for interactive media. With hands-on examples and tutorials,
students will better understand how to design effective
websites and mobile applications for diverse end-users.
CE-DGART 2073PE, 7 Thurs., Jan. 19-Mar. 2, 6:30-9:30 pm, $367.

UX Design Web Programming and Development

This course will include wire-framing and designing your
prototype with Sketch and InVision. Once their prototype is
complete, students will create a website with WordPress learning
HTML, CSS, JavaScript programming languages. Students will
utilize a WYSIWYG editor and code generator. The course will
focus on front end web development to actualize dynamic web
pages. Students will utilize a variety of web tools and resources
in this course. In addition, students will use responsive design
templates that take into consideration mobile devices.
CE-DGART 2106PE, 7 Sun., Mar. 5-23 (skip 4/9), 10:00 am-1:00 pm,
$367.

User Experience Design Portfolio

This course uses user research, wireframes and prototypes, user
interface and interactive design, and usability testing to create
real-world projects to prepare students for the UX/UI field. For
certificate students only.
CE-DGART 2089PE, 7 Mon., Mar. 20-May 1, 6:30-9:30 pm, $367.

UX Career Development Workshop

User Experience Fundamentals

Learn about the field of user experience and the essential
principles of human-centered design, including design
architecture and its application. Discuss the human factors that
impact design; how to start a mapping project; how to conduct
user experience research; and how to use diagrammatic tools
to succeed. User Experience Fundamentals required for User
Experience Design Portfolio.
CE-DGART 2092PE, 7 Mon., Jan. 23-Mar. 13 (skip 2/20),
6:30-9:30 pm, $367.

Prepare to launch your career in UX with this three-session
career development workshop. In the first session, you will work
on creating your resume and LinkedIn profile to best highlight
your digital portfolio and skills. Next, you will learn the art of a
great interview, including how to prepare and be ready for virtual
and in person interviews, being able to highlight your skills and
abilities, present your genuine self with confidence and ask good
questions. In the final workshop learn from subject matter experts
in the industry. Hear their thoughts on what is presently important
for hiring managers through a panel answering your questions
and the opportunity to practice mock interviews.
CE-DGART 2119PE, 3 T/Th., May 9-16, 6:30-9:30 pm, $200.
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Textbook Required

NEW! REMOTE

Web Design Certificate Program-64 Hrs
This is a non-credit remote synchronous certificate program.
Learn design principles and front-end programming using languages such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Students will learn to
use tools like Chrome Devtools, Adobe Photoshop, and Dreamweaver. Students will be utilizing the design thinking process
to work as a collaborative web development team, prototype, and to evaluate, and test a finished portfolio piece.
Portfolio pieces will be online websites ready for professional use. Students must register for the entire program at time of registration.

Register for the entire certificate for $1,350!
To register for certificate program classes, you must call 914-606-7300 or email Carmen Marrinan at peekskill@sunywcc.edu
Visit us at www.sunywcc.edu/peekskill

Web Design Strategy

Students will learn the fundamentals of website design and the
production process. The course will introduce students to the
design research process. Topics will include: user personas,
sitemaps, journey maps, wireframes, and how to design a mockup using the Adobe Creative Suite including basic image editing.
CE-DGART 2140PE, 8 Tues., Feb 7-Mar. 28, 6:30-8:30 pm.

Coding HTML & CSS

This course provides students with how the web is structured
and how to approach interface design. Students will learn the
anatomy of HTML, HTML documents, elements, tables, attributes,
how to embed images and multimedia, and how to style the web
with CSS (Cascading Style sheet). Topics such as CSS Selectors,
the box model, backgrounds and borders, styling text, and
layouts will be explored. In addition, students will also learn how
to debug HTML elements using the DOM inspector tool.
CE-DGART 2141PE, 8 Thurs., Feb. 9-Mar. 30, 6:30-8:30 pm.

Coding Responsive & Interactive Websites

Students will take a deep dive into CSS programming and
website interfaces for various devices for responsive design. The
class explores topics such as responsive front-end frameworks,
floats, positioning, flexbox, grid, typography, and media queries.
Digital accessibility and 508 compliance will be addressed and
incorporated into the curriculum. Websites will be developed
into a mobile application.
CE-DGART 2142PE, 8 Tues., Apr. 4-May 23, 6:30-8:30 pm.

Custom WordPress Website

Students will learn how to design and develop a fully
customizable WordPress website. Topics like WordPress
Themes and Child Themes, Plugins, Widgets, custom CSS, the
WordPress admin/dashboard, and domain and hosting will be
explored. The WordPress Website project produced in the class
will include all the work students have created in the certificate
program and may be used for their portfolio.
CE-DGART 2143PE, 8 Thurs., Apr. 6-May 25, 6:30-8:30 pm.

DIGITAL MEDIA
IN-PERSON

Open Studio Access Package

The Center for the Digital Arts at SUNY Westchester Peekskill is
an artist’s space and a friendly environment in which to work. The
Center hosts five Apple post-production studios including two
video labs, an animation studio including ZBrush, and facilities for
other digital projects. The studio also offers large format and 3D
MakerBot printers for use by artists enrolled in this program. This
package is for the professional or aspiring artist with competent
computer skills who wants to continue to develop a portfolio
and use the Center’s resources. Note: Interview with Technical
Support Manager required; choose daily access or package fee.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill:
CE-DGART 2003PE, Jan. 23-May. 6, M/T/W/Th, 9:00 am-9:00 pm
and F/Sa, 9:00 am-4:00 pm Package Fee $347.
CE-DGART 2050PE, Daily Fee $32 per day.

Adobe Photoshop Certification:
Preparation for Adobe Certified Professional Exam (ACP)
NEW! REMOTE

Distinguish yourself from the competition with industry-recognized
credentials by becoming an Adobe Certified Professional (formerly
called an Adobe Certified Associate). This course will prepare you
for the exam with both hands-on-work and practice tests. The
course will train students on critical tasks for the digital media
workplace that go beyond the software. Students will be prepared
to take the Adobe Photoshop certification exam for an additional
fee at the Valhalla Certiport testing center.
CE-DGART 2137PE, 4 Sat., Feb. 11-Mar. 4, 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $442.
#20297

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING

NEW! REMOTE Adobe Illustrator Certification:
Preparation for Adobe Certified Professional Exam (ACP)
Distinguish yourself from the competition with industry-recognized
credentials by becoming an Adobe Certified Professional in Adobe
Illustrator (formerly called an Adobe Certified Associate). This
course will prepare you for the exam with both hands-on-work and
practice tests. The course will train students on critical tasks for the
digital media workplace that go beyond the software. Students will
be prepared to take the Adobe Illustrator Certification exam for an
additional fee at the Valhalla Certiport testing center.
CE-DGART 2129PE, 4 Sat., Apr. 1-29 (skip 4/8),, 9:00 am-3:00 pm,
$442. #20298

Adobe Certified Professional Exam
Voucher with CertPrep Practice Test
NEW! IN-PERSON

This product includes one Adobe Certified Professional Exam
Voucher, which may be used for any of the ACA exams (Photoshop,
Dreamweaver, Flash, Premier Pro, Illustrator or InDesign) for
Creative Cloud or CS6. Voucher expires one year from purchase.
This voucher also includes an Individual User License to take
practice tests for a single Adobe Certified Professional title
through CertPREP powered by GMetrix. Please email
Michele.Maya@sunywcc.edu for further information and to
schedule your exam.
CE-COMP2262, $130. #20237
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NEW! REMOTE 2D and 3D Game Development with
Unity for Adults 25 Hrs

REMOTE

This course provides students with animation techniques using
a modern professional game engine and computer graphics
software. Students will cover the principles of 2D and 3D
animation and its use in game design. Topics include 2D sprite
animation, 3D skeletal animation, particle systems, physics in
animation, and creating programmatic animations.
CE-DGART 2128PE, 10 Thurs., Feb. 16-Apr.20, 6:30-8:30 pm. $350
#20299

REMOTE

Adobe Photoshop CC in 24 Hrs

Learn to use the latest version of Photoshop with time
management features and enhancements for digital painting/
drawing and web and video creation. This training package will
include imaging formats, use of Photoshop in computer imaging,
and output for the web. No previous experience with Photoshop
necessary, previous computer experience required.
CE-DGART 2042PE, 8 M/W, Feb. 6-Mar.6 (skip 2/20),
6:00-9:00 pm, $442. #20300

Register Early!
Classes are canceled for under-enrollment several days
in advance. We recommend that you register
ONE week in advance of the course start date.

Adobe Illustrator CC in 24 Hrs

Learn to use this industry-standard vector image creation
program for digital illustration for print and web. Includes drawing
tools, Bezier curves, fonts, and use of Illustrator in graphic design.
No previous experience with Illustrator necessary, previous
computer experience required.
CE-DGART 2040PE, M/W, Mar. 27-Apr. 19, 6:00-9:00 pm $442.
#20301

IN-PERSON

3D Modeling and Printing for Adults 12 Hrs

Explore new technology that enables the design of everything
from car parts to jewelry. Use a free software package,
TinkerCAD, to create 3D forms that you can realize through 3D
printing. Learn block coding to animate your 3D models. Our
MakerBot studio is equipped with multiple 3D printers, and an
array of filament colors. This class will be in person.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-DGART 2069PE, 6 Sat., Feb. 25Apr. 1, 12 noon-2:00 pm $181 (+ $50 materials fee). #20302

REMOTE

Design Your Brand

From entrepreneurs to business owners, your brand may impact
your business’ success. From logos and tag lines, to storytelling
and a brand strategy that positions your business at the top of your
field is what you will learn in this course. Students not only learn
about the basics, but also get to create a logo, brand, tag line, and
more. Then they present their brand at the end of the program.
CE-BUS 2110PE, 4 Tues., Mar. 7-28, 6:00-9:00 pm, $197. #20303

PROGRAMMING

To register for classes in this section, call 914-606-7300 or email peekskill@sunywcc.edu

IN-PERSON

Modern Programming Languages

IN-PERSON

In this class students will be introduced to the basic aspects of
modern programming languages like Python, Java Script and
Java. Students will learn problem solving, data representation,
algorithm design, and object-oriented design and programming.
The Python programming language will be used as the means to
implement programs. This course prepares students for problem
analysis and solution design. Students will also discuss ethical
and social issues relating to computing.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-COMP 2213PE, Sat., Feb. 4-May 13
(skip 4/8), 11:30-1:30pm, $364. #20338

Weekend Front End Coding Boot Camp

This course will cover HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Front end
code is the code that builds the web pages that people see. The
power of these languages together can make you a very powerful
designer/front end programmer and put you in demand in the
work force. For ages 14 & up.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-COMP 2172PE, 4 Sa/Su., May 13-21,
9:30 am-4:30 pm (30-minute lunch break), $305. #20339

FOR YOUTH AND TEENS

NEW! IN-PERSON

Youth Comic Illustration

This class focuses on the fundamentals of sequential storytelling in
comics and graphic novels. Discover how to move stories forward
using the power of compositional flow. Students will develop
short stories, create character sheets, environments, scripts,
and professional comic pages. In our journey industry-standard
software will be used as well as traditional tools to design content
across multiple mediums. The objective is for students to produce a
portfolio piece at the professional level that can be used to secure
freelance or industry-based opportunities. For ages 11-17. This class
will have bi-weekly critiques.
CE-ART 2354PE, 10 Sat., Feb. 11-Apr. 29 (skip 3/11 & 4/8),
10:00 am-1:00 pm, $425. #20304

IN-PERSON

TinkerCAD for Kids 16 Hrs

TinkerCAD is a free web-based software that allows students to
create 3D forms. These forms may be extruded, replicated, and
combined to created elaborate shapes and works of art. Students
will build in TinkerCAD and then output their artworks in our
Makerspace as 3D prints. For ages 7-11.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-DGART 2112PE, 8 Sat., Feb. 25Apr. 29 (skip 4/8), 9:00-11:00 am, $190 (+ $50 materials fee).
#20305

REMOTE

Teens Game Design

You play games on Playstation, Nintendo Switch, and your mobile
devices but did you ever wonder how to build an interactive game?
The gaming industry is an exciting, burgeoning field that requires
both technical ability and creativity. Students will work with a
game designer to construct board games, design characters,
build terrains, and interactive user experiences. For ages 12-17.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-DGART 2111PE, 15 M/T/W,
Feb. 27-Mar. 29, 4:00-6:00 pm, $300. #20306
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Textbook Required

IN-PERSON

Coding for Kids

Give your child the edge and have them engage in coding sequences of instructions that empower them to control robots and gaming
interfaces. Students need to be able to write commands in the right sequences in order to communicate their instructions to others. Computer
coding is what makes this possible and is a key 21st century competency for children today. Students will code stories, animations, and
games. For ages 7-11.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-COMP 2127PE, 8 Sat., Mar. 4-Apr. 29 (skip 4/8), 9:00-11:00 am, $190. #20307

DIGITAL IMAGING
To register for classes in this section, call 914-606-7300 or email peekskill@sunywcc.edu
IN-PERSON

Animation 1

In this 6-week course, the student will gain a solid understanding
of the art of animation; which can be used in any kind of moving
art such as 2D animation, 3D animation, stop-motion, and motion
graphics. The course will be focused on traditional animation since
it provides a hands-on understanding of the basic techniques of
animation. Students will learn how to determine timing and spacing
of a drawing and how it affects the outcome of an animation by
studying different kinds of subjects such as a bouncing ball, falling
leaves, and walk-cycles. Animation 1 is for those who want to start a
career in animation but is not limited to those who want to sharpen
their skills or further their experience. By the end of the course,
students will have created a short animation 15 to 30 seconds long.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-DGART 2107PE, 6 Sun., Feb. 19Mar. 26, 9:00 am-1:00 pm, $419. #20308

IN-PERSON

Animation 2

In this 6-week advanced session, students will dive deeper into
what brings animation to life adding to what they have learned
from Animation 1. This course will have students investigate
pre-production animation techniques such as layouts and
backgrounds, character design and acting, sound and special
effects. As the course progresses, students will move from preproduction to post-production including editing, color and visual
effects, and rendering final projects for presentation. Using the
tools given to them, students will create their own short animation
15 to 30 seconds long. Prerequisite: Animation 1.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-DGART 2108PE, 6 Sun., Apr. 16May 21, 9:00 am-1:00 pm, $419. #20309

BUSINESS, WORK & COLLEGE SUCCESS
IN-PERSON

Financial Readiness for Small Business

This 20-hour financial education program will assist business owners in the creation of a sound financial plan for their business, improving
their opportunity for success. This plan will serve as a guide for business growth, including reaching their target financial goals. This course
will cover topics from banking services, managing cash flow to succession planning, and more. We will also address repairing the business
owner’s credit score if that is a need of the business. This program will be offered in both English and Spanish in-person at White Plains
Education & Training Center, Mondays, Jan. 23-Mar. 27, 6:00-8:00 pm.
For more information email wpetc@sunywcc.edu or call 914-606-7558.

REMOTE

Attaining Financial Wellness

Learn the necessary steps to put yourself on the path towards a
successful financial future. This course will be a fun interactive
10-week program covering the basics and beyond along with
must follow steps to secure your finances well into the future
including Investment Basics, Life Events, Debt Management,
Retirement Income Planning and more! This course is taught by a
Chartered Financial Analyst/Certified Financial Planner.
CE-FIN 2077, 10 Tues., Apr. 18-June 20, 6:00-7:30 pm, $195. B Yam.

Coaching For Performance Improvement

Coaching is not simply a best practice—it is essential to fostering
employee and organizational development for maximum results.
As a supervisor, manager, team lead or someone aspiring to
these, you play a significant role in supporting and guiding
this development toward optimizing performance. Learn the
processes and best practices to be an effective coach to advance
staff development and increase levels of performance for your
department and organization.
Visit our website at www.sunywcc.edu/pdc for details and dates.

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING

Conflict Resolution in the Workplace

Every workplace has conflict. Participants will learn the different
types of conflict and the process to diagnose, understand and
resolve these conflicts. Learning how to handle disputes and
conflict effectively is a necessary skill for anyone both personally
and professionally. Visit our website at www.sunywcc.edu/pdc for
details and dates.

IN-PERSON Full High School Equivalency at
SUNY Westchester Mount Vernon

Ready to change your life by obtaining your high school
equivalency (HSE) diploma? Students who wish to earn an HSE
diploma must take the Test Assessing Secondary Completion
(TASC) Exam. Our program provides interactive and engaging
preparation classes that cover the five subject areas of the TASC
examination. Our program is student focused and aims to help
participants achieve their academic and career goals.
Book: McGraw-Hill Education Preparation for the TASC Test:
Test Assessing Secondary Completion 2nd Edition ISBN-13:
978-0071843874. Contact SUNY Westchester Mount Vernon at
914-606-7200 for more information.
At SUNY Westchester Mount Vernon:
CE-HSE 2000MV, 60 M/T/W/Th $50 (+ textbook)
Sec. A: Jan 9-April 24 (Skip 1/16) 6:00-9:00 pm #20259
Sec. B: Feb 6-May 18, 6:00-9:00 pm #20260
Sec. C: Jan 23-May 4, 9:00 am -12:00 pm #20261
Visit us online at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce |
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IN-PERSON High School Equivalency Math Test Review
at SUNY Westchester Mount Vernon

Is passing the math subtest of the New York State HSE keeping
you from obtaining your high school equivalency? This student
focused, fast-paced math review course will help you master
the skills required to pass this exam. Concepts covered include
fractions, percent, exponents, proportions, algebra, geometry,
statistics & probability. Prerequisites: Ability to read and write at
a high-school level. Ability to add, subtract, multiply and divide
whole numbers and understand the relationships between
these operations. Book: Common Core Achieve, Mathematics
Subject Module; Grade Levels 9-13; Copyright: 2015;
ISBN 13: 9780021432578. Contact SUNY Westchester Mount
Vernon at 914-606-7200 for more information.
CE-HSE 2001MV, 6 Sat., Feb 11- Mar 18 9:00 am-2:30 pm,
$30 (+ textbook). #20262

IN-PERSON Full High School Equivalency at
SUNY Westchester Ossining

Ready to change your life by obtaining your high school
equivalency (HSE) diploma? Students who wish to earn an HSE
diploma must take the Test Assessing Secondary Completion
(TASC) Exam. Our program provides interactive and engaging
preparation classes that cover the five subject areas of the TASC
examination. Our program is student focused and aims to help
participants achieve their academic and career goals. Contact
SUNY Westchester Ossining at 914-606-7400 for more information.
CE-HSE 2000OS, M/T/W/Th, Jan. 30-May 4, 6:00-9:00 pm.
#20591

Displaced Homemakers/Project Transition
Office Technology Training Program for Career Re-Entry
This intensive remote program provides qualified displaced homemakers the opportunity to learn current,
marketable skills to return to the workforce. There is no cost to eligible participants (single parents, widowed, disabled spouse,
divorced, separated, unemployed spouse). All applicants must be unemployed or underemployed and must provide
proof of Displaced Homemaker status according to NYS Department of Labor guidelines.
LEARN CURRENT COMPUTER SKILLS:
 Microsoft Word
 Microsoft Excel
 Microsoft Outlook
 File Management

LEARN JOB SEARCH SKILLS:
 Resume writing
 Interviewing
 Online job search
 Career Counseling

Programs run for 8 weeks. We run several programs per year. To find out if you are eligible for the Displaced Homemaker
Training Program, email ProjectTransition@sunywcc.edu. Please include your phone number in your email.

CORPORATE TRAINING
RESOURCES FOR BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

The Professional Development Center is a great place for you or members of your team to continue their professional development
and enhance necessary business skills. SUNY Westchester Community College provides high quality programs with
convenient and affordable options for workforce development and continuing education. We offer a variety of training programs
which can be customized to your organization’s needs and delivered on your schedule. Flexible options include providing
online programs and / or on-site training at your location or the Gateway Center located at our Valhalla campus.
PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
 Transforming the Customer Experience
 Business Process Management
 Conflict Resolution
 Change Management & Leadership Development
 Supervisory Skills for New Managers
 And many others

WE ALSO OFFER PROFESSIONAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT CLASSES, INCLUDING:
 Essentials of Management
 Introduction to Lean Six Sigma
 Computer Technologies/Office Productivity
 Effective Business Communications
 Medical Billing / Medical Coding
 And many more

For further information regarding Professional Development Center programs, contact Jim Irvine, Director of Corporate and Continuing
Professional Education at 914-606-6658 or email james.irvine@sunywcc.edu or pdc@sunywcc.edu or visit www.sunywcc.edu/pdc

BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT & IMPROVEMENT

Visit our website at www.sunywcc.edu/pdc for details and dates. Professional Development Hours awarded by Association of Business
Process Management Professionals/ABPMP. For more details visit our website or contact Jim Irvine at james.irvine@sunywcc.edu

REMOTE

Essentials of Business Process Management: A strategic and tactical look at the world of BPM

BPM encompasses both performance improvement and strategic differentiation. This six-hour, Instructor-led, LIVE virtual seminar, given in
three (3) two-hour modules, provides the context for sustainable and impactful BPM success. It is the entry module to the Business Process
Management Certificate Series. Business Process Management has emerged as the glue that enables organizations to effectively integrate
strategic initiatives, information technology investments and day-to-day operations, thereby enabling sustainable operational excellence.
CE-BUS 2141, March 7, 8, 9, 1:00–3:00 pm, $625. #20535
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Textbook Required

REMOTE Process Mapping, Modeling and Analysis:
Using Process Analysis to Define and Solve
Business Challenges

Organizations are a collection of processes. These processes
are the business activities performed to produce value, serve
customers, and generate income. Managing these processes is
the key to the success of your organization. Most organizations
are not set up to manage processes instead, they manage tasks.
Inefficiency and waste become part of the system; they rob
your organization of profits, productivity, and its competitive
advantage. Process mapping shows you the way out. 13 CPEs.
CE-BUS 2105, April 4, 5, 11, 12, 1:00–4:30 pm, $1,095. #20537

REMOTE

REMOTE Performance Improvement Strategies:
Using Lean, Six Sigma and Reengineering to Improve
Business Results

Think about it, all performance improvement methodologies
(PDCA, Six Sigma, TQM, reengineering, etc.) have four elements
in common: customer value, process maps and measures, root
cause analysis and improvement strategies. The tools and other
techniques taught in this seminar will enable you to use the
right data and right tools to craft the right solution to improve
performance. 13 CPEs.
CE-BUS 2112, May 2, 3, 9, 10, 1:00-4:30 pm, $1095. #20538

Process Transformation

Discovering and Implementing Innovative Solutions Employees are the catalyst for business transformation within their organization or
department. Often times, people rarely realize it or acknowledge it. Many people have the unique role to make changes that can have an
impact on the success of an organization ranging from insights they provide to directions for products, services or processes. This seminar
will develop your awareness, knowledge and understanding of what process transformation is, how it can help your organization (and your
career) and how to approach and navigate process transformation.
CE-BUS 2134, June 6, 7, 13, 14, 1:00–4:30 pm, $1095. #20538
See our complete Business Analysis Series at www.sunywcc.edu/pdc

HEALTHCARE PROCESS MANAGEMENT AND LEAN SIX SIGMA GREEN BELT CERTIFICATION
Visit our website at www.sunywcc.edu/pdc for details and dates.

Six-Day Course and Certification Project

The Lean Six Sigma Green Belt is the most recognizable and
valued quality management certification across all industries.
This program combines comprehensive classroom training with
real-world application to both enhance learning and validate
capabilities. Between sessions, participants will work on a
process improvement project from your organization. You will
attend three, two-day live, training sessions, approximately
one month apart, to complete the six full days of classwork.
Our program leads to success! 36 CPEs. Call 914-606-6658 for
corporate classes.

Process Optimization in Healthcare

How to Serve More Patients and Improve All Measures of Quality
In an environment filled with technological, regulatory and
administrative change—and a pandemic—hospitals and practices
must serve significantly more patients while accepting lower
reimbursement. It is a “business” model that would not work for
most businesses. This workshop will equip you with the tools
and techniques you need to better understand your processes
and implement lasting solutions. 13 CPEs. Call 914-606-6658 for
corporate classes.

Improving the Patient Experience: Best Practices for
Improving Patient/Family Satisfaction and HCAHPS Scores
Clinical outcomes have always been the most important
measure of patient satisfaction. In today’s healthcare business
environment, payers, patients and healthcare leadership demand
a more holistic view of patient engagement. The definition of high
quality has been expanded to include greater emphasis on wait
times, communication, the environment and more. This course
will challenge you to rethink patient interactions and how to
implement measurable improvements to patient satisfaction.
13 CPEs. Call 914-606-6658 for corporate classes.

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING

Data Analytics for Healthcare Leaders Integrating:
Statistics & Experience to Drive Your Business Decisions
Hidden in existing systems (block scheduling, practice
management, talent management, etc.) are treasure troves of
information that will enable you to improve revenue capture, to
reallocate resources from underutilized units to emerging areas
of need, and to significantly improve clinical and non-clinical
outcomes. This seminar will arm you with the tools and strategies
to determine which data are vital, ask the right questions of
analysts who support you, interpret results to make good
business decisions and effectively communicate your conclusions
to varied audiences. Call 914-606-6658 for corporate classes.
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SUNY Westchester Community College

ONLINE LEARNING

Learn
from the
comfort of
home!

anytime, anywhere…
just a click away!

ONLINE CAREER
TRAINING PROGRAMS
Prepare for employment in some of today’s hottest
careers with a comprehensive, affordable, and
self-paced online Career Training Program. You can
begin these Programs at any time and learn at
your own pace. Upon successful completion of all
required coursework, you will receive a Certificate
of Completion.

INSTRUCTOR-LED ONLINE
SHORT COURSES
Our instructor-led online courses are informative,
fun, convenient, and highly interactive. We focus
on creating warm, supportive communities for
our learners. New course sessions begin monthly,
are project-oriented and include lessons,
quizzes, hands-on assignments, discussion areas,
supplementary links, and more.

6-18 month format

All materials included

6-week format

Monthly start sessions

Prepare for certification

Student advisors

Discussion areas

Expert instructor

Career Training Programs Include:
 Residential Electrician
 Project Management
 Six Sigma Black Belt
 Microsoft Office Specialist
 Grant Writing
 Clinical Dental Assistant
 Chartered Tax Professional

Non-Degree-Seeking Student Loan for Ed2Go Career
Training Programs: please visit www.ed2go.com/
career/financial-assistance-application/

Courses for Personal or Professional
Development include:
 Intro to Microsoft Excel 2019/365
 Speed Spanish
 A to Z Grant Writing
 Project Management Fundamentals
 Intro to SQL
 Write Your Life Story
 Intro to PhotoShop CC
 Spanish for Medical Professionals
 Keyboarding

JUMP START YOUR CAREER
OR FIND A NEW ONE!

COURSES BEGIN ON:
Jan.18, Feb. 15, Mar. 15, Apr. 12

Visit our website for program details!

Visit our website to find a course!

careertraining.ed2go.com/sunywcc

ed2go.com/sunywcc
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Textbook Required

LIFELONG
LEARNING &
PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Whether it is a new interest or something
you have always wanted to explore, there is
a class for everyone. Come join us and open
up a world of discovery!

Collegium

Nature & the Environment

Community Arts

Performing Arts

Culture & Society

Self-awareness

Eras of History

Special Interest


Finances & Retirement
Planning

Sports & Fitness
Taste of Westchester

Health & Wellness
Languages


Visual Arts & Music
Appreciation

Local Lore & History

Wine & Food Exploration

Mainstream

Writing Center

NATURE & THE ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION
A Partnership between the College and Westmoreland Sanctuary
Westmoreland Sanctuary is a nature center and wildlife preserve located in Mount Kisco, serving the Westchester community and beyond.
Founded almost 60 years ago, Westmoreland Sanctuary’s ever-expanding tracts of land now consist of 640 acres of year-round beauty
and 7.5 miles of the finest hiking trails in Westchester. It’s a place where wild bird and animal life flourish; a place where native flowers,
shrubs, plants and trees are cherished, protected and preserved. It’s also a place to simply come, enjoy and reconnect with nature,
and maybe even yourself. The health of our environment and natural world depends on a committed generation of today to pass the torch
of appreciation, understanding, and respect of the natural world to future generations. Central to Westmoreland Sanctuary’s mission
is offering environmental education and conservation programs to all. While touching the lives of 12,000 young students each year
with certified environmental programming, Westmorland staff also conducts programs for adults that are both wide and varied.
To learn more, please visit: www.WestmorelandSanctuary.org.
All classes below are held onsite at Westmoreland Sanctuary, 260 Chestnut Ridge Road, Mount Kisco

IN-PERSON

Bird Banding

A unique learning activity in our bird banding program. Participate
as staff use mist nets and other techniques to safely capture wild
birds, then assist as they identify each bird, record its age and
sex, and carefully place a numbered band on the bird before it is
released. Allows participants to see what scientists do to study
birds. Please dress for the weather.
CE-SCI 2035, 1 Sat., Apr. 8, 9:00-11:00 am, $25. S Ricker. #20202

IN-PERSON

IN-PERSON

Winter Tree Identification

Learn how to identify trees without leaves using habitat, bark,
branching, and more. We’ll join the instructor for a hike on trails to
practice identifying techniques. The benefits of each species will
be explored, and the pros and cons of different field guides will be
discussed. Please dress for the outdoors; binoculars are helpful,
but not required.
CE-SCI 2043, 1 Sat., Jan. 14, 2:00-4:00 pm, $25. S Ricker. #20203

Winter Animal Tracking

One of the easiest ways to know what is going on in the woods and your neighborhood is to take advantage of the tracks left in snow or mud
and other signs animals leave behind. Learn the way to tell a rabbit track from that of a squirrel, and a coyote from a dog. Everyone will also
get the opportunity to make a plaster cast of a local animal’s tracks. Please dress for the weather.
CE-SCI 2036, 1 Sat., Feb. 11, 2:00-4:00 pm, $25. S Ricker. #20211

CAREER & WORKFORCE TRAINING
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GO NATIVE U SPRING 2023 CLASSES

Classes and Certificate Program in Gardening with Native Plants

Go Native U at SUNY Westchester Community College offered in collaboration with The Native Plant Center.

DISCOVER HOW TO PLANT AND GROW A BEAUTIFUL AND BENEFICIAL LANDSCAPE USING PLANTS NATIVE TO THE NORTHEAST.
Gardening enthusiasts, landscape architects, and designers will learn from experienced instructors about the importance
of native plants, regional ecology, and the sustainable practices that can be used to enhance home and community environments.
Students can enroll in single classes or pursue a certificate in Sustainable Gardening with Native Plants,
which consists of 50 contact hours (18-hours/core courses, 17-hours/electives, and 15-hours/community service)
plus a final exam. To register for these courses, please call 914-606-6830 and press 1 or register online at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce

Go Native U Core Courses
IN-PERSON

Northeastern Native Trees and Shrubs

Explore the best native trees and shrubs for this region and how to establish them in a landscape.
CE-GRDN 2009, 2 Sat., Jan. 28-Feb. 4, 12:00-2:00 pm, KNC-3, $93. C Summers. #20081

IN-PERSON

Native Perennials: Spring/Summer

REMOTE

Learn about the many herbaceous native plants that will enhance
your garden and also provide food and shelter for native bees,
butterflies, birds, and other wildlife.
CE-GRDN 2016, 1 Sat., Mar. 4, 10:00 am-12:00 noon, KNC-4, $57.
P Butter. #20080

Introduction to Native Plant Communities

Examine the groups of native plants that grow together in the
wild, and the ecological reasons for gardening with this approach.
Learn about common plant communities, why they are important,
and how to emulate them in your landscape.
CE-GRDN 2013, 1 Wed., Jan. 25, 10:00 am–12:00 noon, $57.
K Eierman. #20056

Go Native U Electives
REMOTE

Introduction to Landscape Design

Learn the introductory steps to site analysis and approaches to
landscape design. Use sketching to engage your imagination and
to communicate design options. Evaluate the strengths of each
design. Students are required to bring to the first session a project
idea or an unfinished project. Design options, completed by
students at home, will be reviewed in the second session. Contact
Sandra@inklandscapearchitects.com for supply list.
CE-GRDN 2124, 2 Wed., Feb. 1 & 8, 9:00 am–12:00 noon, $133.
S Cioffi. #20220

NEW! IN-PERSON

Native Wildflower Seed-Sowing Workshop

Learn hands-on how to grow native wildflowers from
seed. Become familiar with winter dormancy, how to coax the
seeds to life, and concepts such as stratification. Bring two
approximately two quart sized plastic containers with clear lids,
and take home potted-up seeds planted in class.
CE-GRDN 2140, 1 Sat., Feb. 11, 10:00 am-12:00 noon, KNC-4, $57.
P Butter. #20389

NEW! IN-PERSON

Winter Garden Field Walk

Learn to identify herbaceous and woody plants in winter on a tour
of The Native Plant Center’s gardens. Class meets outdoors in the
Lady Bird Johnson gardens. Park in Lot #1. Dress appropriately for
the weather. Meet at the Native Plant Center sign on the east side
of Parking Lot 1. Snow date Feb. 24th.
CE-GRDN 2142, 1 Fri., Feb. 17, 10:00 am-12:00 noon, $57. P Butter.
#20388

IN-PERSON

Best Practices for Garden Maintenance

Discover how to maintain a chemical-free, thriving native plant
garden with best practices for weeding and invasive plant control,
basic plant identification, and suggestions for equipment that will
make the job easier.
CE-GRDN 2074, 1 Sat., Feb. 25, 12:00 noon-2:00 pm, KNC-4, $57.
C Summers. #20082

REMOTE

Creating a Bird-Friendly Garden

Attracting birds to your landscape requires an ecological
approach—different species have different requirements. Learn
the best landscaping techniques and native plants that provide
the food, shelter, and nesting sites birds depend on.
CE-GRDN 2116, 1 Thurs., Mar. 2, 10:00 am–1:00 pm, $82. K Eierman.
#20057

NEW! IN-PERSON

Intro to Botanical Latin Plant Names

Discover why botanical Latin terms are the preferred way of
describing plants. Learn how to properly use, pronounce, and
punctuate the names of native plants.
CE-GRDN 2139, 1 Fri., Mar. 17, 10:00 am-12:00 noon, KNC-4, $57.
P Butter. #20404

REMOTE

Great Native Plants for Containers

Invite nature to your yard, patio, or balcony with container plantings.
Learn which native plants grow successfully in containers and attract
butterflies, beneficial insects, hummingbirds, and other pollinators.
CE-GRDN 2057, 1 Thurs., Mar. 23, 10:00 am-1:00 pm, $82.
K Eierman. #20058

NEW! IN-PERSON

Weeds 101

Weeds! Lurking as seeds or underground stems, they perpetually
aggravate gardeners of all skill levels. Learn some of the most
common spring weeds and how to manage them before they get
out of hand. Bring a weed to class for us to identify and/or discuss!
CE-GRDN 2141, 1 Thurs., Mar. 23, 10:00 am-12:00 noon, KNC-4,
$57. D Himmelman. #20405

REMOTE

The Pollinator Victory Garden

Many pollinator species have suffered serious declines, and
many landscapes offer little in the way of appropriate habitat.
With simple strategies, you can attract and support an array of
pollinators and help reverse their decline.
CE-GRDN 2088, 1 Wed., Apr. 19, 10:00 am–1:00 pm, $82. K Eierman.
#20078
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Textbook Required

IN-PERSON

Get the “Dirt” on Soil

IN-PERSON

Soil is alive, interacting with plants to provide them the allimportant nutrients and water they need. Discover the differences
between soil structure and texture; how to interpret a soil test
report; and how you can modify your garden soil to improve its
qualities. Leave class with the ability to create a living soil that
you will reap the benefits of for years to come.
CE-GRDN 2134, 1 Sat., Apr. 1, 10:00 am-1:00 pm, KNC-4, $82.
D Himmelman. #20055

Shade Gardening Basics

Wondering what to grow in the shaded parts of your yard? This
class addresses the challenge, from identifying the degrees of
shade you have to selecting the best native plants for those
conditions. From colorful perennials to texturally unique shrubs,
bring those shaded spots out of the shadows and into the limelight.
CE-GRDN 2133, 1 Thurs., Mar. 16, 10:00 am–12:00 noon, KNC-4,
$57. D Himmelman. #20079

The Go Native U Certificate Program is a collaborative effort between SUNY Westchester Community College and The Native Plant Center.
A percentage of tuition supports the work of The Native Plant Center.

THE WRITING CENTER
NEW! REMOTE

Let’s Write

REMOTE

This is a writing workshop. Each week you will write. You will
learn and develop new skills that will improve your writing,
help you to overcome writer’s block, and write stories that will
captivate readers. You’ll learn how to write a well-developed story
outline, create interesting and complex characters, and to craft
backstories that work seamlessly with your plotlines. Each week
students will read and critique each other’s work. The focus of this
course will be on short story writing, both fiction and non-fiction.
But if you’re currently working on a book, you’re welcome to use
that material in class.
CE-WRITG 2127, 8 Sat., Jan. 7-Feb. 25, 2:00-4:00 pm, $195. L Lush.
#20384

REMOTE

Writing from the Soul

Writing is an art form about self-expression. Whether you prefer
fiction or nonfiction, journal writing or story writing, this course
will help unleash your creativity as a writer with a focus on writing
descriptive narratives. Using your five senses, learn to create an
emotion and a picture in the reader’s mind. Develop a scene in
your story or recall a memory you have entered in your journals.
Students will share their work with the class. Please bring spiral
notebooks or journals, and pens.
CE-WRITG 2106VA, 3 Thurs., Mar. 9-23, 7:00-9:00 pm, $68. L Lush.
#20095

Making Your First Book Sale

Join award-winning novelist Barbara Campbell to learn how to
sell your unpublished novel. In addition to basics like proper
manuscript formatting and identifying potential agents and
publishers, students will practice writing a winning query letter,
developing a hook, and making an “elevator pitch.” Barbara will
also share tips on working with agents and editors.
CE-WRITG 2105, 1 Sat., Mar. 25, 9:00 am-12:00 noon, $42.
B Campbell. #20036

REMOTE

Screenwriting

An introductory course aimed at teaching students to write a
screenplay. Students will be taught the nuts and bolts of character
development, theme, and plot. Concentration on how to write
action lines and dialogue and showing versus telling will be
discussed. Each student will finish a first draft of a screenplay
by the end of the class. No experience required. Only bring your
creativity.
CE-WRITG 2101, 10 Thurs., Jan. 5-Mar. 9, 6:30-8:00 pm, $180.
L Rhodes. #20096

LANGUAGES
Textbooks, if required, are available at the SUNY WCC Bookstore 914-347-3858; call for hours.
Books can also be ordered online at www.sunywcc.bncollege.com

REMOTE

Japanese for Beginners

Learn to speak and convey messages that are essential in
Japanese conversations including greetings, introductions,
directions, shopping, and other common expressions of daily
living. Learn the basics of Japanese in a short period.
CE-LANG 2020, 10 Sat., Jan. 7-Mar. 11, 12:00 noon-2:00 pm,
$240 (+ textbook*). C Blodgett. #19983

REMOTE

Japanese Intermediate

Learn conversation patterns from our unique Japanese textbook.
By memorizing model verbs, students can master the language
quickly.
CE-LANG 2021, 10 Sat., Jan. 7-Mar. 11, 9:00-11:00 am,
$240 (+ textbook*). C Blodgett. #19984

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

REMOTE

Japanese Writing (Kana-Kanji) for Beginners

Learn to write a total of 512 symbols in this course: 420 Kanji,
46 Hiragana, and 46 Katakana. Easy-to-acquaint colloquial
patterns with a wide variety of expressions are introduced with
Kana and Kanji in the textbook published by the instructor.
Prerequisite: Japanese-Beginners.
CE-LANG 2915, 10 Sat., Jan. 7-Mar. 11, 3:00-5:00 pm,
$240 (+ textbook*). C Blodgett. #19985
* Japanese in 30 weeks I Romaji Course 7th edition, hard copy is
available at the SUNY WCC Bookstore and this one book covers
all courses Beginner, Intermediate and Advance. E-textbook is
available for $9.80 per month from the instructor. The previous 6th
Edition is also acceptable.
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REMOTE

Mandarin Chinese

12 sessions, $260. R Chen.
Beginning Level 1: CE-LANG 2900, Sat., Jan. 28-Apr. 15, 9:0011:00 am (+ textbook). #19979
Beginning Level 2: CE-LANG 2901, Mon., Jan. 23-Apr. 10, 7:009:00 pm (+ textbook). #19980
Intermediate 1: CE-LANG 2902, Wed., Jan. 25-Apr. 12, 7:00-9:00 pm,
(no textbook). #19981
Intermediate 2: CE-LANG 2908, Prerequisite: Intermediate 1 or
basic knowledge of Chinese language, Thurs., Jan. 26-Apr. 13,
7:00-9:00 pm, (no textbook). #19982

REMOTE

French

13 Sat., Jan. 7-Apr. 15 (skip 2/18 & 25), $245 (+ textbook). K Sands.
Beginning Level 1: CE-LANG 2500, 4:00-5:30 pm. #19940
Beginning Level 2: CE-LANG 2910, 2:00-3:30 pm. #19941
Intermediate: CE-LANG 2501 11:00 am-12:30 pm. #19942
Advanced: CE-LANG 2502, 9:00-10:30 am. #19943

IN-PERSON Antologia del Cinema Italiano: Anthology
of Italian Cinema

Four films will be presented in Italian for viewing, analysis and
discussion. Contingent on time and availability, the selected films
may be chosen from the following: “La chiavi di casa” (2004);
“La masseria delle allodole” (the Lark Farm) (2007); “Giorni e
nuvole” (2007); “Caos calmo” (2008)” and “Gomorra” (2008), and
“Vincere” (2009).
CE-FILM 2015, 12 Sat., Jan. 21-Apr. 15 (skip 4/8), 12:15-1:45 pm,
GTW-140. $238. J Spedaliere. #19949

REMOTE

Russian

12 sessions, 7:00-9:00 pm, $259. M Bolgova.
Beginning: This course is designed for those who want to
understand and speak Russian. Develop basic skills in grammar,
writing, reading and conversation. Language study involves both
everyday life situations and cultural training. (+ textbook)
CE-LANG 2800, Mon., Feb. 6-Apr. 24. #20052
Intermediate: This course is for students with a basic knowledge
of Russian language. During the session we will continue
developing skills in grammar and comprehension through reading,
writing, and intensive conversational practice. (+ textbook)
CE-LANG 2803, Tues., Feb. 7-Apr. 25. #20053
Advanced: For those who have completed a study of the basics of
Russian language. Continue developing skills in grammar and
comprehension. (No textbook)
CE-LANG 2804, Thurs., Feb. 2-Apr. 20. #20054

IN-PERSON

REMOTE

and

IN-PERSON

German

Offered on zoom and in-person at the same time!
12 Sat., Jan..21-Apr. 15 (skip 4/8), GTW-374, $240. A Leissl.
Beginning Level 1: CE-LANG 2700, 1:45-3:15 pm. #19931
Beginning Level 2: CE-LANG 2701, 12:15-1:45 pm. #19932
Intermediate: CE-LANG 2702, 10:30 am-12:00 noon. #19933
Advanced: CE-LANG 2703, 9:00-10:30 am, (no textbook). #19934

IN-PERSON

Italian

Please note that the book for Beginning Levels 1, 2 and
Intermediate Level 1, Buongiorno Italia! by Joseph Cremona, 2nd
Edition, ISBN # 978-0-563-51945-4, needs to be ordered through
Amazon, Ebay, etc., at least one week before the start of the class.
12 Sat., Jan. 21-Apr. 15 (skip 4/8), $240.
Beginning Level 1: CE-LANG 2401, 9:00-10:30 am, GTW-237.
F Maddalena. #19935
Beginning Level 2: CE-LANG 2402, 10:35 am-12:05 pm, GTW-237.
F Maddalena. #19936
Intermediate Level 2: CE-LANG 2404, 9:00-10:30 am, GTW-140.
J Spedaliere. #19948
Adv. Conversation & Grammar: CE-LANG 2406
Sec. A: 10:35 am-12:05 pm, GTW-140, (no textbook). J Spedaliere.
#19937
Sec. B: 12:10 noon-1:40 pm, GTW-237, (no textbook). F Maddalena.
#19947

REMOTE

Ven Canta Conmigo (Come Sing with Me)

Singing is the easiest way to learn a Romance language. Come
learn Spanish through song!
CE-LANG 2118, 10 Fri., Jan. 6-Mar. 10, 6:30-8:30 pm,
$240 (+ textbook, and $5 materials fee, payable to instructor).
E Vernon-Buffa. #19998

American Sign Language

ASL 1: Includes basic grammar, vocabulary, fingerspelling,
numbers, and cultural information related to the deaf community.
CE-LANG 1000, 10 Wed., Jan. 25-Mar. 29, 6:00-8:00 pm,
GTW-137, $240 (+ textbook). P Ditimi. #20027
ASL 2: Expands vocabulary, grammatical knowledge, and
cultural awareness. Introduces increasingly complex grammatical
aspects. Prerequisites: ASL 1 or permission from the instructor.
CE-LANG 1001, 10 Wed., Jan. 25-Mar. 29, 8:15-10:15 pm, GTW-137,
$240 (+ textbook). P Ditimi. #20042

REMOTE

Spanish

10 sessions, $240 (+ textbook, and $5 materials fee payable to
instructor except as below).
Beginning Level 1: CE-LANG 2104. E Vernon-Buffa.
Sec. A: Sat., Jan. 7-Mar. 11, 9:00-11:00 am. #19992
Sec. B: Mon., Jan. 23-Mar. 27, 6:30-8:30 pm. #19993
Beginning Level 2: CE-LANG 2105. E Vernon-Buffa.
Sec. A: Sat., Jan. 7-Mar. 11, 11:15 am-1:15 pm. #19994
Sec. B: Tues., Jan. 3-Mar. 7, 6:30-8:30 pm. #19995
Intermediate: CE-LANG 2106, (no textbook or materials fee).
Sec. A: Sat., Jan. 14-Mar. 18, 9:00-11:00 am, (no textbook or materials
fee). M Khalil. #20002
Sec. B: Thurs., Jan. 5-Mar. 9, 6:30-8:30 pm. E Vernon-Buffa.
#19996
Advanced: CE-LANG 2107, Sat., Jan. 14-Mar. 18, 11:15 am-1:15 pm,
(no textbook or materials fee). M Khalil. #20003

REMOTE

Cuentos Cortos (Short Stories)

An intermediate course that focuses on Spanish short stories.
Discover the beauty of each story as you discuss the themes and
culture within each and improve your Spanish-speaking ability.
CE-LIT 2008, 10 Wed., Mar. 1-May 3, 6:30-8:30 pm.
$240 (+ textbook, and $5 materials fee, payable to instructor).
E Vernon-Buffa. #19999
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Textbook Required

GROW YOUR PEOPLE.
GROW YOUR BUSINESS.
GROW YOUR BOTTOM LINE.

Customized training programs delivered on your schedule,
at your site or ours

Short-term workforce programs leading to industry
certifications

Credit-earning programs leading to degrees in fields such
as business, healthcare, and engineering

Effective training and education programs at your site,
on our campus in Valhalla, or at our Centers in Peekskill,
Ossining, White Plains, Yonkers and Mount Vernon

Visit our website at sunywcc.edu/pdc
CALL 914-606-6658  EMAIL PDC@SUNYWCC.EDU

MAINSTREAM
MAINSTREAM IN THE COMMUNITY: THE INSTITUTE FOR MATURE ADULTS

Mainstream is an innovator in exciting educational programming designed for adults 50 years and older.
Join us for a series of fun and informative seminars in local communities on a variety of creative and interesting topics.
All are welcome! To request dates and topics, e-mail Ashlee.Pierce@sunywcc.edu after January 9

IN-PERSON

Why I Sing the Blues: The Story of the Blues and How it Shaped the Music of America

Explore the story, myths and legends of one of our country’s richest musical treasures: The Blues. Learn how this African American
art form has evolved and influenced listeners and genres far and wide. Co-sponsored by the Clinton Street Center, Pleasantville.
To register, please email Joni Ehrlich at DirectorSeniorServices@Pleasantville-NY.gov, or call the center at 914-769-2021. 4 Thursdays,
Jan. 19-Feb. 9, 10:00 am-12:00 pm. S. Raderman. Funding for this seminar is provided through a grant from the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Administration on Aging: NYS Office for the Aging and Westchester County Department of Senior Programs and Services.
Attention Community Leaders: If you would like a similar program in your local community, or for your organization,
please contact us for costs and details at Ashlee.Pierce@sunywcc.edu

Senior Audit

Select college-credit lecture courses may be audited by people 60 years of age and older on a space-available basis.
Requirements include submission of proof of age, along with payment of the non-refundable $51.75 fee. Payable by credit card or check.
You may register for a maximum of two classes each semester as a senior auditor. Senior audit registration for the Spring 2023 semester
will take place by online application. Applications will be accepted virtually from January 11-20, 2023.
To apply, please visit www.sunywcc.edu/senioraudit. If you have any questions, please call us at 914-606-6830, choose option 1.

The Livable Community Connection
Do you want to learn about available resources for senior citizens in Westchester County?
Are you interested in creating a livable community where people of all ages can have access to needed services and live
happy, active lives? Contact Ashlee Pierce, the Northwest Coordinator for the Livable Community Connection, a partnership with
Westchester County Department of Senior Programs and Services, email ashlee.pierce@sunywcc.edu

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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COLLEGIUM
COLLEGIUM for Lifelong Learning is a membership organization created in 2004 to combine serious study and social exchange.
Each COLLEGIUM semester features a different array of courses in the arts and sciences, all led by exceptional volunteers with
expertise in the subjects they teach. Participants are encouraged to engage in classroom discussion, and the schedule allows for
informal discussion between sessions and during breaks.

Winter session begins in January and Spring Session begins in April
We offer in person, zoom and hybrid classes. We are so excited to welcome you back!
For more information about the program, please call 914-606-6748, email collegium@sunywcc.edu or visit www.sunywcc.edu/collegium
COLLEGIUM is a membership organization and is currently open to new members!

ERAS OF HISTORY
REMOTE

The Great Abolitionist—Frederick Douglass

Discuss the early life of slavery that Frederick Douglass endured.
Fortunate to have learned to read, learn how his intelligence
shaped his development as an outstanding orator and writer of
his time. Trace the escape route he followed to freedom and how
he became the most outstanding abolitionist of his time. Discover
through Douglass’ autobiographical writings the greatest gift he
gave his country…his story.
CE-HIST 2140VA, 3 Wed., Mar. 1-15, 11:30 am-1:00 pm, $60.
C Andersen. #20025

REMOTE

The Great Hunger in Ireland and Its Legacy

Between 1845-1852, the population of Ireland was reduced from
8 million people to less than 5 million due to the Irish Famine.
This course examines its causes, and its effects on America. It
examines the conquest of Ireland by Oliver Cromwell and his
imposition of draconian laws, which contributed to the famine.
We will explore the viewpoint of well-known Irish scholars on the
Irish Diaspora to Canada, Australia, Europe and America, and the
starvation and emigration of millions of people
CE-HIST 2067, 3 Wed., Feb. 1-15, 6:30-8:30 pm, $75. T Riley.
#20086

IN-PERSON

Orphan Train to Destiny

Discover the history of the Orphan Train Era (1853-1929), which
saw the largest migration of children in American history. So
many orphans were sent to Iowa that it is estimated that one in
four Iowans are descendants of orphan train riders. Come unravel
the mystery and the truth behind the Orphan Trains! Contact
instructor at totrwriter@aol.com for list of optional books.
CE-HIST 2052, 3 Mon., Apr. 3-17, 6:30-8:30 pm, KNC-2, $75.
T Riley. #20088

REMOTE

Historic Glen Island Walking Tour

Originally opened in 1880 and operated as a private amusement
park, Glen Island has a rich history spanning almost 150 years.
This “remote” walking tour will visit the current county park
and explore remnants of Glen Island’s storied past as well as
the development of New Rochelle and nearby islands in Long
Island Sound.
CE-TRVL 2048, 1 Tues., Feb. 28, 7:00-9:00 pm, $26. C Gioia.
#20135

CULTURE & SOCIETY
NEW! REMOTE What is Ours to Do: Creating Safe Spaces
for Courageous Conversations About Race

This course will prepare students to create safe, inclusive spaces
for courageous conversations that transform false narratives and
transcend racial differences. Together we will explore the nuances
of race and racism and inquire into personal and collective calls
to action as we gain tools for moving beyond the discomfort of
race-based conversations. Recommended Book: Race Talk and
the Conspiracy of Silence: Understanding and Facilitating Difficult
Dialogues on Race, Paperback by Derald Wing Sue Publisher:
Wiley, Hoboken, New Jersey 2015
CE-CULTR 2060, 4 Wed., Feb. 8-Mar. 1, 6:30-8:00 pm, $75.
Rev L Cobb. #20377

REMOTE

REMOTE

Discover the U.S. Constitution

Our Constitution is a remarkable document. It is short, it is only
a few paragraphs long and it has withstood the test of time.
However, the government of, by, and for the people only works
when people understand how it works. Knowing what is in the
Constitution and why it is relevant to us today is fundamental
to our being able to defend it. This class offers a short and easy
guide to understanding the Constitution.
CE-HIST 2122, 3 Wed., Jan. 18-Feb. 1, 6:00-8:00 pm, $78. E Castillo,
Jr. #20131

Voting History in the United States

Learn about the history of voting in the United States. The voting history has not been characterized by a smooth and inexorable progress
toward universal political participation. It has instead been messy, littered with periods of both expansion and retraction of the franchise with
respect to many groups of potential voters. Discover how this history calls us to action and conveys that voting rights are not definitively won
but must be struggled for and defended.
CE-HIST 2150, 3 Wed., Feb. 15-Mar. 1, 6:00-8:00 pm, $75. E Castillo, Jr. #20133
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Textbook Required

REMOTE

American Bill of Rights: A Guide

REMOTE

Art and Architecture of Jewish Culture: Part 2

The Bill of Rights original purpose was to defend the people of
the United States against an aristocratic and geographically
distant Congress whose members, many feared, would act
in their own self-interest. It was only after the Civil War, with
the passage and ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment,
that the Bill of Rights began to accrue its modern meaning.
This engaging 7-week course is not just an historical study but
designed to deepen the student’s understanding off presentday controversies over issues like free speech, the separation of
church and state, and the Second Amendment right of ordinary
citizens to “keep and bear arms.”
CE-LAW 2009, 7 Wed., Mar. 29-May 10, 6:00-8:00 pm, $170.
E Castillo, Jr. #20132

An exploration of the art and architecture of Jewish culture from
antiquity through the 18th century.
CE-CULTR 2051VA, 6 Thurs., Mar. 23-May 4 (skip 4/6), 1:30-3:30 pm,
$155. B Levy. #20103

Soccer: A History of the World’s Game

Participants will explore their own culture and hear about other
cultures in this remote class. Using the formula power plus
prejudice = isms, we will explore various “isms” including racism,
sexism, homophobia, religious bias, classism, ableism, languageism,
and ageism and look at personal, cultural and institutional forms
of bias and prejudice. Examine ways that you have experienced
bias and practice methods of interrupting bias comments.
CE-CULTR 2056, 1 Mon., Feb. 27, 4:00-7:00 pm, $42. P Prutzman.
#20147

REMOTE

Examine the sport of soccer from a historical, cultural and global
perspective. See “the world’s game” from various angles and
perspectives including the sport’s impact on personal identity
in contemporary society. For those new to the sport as well as
lifelong fans.
CE-CULTR 2032, 5 Tues., Mar. 28-Apr. 25, 6:00-8:00 pm, $114.
N Reifer. #20134

REMOTE The Mystique of the Roman Empire and
Medieval Architectural Ramblings

Explore architectural styles from early Roman, Byzantine, Medieval,
Romanesque and Gothic periods and their role in the transition
from the “dark ages” toward contemporary architectural themes.
CE-HIST 2036VA, 6 Tues., Mar. 21-May 2 (skip 4/4), 1:30-3:30 pm,
$124. B Levy. #20104

REMOTE

Bias Awareness

VISUAL ARTS & MUSIC APPRECIATION
ART APPRECIATION
IN-PERSON

Mary Cassatt and the Impressionists at the Met

Join us for a field trip to the Metropolitan Museum of Art for a
guided tour of the artwork of Mary Cassatt in the American Wing
and her fellow Impressionists, Degas, Renoir, Monet, and Pissarro
in European Paintings. Meet inside the Met at the large vase on
the right facing the grand staircase. After the tour, you have the
option of having lunch together at Le Pain Quotidien (1131 Madison
Avenue between 84th & 85th Streets). This class will be offsite.
CE-ART 2226VA, 1 Fri., Mar. 3, 11:00 am-1:00 pm, $25 (+ $10 payable
to instructor for Met Group Tour Fee). S Courtney. #20143

NEW! IN-PERSON

Mary Cassatt & Me

Susan Courtney, theater professor and actress, will present
aspects of her solo show, “Mary Cassatt & Me”. In it, Courtney
reveals how she first became enamored of Cassatt’s work which
led to years of research on Cassatt’s life in France. Courtney
brings to life Cassatt’s journey to becoming a professional artist
and her relationships with her fellow Impressionists (especially
Edgar Degas), her sister, Lydia, and American art collectors, the
Havermeyers. Through PowerPoint images, Courtney shares
Cassatt’s art, the art of her contemporaries, and her various
residences in France. It is an in-depth look at the life and
struggles of this pioneer artist.
CE-ART 2356, 1 Fri., May 12, 12:00 noon-2:00 pm, KNC-4, $25.
S Courtney. #20380

IN-PERSON

Famous Women Artists

An exploration of the art, personal life, and artistic impact of six
famous women artists: Mary Cassatt, Berthe Morisot, Camille
Claudel, Georgia O’Keeffe, Frida Kahlo, and Sally Mann.
CE-ART 2296VA, 8 Wed., Jan. 18-Mar. 8, 12:00 noon–2:00 pm,
KNC-3, $175. S Courtney. #20140

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

NEW! IN-PERSON

Fine Painting

How to Understand and Appreciate

This is a course for those who would like to enhance their
understanding and appreciation of fine paintings when visiting
art galleries, museums, and special exhibitions or when viewing
artworks online or in books. This course will be presented
interactively including the presentation of many reproductions of
fine artworks and discussion. First the influence of time, place,
social structure, and belief systems on artwork will be discussed
with many images presented as examples. Then the course will
move on to discuss the important visual elements that need to be
identified and considered including line, color, light, form, space, and
composition. More images will be presented and discussed with
details. Finally, the discussion will turn to the spiritual and emotional
affects when viewing artwork and how they may be related to the
artist’s original intention. At the end of the course the student will
have a more complete, holistic appreciation and understanding of
fine painting and be able to enjoy viewing artworks in a higher level.
CE-ART 2355, 6 Fri., Feb. 24-Mar. 31, 10:00 am-12:00 noon, KNC-5,
$150. J Coppola. #20379

IN-PERSON

Famous Women Photographers

This course will explore the artwork, personal life, and artistic
impact of famous & not so famous women photographers:
Dorothea Lange, Imogen Cunningham, Lisette Model, Berenice
Abbott, Diane Arbus, Lee Miller, Vivian Meier, Annie Liebovitz,
Sally Mann, Cindy Sherman, Francesca Woodman, Anne Geddes
CE-PHOTO 2038, 8 Wed., Mar. 15-May 10 (skip 4/5),
12:00 noon-2:00 pm, AAB-412, $175. S Courtney. #20142
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MUSIC APPRECIATION
IN-PERSON

Musical Variations Fantasies and Rhapsodies

REMOTE

We will explain the similarities and differences in these musical
forms. We will demonstrate live in class how musical elements
in the original theme are used to create the variations. You will
see and hear example of these musical forms by well known
composers played by famous soloists and orchestras. You will
watch classic videos with composers playing or conducting
their own works. The samples demonstrated will range from
the baroque period (Bach’s—Goldberg Variations) through the
romantic period, and into the 20th century works. Handouts and a
suggested listing list are included.
CE-MUSIC 2108, 1 Wed., Mar. 15, 10:00 am-12:00 noon, AAB-110,
$25. D Perkis. #20381

REMOTE

Beatles and Beyond: Exploring the Music

The Beatles need no introduction. More than 1 billion records sold,
19 No. 1 albums on the Billboard 200 chart, their albums have
stayed at #1 for a total of over 300-weeks in the United States
and the United Kingdom combined, and that is just scratching
the surface. Explore and analyze the music of The Beatles, with
a focus on how they revolutionized and expanded notions of
what pop and rock music could be, paving the way for today’s
artists. Discover how The Beatles made numerous innovations in
songwriting and recording technology, drawing from a wide range
of musical cultures and traditions to create their singular sound.
CE-MUSIC 2101, 3 Sun., Apr. 2-16, 2:00-4:00 pm, $75. B Riley.
#19978

REMOTE

Theory of Rock

Have you ever wanted to know why your favorite rock songs
sound the way they do or how they were constructed? If so,
you’ve come to the right course! Explore and analyze rock music
by a variety of iconic rock bands including The Beatles, Led
Zeppelin, The Rolling Stones, Queen, and Pink Floyd (to name a
few). Along the way, learn about composition, music theory, music
history, orchestration, form, and instrumentation, and how to apply
these concepts to gain a better understanding of the rock songs
we know and love.
CE-MUSIC 2103, 3 Sun., Mar. 5-19, 2:00-4:00 pm, $75. B Riley.
#19977

A Celebration of Classical Music

Enjoy an engaging and informative overview of classical music
from the Renaissance Period to the present day. From household
names such as Johann Sebastian Bach, Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven, and Johannes Brahms to
numerous less well-known, yet also highly influential composers,
explore the music, history, composers, legacy, and present state
of classical music. Learn about the past, present, and broader
significance of classical music!
CE-MUSIC 2100, 3 Sun., Feb. 5-19, 2:00-4:00 pm, $75. B Riley.
#19976

IN-PERSON

An Opera Experience

Join us for a lively and informative presentation of several operas.
We will explore the history, libretto, and aria highlights, as well as
the cultural and social significance of these various operas.
CE-MUSIC 2074VA, 3 Mon., 10:00 am-12:00 noon. $62.
Sec. A: "Lucia di Lammermoor, Daughter of the Regiment,
Carment”, 3 Mon., Jan. 30, Feb. 13 and Feb. 27, KNC-3 $62.
J Mallory. #20044
Sec. B: “Nabucco, Porgy and Bess, Madama Butterfly”, 3 Mon.,
Mar. 13, 27 and Apr. 10, KNC-3, $62. J Mallory. #20045

IN-PERSON

Film and Show Music

Learn what makes these great emotional and humorous songs
memorable. We will analyze their melody, rhythm, harmony and
setting. We will learn how lyrics and rhythm drive the music
forward. Music will be played live in class, and will also be heard
in classic recordings and videos. Some will be played or sung by
the composers or the original cast. Handouts and a suggested
listening list will be provided.
CE-MUSIC 2106, 1 Wed., Mar. 29, 10:00 am-12:00 noon, AAB-110,
$30. D Perkis. #20047

THE PERFORMING ARTS
DANCE
IN-PERSON

Dance It Off with Belly Dancing

Belly dancing workouts relax your mind and flatten your belly.
Wear comfortable workout clothes and a hip scarf, veil, and if
possible, a pair of cymbals.
CE-DANCE 2002, 5 Sat., Feb. 25-Mar. 25, 2:00-3:00 pm,
AAB-218, $62 (+ $15 optional fee for hip scarf, payable to instructor).
S Everts. #20136

NEW! IN-PERSON

Hip-Hop Dance

NEW! IN-PERSON

Sensual Belly Dance

This Valentine’s season get in touch with your inner grace as we
soften basic belly dance steps to softer, slower beats. Learn the
fundamentals of posing, angles, soft hip drops and lifts; layers,
elegant shimmies, turns and much more. This workshop consists
of both Middle Eastern and American music. Come take this
workshop and discover the grace, sensuality and femininity within!
CE-DANCE 2046, 1 Sat., Feb. 11, 2:00-4:00 pm, AAB-218, $30.
S Everts. #20137

This class will explore hip-hop movement and choreography. We will explore body isolations through warm-up exercises. We will work on new
choreography each week. We will also explore freestyle or improv dance through cyphers or group circles. This class is intended to be a fun
and educational class on hip-hop dance. All are welcome!
CE-DANCE 2054, 8 Thurs., 7:00-9:00 pm, AAB-218, $195. J Green.
Sec. A: Jan. 26-Mar. 16. #20375. Sec. B: Mar. 30-May 18. #20376
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Textbook Required

Exploring Dance!
A collaboration between SUNY Westchester Community College and Rivertown Dance Academy
Rivertown Dance Academy, located at 15 N. Broadway in Tarrytown, provides excellence
in dance education without cultural or financial barriers. A comprehensive schedule offers
a curriculum in ballet, modern, tap, and jazz dance taught by faculty with extensive teaching,
performing, and academic credentials. Individual placement classes and regular progress reports
are all part of a Rivertown Dance Academy education.
All classes in this box meet in-person for 10 sessions and cost $221.

IN-PERSON

Ballet

IN-PERSON

Training at the barre and center work develops students’ dance
vocabulary, alignment, coordination, core strength, flexibility,
and musicality.
NEW Adult/Teen Absolute Beginner Ballet
CE-DANCE 2050, 10 Sat., Feb. 4-May 6 (skip 2/18, 3/25,
4/1 & 8), 12:15-1:15 pm. #20410
Adult Ballet I/II: CE-DANCE 2007, 10 Mon., Jan. 30-Apr. 24
(skip 2/20, 3/20 & 4/3), 7:15-8:30pm. #20184
Adult Ballet II/III: CE-DANCE 2008
Sec. A: 10 Wed., Feb. 1-Apr. 19 (skip 2/22 & 4/5),
9:00am-10:30am. #20185
Sec. B: 10 Sat., Feb. 4-May 6 (skip 2/18, 3/25, 4/1 & 4/8),
10:15-11:30 am. #20186

IN-PERSON

Modern Dance

IN-PERSON

Progressive instruction introduces dancers to the techniques
of contemporary movement forms. Classes consist of a
center barre, progressions, and a combination as dancers
explore movement through various shapes of the body, levels,
directions through space, and weight transference.
Adult Modern I/II: CE-DANCE 2013, 10 Fri., Feb. 3-Apr. 28
(skip 2/24, 3/31 & 4/7), 9:00-10:30 am. #20188
NEW Adult Modern II/II: CE-DANCE 2051, I, 10 Tues.,
Jan. 31-Apr. 25 (skip 2/21, 3/21 & 4/4), 7:30-9:00 pm. #20411
NEW Professional Adult Modern: CE-DANCE 2055, 10 Wed.,
Feb. 1-Apr. 26 (skip 2/22, 3/22 & 4/5), 7:30-8:45 pm. #20414

Tap Dance

Dancers master tap vocabulary and techniques in classes that
emphasize the development of musicality and exploration of a
full range of styles. Family Tap welcomes adults, their partners,
and/or their children who wish to explore tap dance together (or
as individuals!).
Adult Tap I/II: CE-DANCE 2014, 10 Tues., Jan. 31-Apr. 25
(skip 2/21, 3/21 & 4/4)
Sec. A: 9:00-10:00 am. #20189
Sec. B: 7:45-8:45 am. #20190
NEW Adult Tap II/III CE-DANCE 2049, 10 Thurs., Feb. 2-Apr. 22,
(skip 2/23, 3/23 & 4/6), 7:00-8:00 pm. #20408
NEW Family Tap CE-DANCE 2053, 10 Sat., Feb. 4-May 6
(skip 2/18, 3/25, 4/1 & 8), 11:15 am-12:00 noon. #20343

Jazz

Technique-based, concert jazz classes consisting of a center
barre, progressions, and a combination based in any of
the various jazz styles. Progressive levels build dancers’
awareness of body rhythms, coordination, performance quality,
and the ability to master increasingly complex and intricate
choreography.
NEW Adult/Teen Absolute Beginner Jazz: CE-DANCE 2052,
10 Thurs., Feb. 2-Apr. 27 (skip 2/23, 3/23 & 4/6),
8:15-9:30 pm. #20346
Adult Jazz II/III: CE-DANCE 2012, 10 Mon., Jan. 30-Apr. 17
(skip 2/20 & 4/3), 9:00-10:30 am. #20187

914-631-4302  dance@rivertowndanceacademy.org
www.rivertowndanceacademy.org

ACTING & THEATER
IN-PERSON

Let’s Make a Play for Junior Playmakers

Join Serena Norr of Let’s Make a Play for an in person playmaking
workshop. Playmakers (ages 12-17) will learn how to create their
very own 10-minute play. This will include generative writing
prompts as well as the development of the writers’ own ideas.
Playmakers will be guided throughout the process as they learn
how to develop characters, construct dialogue, establish tone,
setting, place, mood, and more! Readings and shared texts are
also part of the course. The last class ends with a staged reading
of their completed plays. For all creatives—no experience needed.
GOAL: The course is designed to help writers create plays, use
their imaginations, and use this form to tell their stories.
CE-THEAT 2045, 6 Sat., Apr. 1-May 6, 11:00 am-1:00 pm, KNC-4,
$145. S Norr. #20398

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

IN-PERSON

Acting 101 for Adults

Students will explore the essential elements of acting, creative
expression and collaboration in the theatre through a variety of
exercises and acting techniques in a supportive and nurturing
environment. These include vocal and physical warm-ups,
relaxation, concentration, sensory awareness, listening,
communication, teamwork, and spontaneity. Participants will
learn a variety of tools to create a character and express emotion
through the voice, body, and imagination. Course topics will
include acting techniques, script analysis and performance
preparation. This course will provide the foundation for continued
pursuit of the craft, whether it is in the classroom or on the stage.
CE-THEAT 2040, 8 Tues., 6:30-9:30 pm, $290. C Banks.
Sec. A: Jan. 10-Feb. 28, KNC-5. #20401
Sec. B: Mar. 14-May 2, KNC-4. #20402
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IN-PERSON

Acting 101 for Teens

IN-PERSON

Students will explore the essential elements of acting, creative
expression and collaboration in the theatre through a variety of
exercises and acting techniques in a supportive and nurturing
environment. These include vocal and physical warm-ups,
relaxation, concentration, sensory awareness, listening,
communication, teamwork, and spontaneity. Participants will
learn a variety of tools to create a character and express emotion
through the voice, body, and imagination. Course topics will
include acting techniques, script analysis and performance
preparation. This course will provide the foundation for continued
pursuit of the craft, whether it is in the classroom or on the stage.
CE-THEAT 2039, 6:30-9:30 pm, KNC-5, $290. C Banks.
Sec. A: 8 Tues., Jan. 11-Mar. 1. #20399
Sec. B: 8 Wed., Mar. 15-May 3. #20400

IN-PERSON

Play on Words: Playwriting Workshop

Playwriting is action. The writing jumps from the page to the stage
and engages audiences in the moment. Come learn from awardwinning playwright and founder of Theatrerevolution.org Gabrielle
Fox, in a safe and fun environment. Writers will work on the basic
structure of a play starting with short scenes and continuing on to
larger works. All writing levels welcome and encouraged! Actors
will attend the last session so writers can hear their words read
aloud by theatre professionals. Work will be considered for future
public readings at SUNYWCC For more information, visit www.
GabrielleFoxWrites.com
CE-THEAT 2008, 6 Thurs., Mar. 30-May 11 (skip 4/27), 7:00-9:00 pm,
KNC-5, $145. G Fox. #20534

Voice-overs...NOW is Your Time!

Learn about a unique, outside-of-the-box way to cash-in on a lucrative full or part-time career. This is a business you can handle on your own
terms, on your own turf, in your own time, and with practically no overhead.
CE-COMM 2008, 1 Sat., Apr. 15, 11:00 am-1:00 pm, KNC-4, $47. J Reiss. #20550

NEW!

Spring into Theatre Event
The Division of Workforce Development & Community Education is excited to offer several
performing arts workshops in celebration of World Theatre Day on Saturday March 25th and introduce you
to some new course offerings. Pre-registration is required. Enroll for as many as you would like and
meet our new instructors who are active members in the local theatre scene and beyond!

NEW! IN-PERSON Introductory Workshop:
Acting 101 for Adults

Interested in Acting 101 for Adults but not sure you’re ready?
Find out with this 90 minute workshop! Students will explore
the essential elements of acting, creative expression and
collaboration in the theatre through a variety of exercises and
acting techniques in a supportive and nurturing environment.
CE-THEAT 2041, 1 Sat., Mar. 25 12:30-2:00 pm, KNC-5, $25.
C Banks. #20417

NEW! IN-PERSON Introductory Workshop:
Let’s Make a Play for Junior Playmakers

Interested in Acting 101 for teens but not sure you’re ready?
Find out with this 90 minute workshop! Students will explore
the essential elements of acting, creative expression and
collaboration in the theatre through a variety of exercises and
acting techniques in a supportive and nurturing environment.
CE-THEAT 2042, 1 Sat., Mar. 25 2:15-3:45 pm, KNC-4, $25.
C Banks. #20418

NEW! IN-PERSON

Learn more about the playmaking workshop for writers ages
12-17. This 90 minute workshop will include generative writing
prompts as well as the development of the writers’ own ideas.
For all creatives—no experience needed
CE-THEAT 2043, 1 Sat., Mar. 25 12:30-2:00 pm, KNC-4, $25.
S Norr. #20357

NEW! IN-PERSON

NEW! IN-PERSON Introductory Workshop:
Acting 101 for Teens

Introductory Workshop: Playwriting

Playwriting is action. The writing jumps from the page to the
stage and engages audiences in the moment. Come learn from
award-winning playwright and founder of Theatrerevolution.org
Gabrielle Fox, in a safe and fun environment. All levels welcome.
Come play! www.GabrielleFoxWrites.com
CE-THEAT 2044, 1 Sat., Mar. 25 2:15-3:45 pm, KNC-5, $25.
G Fox. #20420

Introductory Workshop: Everyone Can Sing

Come learn the mechanics of singing and take your voice to the next level! Singers will learn how their voice functions by focusing on the
three basic elements of vocal production: BREATH ENERGY, VIBRATION, and RESONANCE
CE-MUSIC 2107, 1 Sat., Mar. 25, 4:00-5:50 pm, KNC-5, $25 A Gulian. #20421
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Textbook Required

MUSIC
NEW! IN-PERSON

Everyone Can Sing

Come learn the mechanics of singing and take your voice to
the next level! Singers will learn how their voice functions
by focusing on the three basic elements of vocal production:
BREATH ENERGY, VIBRATION, and RESONANCE. Each class
will offer a group warm-up and the opportunity to apply the vocal
principles to a song which students are encouraged to share with
the class. All singing levels are welcome! Suggested textbook:
The Quintessential Guide to Singing for Voice Teachers and Very
Curious Students.
CE-MUSIC 2105, 10 Wed., Feb. 1-Apr. 19 (skip 2/22 and 4/5),
7:30-9:00 pm, KNC-4, $180. A Gulian. #20037

REMOTE

IN-PERSON

Piano is Fun

Add the joy of music to your life! The Beginning class is designed
for those who are playing piano for the first time. If you have
always wanted to learn, this is your chance! The Intermediate
class builds on the foundation of the Beginner class by using
familiar tunes and easy chords. Please bring your own keyboard
with batteries in it.
7 Tues., 12:15-1:15 pm, $83 (+ textbook). D Moran.
Beginning: CE-MUSIC 2060VA, Feb. 7-Mar. 21, KNC-4. #20009
Intermediate: CE-MUSIC 2061VA, Mar. 28-May 9, KNC-4. #20010

Sing Your Story with Cabaret

Do you like to sing? Have you often dreamed of performing on
a stage but feel intimidated and don’t know where to begin?
Performing in the cabaret venue is all about making a connection
with the audience and sharing something of yourself with words
and music. Work on and sing songs every week. Learn how to
prepare a cabaret set and perform at the final class, complete
with connective patter. The instructor will email you before the
class begins with more details. All musical styles are welcome,
music from the classic American songbook works best. Anyone
with a song in their heart and a story to share is welcome!
CE-MUSIC 2098VA, 6 Mon., Feb. 6-Mar. 20 (skip 2/27),
6:30-8:30 pm, $145. E Cohen. #20023

REMOTE

Piano for Adults

Individualized and group instruction. Access to a piano and
practice outside of class time are required. $192 (+ textbook
unless student already has it). H Dutton.
Beginner: If you always wanted to play piano but never got
around to it, this class is for you! Learn to read music and have
fun with chords on familiar tunes.
CE-MUSIC 2005, 10 Fri., Feb. 3-Apr. 14 (skip Feb. 24),
6:00-7:30 pm. #20012
Advanced Beginner: For students who have completed Beginner
class or have knowledge of basic note reading.
CE-MUSIC 2062, 10 Fri., Feb. 3-Apr. 14 (skip Feb. 24),
7:30-9:00 pm. #20013
Intermediate: For students who have completed Advanced
Beginner class or have musical note and chord reading skill.
CE-MUSIC 2020, 10 Thurs., Feb. 2-Apr. 6, 4:30-6:00 pm. #20014
Advanced Intermediate: For students with intermediate to
advanced technique.
CE-MUSIC 2018, 10 Thurs., Feb. 2-Apr. 6, 6:00-7:30 pm. #20015

IN-PERSON

Guitar is Fun

Now is your chance to jam with friends in a friendly supportive
atmosphere. The Beginner class is designed for those who have
never played before. Learn chords, strums and finger picking
to familiar songs by the Beatles, Simon and Garfunkel, Cat
Stevens, and many others. The Intermediate class builds on the
foundations of the Beginner class with possible note reading
added. In the Advanced class, we will learn combination strums,
fingerpicking, and more chords, with possible note reading in first
position and barre chords if there is time. Students must bring
their own guitar to class.
7 Tues., $83. D Moran.
Beginning: CE-MUSIC 2057VA
Feb. 7-Mar. 21, 1:30-2:30 pm, KNC-4. #20005
Intermediate: CE-MUSIC 2066VA
Sec. A: Feb. 7-Mar. 21, 2:45-3:45 pm, KNC-4. #20093
Sec. B: Mar. 28-May 9, 2:45-3:45 pm, KNC-4. #20094
Late Beginner Guitar: CE-MUSIC 2058VA
Mar. 28-May 9, 1:30-2:30 pm. KNC-4. #20006

FINANCES & RETIREMENT PLANNING
REMOTE

Veterans Benefits: Are You Getting What You Deserve?

Did you know that there are more than 17,500,000 veterans living in the U.S. today? America is a grateful nation and we want veterans to
take advantage of all the medical, educational, psychological, housing and administrative benefits they are entitled to, including benefits of
coupons worth $40 given to every veteran weekly for fresh vegetables and meats at Farmer’s markets everywhere. Come learn how to get
what you or your loved ones are entitled to.
CE-FIN 2082VA, 4 Mon., Feb. 27-Mar. 20, 6:30-8:30 pm, $90. T Riley. #20090

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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IN-PERSON

Living 30 Years Without a Paycheck!

REMOTE

Discover what you need at every stage of retirement planning
starting at age 50. Come learn how you can create the retirement
plan you want based on the following: defining your goals for a
successful retirement; learning the basics of financial planning
and what strategies will combat inflation and taxes; and how to
allocate your investments.
CE-FIN 2085, 2 Tues., Feb. 21-28, 6:00-8:00 pm, KNC-3, $55.
L. Wagner. #20048

IN-PERSON

Six Concepts to Improve Your Financial Literacy

Learn six concepts to help you better manage your personal
finances including budgeting, cash flow, yield, FICO scores, net
worth, and equity.
CE-FIN 2083, 2 Tues., Apr. 11-18, 6:00-8:15 pm, KNC-3, $55.
L Wagner. #20049

Maximizing Your Social Security

With historic changes in Social Security signed into law,
prepare for your retirement and learn how to get the most out
of your social security benefits. Learn to manage longevity risk
and strategies to maximize the amount of money you receive
throughout retirement. Among the topics included are spousal
benefits, the impact of divorce, death, delaying benefits, early
retirement, and taxation. Receive Myths and Facts about Social
Security and Social Security: What Should You Do at Age 62.
CE-FIN 2036, 1 Wed., Jan. 18, 6:30-8:30 pm, $42. J Brenkovich.
#20043

Register Early!
Classes are canceled for under-enrollment several days
in advance. We recommend that you register
ONE week in advance of the course start date.

WINE & FOOD EXPLORATION
Wine Tastings at ARIES Wine and Spirits
Husband and wife team Anthony Russo and Andrea Kish, fine wine buyers and owners of ARIES Wine and Spirits,
make wine appreciation and education fun and memorable! You must be 21 and over to register. No refunds for these classes.
Courses are held at Aries Wine and Spirits, 128 West Post Road, White Plains. Phone: 914-946-3382.
Classes begin promptly at 7 pm; please allow enough time to park and sign in.
Each class meets for 1 Tues., 7-9 pm, and costs $26 (+ $25 sampling fee, payable in CASH, to instructor).

IN-PERSON

ABC’s of White Wine

IN-PERSON

This “Anything But Chardonnay” course will cover chardonnay,
the world’s most well-known white wine, discussed and tasted
in comparison with five other white wine grapes. Grape origin,
winemaking style, wine service, storage, and pairing with foods
will be covered. Appropriate cheeses will be served as palate
cleansers and to demonstrate food and wine compatibilities.
CE-WINE 2001, 1 Tues., Mar., 7. $26 (+ $25 sampling fee, payable
in CASH, to instructor). #20034

NEW! IN-PERSON

ABC’s of Red Wine

This “Anything But Cabernet” course will cover Cabernet
Sauvignon, the world’s most widely grown red wine, discussed
and tasted in comparison with five other red wine grapes.
Grape origin, winemaking style, wine service, storage, and
pairing with foods will be covered. Appropriate cheeses will be
served as palate cleansers and to demonstrate food and wine
compatibilities.
CE-WINE 2000, 1 Tues., Mar., 28. $26 (+ $25 sampling fee,
payable in CASH, to instructor). #20035

Viva Vinos de Espana!

Spanish Red Wines represent some of the best red wines of the world in terms of quality for price. We may be most familiar with Rioja reds
made from Tempranillo but red wines are product throughout Spain using native, indigenous grapes as well as more recent imports. Tonight
we will explore 6 regions featuring a red wine from each and paired with Spanish cheese and tapas to complete our virtual visit to Spain.
CE-WINE 2016, 1 Tues., Apr. 25, 7:00-9:00 pm, $26 (+ $25 sampling fee, payable in CASH, to instructor). A Kish. #20547

BAKING & COOKING

Creative and Natural Cooking
NEW! REMOTE

Warming Winter Soups

Winter ingredients transform into cozy and warming soups. Learn
to make two soups, an Italian pasta e fagioli (pasta and beans)
and roasted vegetable soup while exploring customizations, flavor
combinations, and all the tips necessary for creating delicious
winter meals based around these satisfying recipes that can be
made vegan or vegetarian. (Ingredient list and recipe provided in
advance for those who wish to cook along.)
CE-COOK 2076, 1 Tues., Jan. 31, 6:30-8:00 pm, $20. V Young.
#20374

NEW! REMOTE

Hearty Winter Salads

The cold weather calls for heartier salads. Learn all about making
satisfying salads geared toward the season. We will make a
version using roasted winter vegetables and other seasonal
offerings while discussing how to incorporate pear, apple, maple,
and other delicious flavors. Pick up tips for creating dressings,
cooking grains, preparing vegetables, and creating other
essential salad elements.
CE-COOK 2075, 1 Sat., Feb. 11, 12:00-1:30 pm, $20. V Young.
#20373
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Textbook Required

REMOTE

Simplify Weekly Meal Planning

REMOTE

Are you bored with your meal choices? Would you like to make
cooking and meal planning less stressful? Learn tips, strategies,
and recipes for delicious weekly meals. We will cover stretching
meals creatively over multiple days, delicious flavor combinations,
kitchen organization, and simple strategies that work whether you
are cooking for one or a crowd.
CE-COOK 2068, 1 Tues., Feb. 21, 6:30-8:00 pm, $25. V Young.
#20020

Plant-Forward Cooking

Plant-forward dishes are vibrant and delicious, and they nourish
us in many ways. With this versatile and sustainable approach
to food, you do not necessarily have to exclude meat, but rather
allow plants to take center stage. Learn to incorporate more
vegetables, beans, fruits, whole grains, and other plants into your
meals through satisfying recipes, methods of preparation, and
practical lifestyle strategies.
CE-COOK 2067, 1 Thurs., Mar. 9, 6:30-8:00 pm, $25. V Young. #20021

A TASTE OF WESTCHESTER
Join us at several of Westchester’s most exciting restaurants for a culinary
adventure that will tantalize your taste buds. Each chef will offer a private cooking
demonstration, followed by a sample tasting of the prepared items. Fees include
non-alcoholic beverages. New menu items are explored each semester. Menu
substitutions may occur when necessary. Demonstrations will begin at the times
designated. Sampling fees are payable in CASH only (except where indicated).
No refunds are given for these classes but call 914-606-6830 press 1 if you cannot
attend so the restaurant can be informed. Must be 21 years of age to attend.
NOTE: If registering and paying for yourself and/or others, you are required to
provide complete registration information (name, address, date of birth, phone, and
email) for all registrants at the time of registration.
Donna Monaco, coordinator for A Taste of Westchester and advocate for food
education, creates these classes by inviting chefs to host cooking demonstrations in
their restaurants. @DonnaDishes Instagram she recaps these demonstrations and
highlights recipe development for home cooks.
Restaurants: Interested in hosting a class? Email: atasteofwestchesterwcc@gmail.com

La Catena Italian Restaurant

871 Saw Mill River Road, Ardsley
914-231-9260, www.LaCatenaArdsley.com
Flames! Catena meaning a connected series or chain as is this family
restaurant to the surrounding community. Owner Chef Jeff Delija,
a wonderful host and teacher, will fill our senses with some of his
favorite Italian dishes starting with Melanzane di Rollatini—eggplant
rolled, stuffed with ricotta then baked with mozzarella and marinara
sauce. Get your cameras ready for a flaming tableside show and
sample—fresh pappardelle pasta, three types of mushrooms, and
ignited cognac, melded in a giant hollowed wheel of imported
Parmigiano-Reggiano. Next a lesson on Pollo alla Catena—
chicken breast stuffed with shrimp, prosciutto and mozzarella,
sautéed in white wine, lemon, with green peas, shallots served
with potatoes and veggies. Enjoy a taste of their tiramisu with
coffee for dessert. Attendees love the show as this chef is on fire!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Mon., Mar. 13, 5:30-7:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20154

NEW!

Tarry Tavern

27 Main Street, Tarrytown
914-631-7227, www.tarrytavern.com
Hand Crafted Pasta! Owner Henry Cabral’s American gastropub
offers creative, locally sourced dishes and seasonal menus
inspired by what farmers and fishermen are growing, raising, and
catching. Near the Tarrytown Music Hall, many visit before or after
a show for a splendid meal. Learn to make hand crafted ricotta
cavatelli with spring asparagus, peas and brown butter sauce,
and how to stuff chicken breast with morel mushrooms and leeks.
Cabral is a former pastry chef and makes us some of the most
delicious desserts—just taste his strawberry apple crumb pie.
Enjoy a night out with a classically trained restaurateur!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Thurs., Mar. 23, 6:00-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20156
LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

NEW!

Tramontos

27 Saw Mill River Road, Hawthorne
914-347-8220, www.tramontos.com
Now that’s Italian! Join Owner Chef Nando Paterra as he discusses
the art of making fish con parchment, a classic preparation
utilizing folded paper to trap steam, keeping the fish moist. While
our fish bakes, their wood burning pizza oven greats us with
a taste of fig jam, speck and gorgonzola on a crisp perfected
dough. Enjoy a “how to” on house made stuffed pasta utilizing the
season’s best offerings in a flavorful sauce. Optional additional
$15 pairs a wine selection with each course. Demonstration on
a lovely Italian dolce—panna cotta with Amerena cherry and a
sugary shortbread crumble. Always a delicious favorite, Mangia!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Mon., Mar. 27, 5:30-7:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor; optional wine pairing
additional $15). #20157

NEW!

Apiary

157 Larchmont Avenue, Larchmont
914-834-3572, www.apiarylarchmont.com
Hands-On Prep! Chef Owner Joerg Zehe was trained by the likes of
Jacques Pepin and Alain Sailhac at the French Culinary Institute.
Tonight, he shares his wisdom and commercial kitchen for us to
mess around in. Pick up some cooking skills with this hands-on
class that will have you doing part of the preparation. We begin
with a structured salad then on to mastering chicken Cordon
Bleu. Learn to make an easy yet delicious spaetzle with French
green beans. Chef shows us the technique to perfect a classic
crème brulee. Always something for everyone! Longer class due
to participation.
CE-REST 2000, 1 Tues., Mar. 28, 5:30-8:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20158
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Baked by Susan

379 S. Riverside Avenue, Croton-on-Hudson
914-862-0874, www.bakedbysusan.com
Bread and Butter Hands-on! Adorn your springtime feasts with the
art of bread baking. As the Best of Westchester winner for many
years, you can say that Susan O’Keefe knows a thing or two
about baking. Her award-winning bakery is beautiful and this
veteran baker will show us the basics of using yeast to create
gorgeous crusty bread. Craft your own loaf and while they
bake learn to easily churn fresh butter. Take your bread home
to share with a friend. Enjoy some of Baked by Susan’s favorite
breads with house-made butter and coffee after our lesson.
Lots of baked goods to purchase including their now famous
empanadas and pies!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Thurs., Mar. 29, 6:30-8:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20159

Chutney Masala Indian Bistro

76 Main Street, Irvington
914-591-5500, www.chutneymasala.com
Vegetarian Lunch! Owner Chef Navjot Arora, affectionately known as
Dr. Spice, shares his vast food knowledge from his native home in
Jalandhar, Punjab. Enjoy an interactive education on Indian spices
used to create the complex flavors that comprise each vegetarian
dish. Explore the movement towards whole food plant-based diets
with this all-vegetarian menu starting with a vegetable plantbased protein lesson on the proper way to prepare Dahl—yellow
lentils and Papadums—mango chutney whole wheat roti. Learn
the art of crafting your own Samosas with a flavorful vegetable
filling. Experience the food education to create everyone’s
favorite Saag Paneer—fresh house made cheese seasoned and
tempered pureed spinach. Discover about the special copper
vessel used for slow cooked vegetable Biryani—Basmati rice slow
cooked with fresh herbs, served with Raita—cucumber yogurt
cooler. Have fun with a hot demo on Tandoori nan bread. Both a
fabulous instructor and celebrated local chef winning the Best of
Westchester each year. Come explore the tastes of India!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Sat., Apr. 1, 11:30am-1:30pm, $21 (+ $30 in CASH
sampling fee, payable to instructor). #20160

The Dessertist

4 Croton Point Avenue, Croton-on-Hudson
914-862-4016, www.thedessertist.com
Cake Pops! One of Food Network’s featured chefs, Samantha
Benjamin, hosts a hands-on cake pop lesson in her dessert
studio. Their pops are featured in all DeCicco & Sons locations,
and all NYC Morton Williams locations. They are also sold in
many other stores and can be ordered online. Tonight, she will
share some secrets to making some springtime themed cake
pops with a variety of fun decorations. You will be able to repeat
these techniques at home. Sample some tasty treats and BYOB
if you choose! Each attendee will go home with their creations.
Please be aware that this is a standing only class as you will be in
the production kitchen.
CE-REST 2000, 1 Mon., Apr. 3, 6:30-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20161

AJ’s

542 North Avenue, New Rochelle
914-235-3009, www.AJsBurgers.com
Say Cheese! Chef Alan Cohen will fill your plate and mind with his
knowledge of simple food made from great ingredients. Voted
Best NY Burger, this local hot spot continues to serve up some
super food. Versatile veggies like plump eggplant, zippy zucchini
and tangy tomatoes are not only good for you but bring a special
something to many recipes. AJ teaches us how to incorporate
them into several dishes. Make your own mozzarella from fresh
curd to enjoy while still warm. Learn to slow roast veggies in
EVOO to top a garlic rubbed bruschetta. Watch our chef as
he easily makes tomato bacon jam to adorn a mini mozzarella
burger. Enjoy grilled zucchini, roasted eggplant and peppers,
and our freshly made mozzarella on warm house made crusty
bread. Finish with Gifford’s vanilla ice cream with caramelized
sweet tomato topping. Always full of surprises, he shares tastes
of whatever special he is making that day. This is always a terrific
class, up close and personal, with a top-notch instructor and a
repeated Best of Westchester winner!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Tues., Apr. 11, 5:30-7:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20163

Tredici North

578 Anderson Hill Road, Purchase
914-997-4113, www.tredicinorth.com
Modern Italian! Executive Chef Giuseppe Fanelli’s family is from
Puglia where they produce olive oil at their family grove. Chef has
worked at several of NYC’s most renowned Italian restaurants,
from Felidia’s to Rao’s. Now at two Westchester locations, he
brings elevated Italian fare to the suburbs. Featured on numerous
television shows, including “Man Finds Food,” “Kitchen Casino,”
and as the champion on The Food Network’s “Chopped,” he
demonstrates some of his special dishes, starting with salad
greens, Gorgonzola cheese, toasted Pignoli nuts, adorned with
a springtime tarragon vinaigrette. Learn to properly prepare the
catch of the day, organic salmon with a tapenade crust. Chef
shows us the making of Sicilian roasted eggplant ravioli, Vidalia
onions, and heirloom tomatoes in a fresh sauce topped with
ricotta Salata. We end with a sweet treat of fruit and gelato. Small
class limited to private upstairs room, so sign up quickly to catch
a glimpse of a most talented chef!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Thurs., Apr. 13, 6:00-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20164

Attention Restaurant Owners & Chefs
Interested in hosting a class?
Please email atasteofwestchesterwcc@gmail.com
to discuss your ideas.
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NEW!

DeCicco & Sons

777 White Plains Road, Eastchester (Bar Area-1st floor)
914-704-3220, www.deciccoandsons.com
Cheese, Glorious Cheese! At this new location, this family operated
specialty grocery store now offers a beautiful bar that serves
local beer and wine. Their expert cheese monger will teach some
special techniques used by their award-winning catering staff.
Trending and always an entertaining fan favorite, learn to create
your own charcuterie board just like a professional, including
salami roses. Receive an in-depth education on the selection
of cheeses, suitable accompaniments, and the perfect wine
pairings. Be ensured you will be the talk of your party! To top
off the night, pipe your own cannoli to satisfy that sweet tooth.
Arrive early or stay late to shop in the beautifully stocked aisles
or linger to enjoy a drink at the bar with their extensive selection
of craft beer and wine!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Wed., Apr. 19, 5:30-7:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20166

NEW!

Happiness is Catering Back Country Market and Cafe

1067 North Street, Greenwich, CT (NY border)
203-861-4020, www.Happinessiscatering.com
The Study Fine Wines & Spirits (Class begins here)
1071 North Street, Greenwich, CT
203-340-9410, www.thestudyfinewines.com
Wine to Table—Hands On! Tonight we begin the evening at a librarylike intimate shop aptly named “The Study” who specializes in
small production wine, craft breweries, and artisanal spirits that
are both local and from around the world. Owner Katie will talk
about wines, show us how they pair with amazing cheeses all
while sipping a springtime drink created just for our class. We
will move to The Back Country Market and Café to hear from
Owner Christine discusses her “tricks of the trade” to make your
next event unforgettable. Enjoy Prosecco while enjoying these
creative appetizers: a ricotta, artichoke, Parmesan galette, a
savory mushroom shallot tart, mango crab stacks, and lemon
mousse with fresh berries just to mention a few. Christine shares
entertaining secrets that will make your next event unforgettable.
This is a “hands on” class that allows you to taste and create
therefore extended time due to this very generous double class!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Thurs., Apr. 20, 6:00-8:30pm, $21 (+ $30 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20167

NEW!

Apiary

157 Larchmont Avenue, Larchmont
914-834-3572, www.apiarylarchmont.com
Hands-On Prep! They always strive to find natural ingredients locally
to create wholesome meals for the whole family. Learn with Chef
Owner Joerg Zehe as he shares a beautiful meal in preparation
of celebrating Mother’s Day. Our food education in this hands-on
class will have you doing part of the preparation for the following
meal. Starting with strawberry spinach salad then on to the
technique for lemon roasted shrimp and asparagus with herbed
couscous that you will easily be able to recreate at home. Chef
helps us create our own French classic—chocolate mousse. At
the café, there is something for everyone! Longer class due to
participation.
CE-REST 2000, 1 Tues., Apr. 25, 5:30-8:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20168

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Register Early!
Classes are canceled for under-enrollment several days
in advance. We recommend that you register
ONE week in advance of the course start date.

Albano’s

83 Westchester Avenue, Pound Ridge
914-764-4051, www.AlbanoAppliance.com
Interactive Wonderful Setting-Moroccan Flavors! Resident chef Jehan
deNoue manages the company’s continuing education program,
including cooking classes, manufacturer demonstrations, personal
and in-home instruction. Learn tips for preparing a fabulous meal
all the while toasting chef with wine. Surrounded by high tech and
modern appliances, chef explains the nuances of induction and
steam oven cooking. Springtime ingredients have us experiencing
Moroccan favorites starting with a chilled fresh pea and mint
soup. Discover the interesting spices used in this curry rubbed leg
of lamb and stone fruit dish served with a traditional tabbouleh
salad. Finish off with an ice box blueberry tart with Greek yogurt
and coriander. Do not miss this class as it is always a favorite and
gives you an insight into the latest cooking technology!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Thurs., Apr. 27, 6:00-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20169

The 808 Bistro

808 Scarsdale Avenue, Scarsdale
914-722-0808, www.the808bistro.com
Vegetarian Lunch! Owner Chef Salvatore Cucullo has trained
at the CIA that coupled with his family background in Italian
cuisine made for a perfect recipe. The new pre-fixe menus for
lunch or dinner are constantly changing with offerings paying
loving homage to Nana’s recipes. Many are incorporating a few
“meatless meals” into their diets and our knowledgeable chef
will teach us a few tips to making vegetarian dishes delicious
starting with General Sal’s cauliflower—with a sweet tangy sauce
and zesty lime-cream. Explore a satisfying springtime dish of
whole wheat linguine—artichoke hearts, sun-dried tomatoes
and asparagus, garlic and olive oil that you can easily make on a
weeknight. End our lesson with a fresh berry Napoleon with Gran
Marnier cream. As “The Frugal Foodie” they offer family meals! A
talented chef and always a favorite instructor!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Sat., Apr. 29, 12:30-2:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 in CASH
sampling fee, payable to instructor). #20170
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NEW!

Zuppa Restaurant and Lounge

59-61 Main Street, Yonkers
914-376-6500, www.zupparestaurant.com
Italian Flare! This establishment helped spark the development of
the Yonkers’ downtown waterfront district. Historically it is housed
in the Gazette Newspaper’s Printing Press warehouse and now
has a warm southern Italian inspired decor whose walls are
made with 100-year old bricks. You may recognize its interior as
many TV and movies have filmed within. Chefs Paskual and Edi
Dedi will demonstrate how to make “Cocoa Puffs”—flour dusted
chickpeas and fava beans with Parmigiano truffle oil. A lesson
on hand formed gnocchi made with 00 flour and ricotta creating
fluffy pillows with lemon butter broth and lemon crunch. Chef
teaches us to perfectly sear Bistecca Creekstone black angus
sirloin with whipped potatoes and broccoli rabe. Optional $15 wine
pairing with each course. Enjoy a classic with a lesson on tiramisu
accompanied by Italian coffee. Head to the river—buon appetitto!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Mon., May 1, 6:00-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor; optional wine pairing
additional $15). #20171

Meraki Taverna

456 Main Street, Armonk
914-219-8888, www.merakitaverna-armonk.com
Opa! In Greece, “meraki” is described as doing something with
passion, with absolute devotion, with undivided attention or when
you love doing something so much that your soul is in it, such
as proprietor and Chef Michalakis Sarris. Our lesson will include
pita with lemon marinated olives, along with a tutorial on hand
forming Yiouvarlakia Avgolemono—pork and beef meatballs with
rice in a lemon sauce with Fasoulakia—string beans in tomato
sauce. Seafood is a specialty of the house and chef shows us
how to make Greek style mussels Saganaki with tomatoes,
peppers, onions and Feta cheese. Chef enlightens us on classic
Spanakopita preparation—spinach and Feta cheese pie with a
crisp phyllo dough. Our traditional dessert will be Loukamades—
fried dough with honey and cinnamon accompanied by a mini icy
frappe. Arrive hungry and ready to hear chef’s stories of his youth
as he feeds our body and soul. Kalí órexi!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Tues., May 2, 6:00-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20172

NEW!

Northwell Health—Northern Westchester Hospital Cafe

400 East Main Street, Mt. Kisco
914-263-6294, www.nwh.northwell.edu/events
Nourished for Life—Vegetarian! Celebrate the joy of wholesome,
delicious cooking. Dine and dish with experts from NWH, part of
Northwell Health, and discuss the connection between the foods
we prepare in our kitchens and our overall well-being. Community
Outreach Program Manager for NWH, Amy Rosenfeld, MS RD
CDN coordinates many healthy lifestyle programs and shares this
delicious lesson on easy weeknight cooking with fresh ingredients.
Regional Executive Chef Andrew Cain has revolutionized what
patients think of as “hospital food” creating “resort-style” roomservice in cafes at both Phelps Hospital and NWH, both part of
Northwell Health. A Michelin-star chef and graduate of the CIA,
Chef Cain is committed to providing patients, visitors and staff
with seasonal, nutritious and sustainable meals. We join Chef
as he demonstrates a heart healthy, yet tasty spring comfort
menu, beginning with a seasonal salad utilizing spring’s freshest
ingredients with a special vinaigrette. Then discover his plant-based
twist on “pot pie” made with tofu, garden-fresh vegetables and
herbs topped with a light crust. For a sweet treat, a light take on
strawberry shortcake with a lesson on shortbread biscuits, topped
with strawberry coulis, and finished with a vanilla yogurt mouse
whipped cream. Learn about how you can adopt a more plantforward, and heart-healthy lifestyle as a way to embrace healthier
living from their staff physicians and a registered dietitian and/or
nutritionist, from the Seema Boesky Heart Center at NWH, who will
be present for questions. Held outdoors weather permitting.
CE-REST 2000, 1 Sat., May 6, 12:00-2:00 pm, $21 (+ suggested
donation $25 as all proceeds go towards supporting NWH’s
Community Health programs, payable onsite by credit card only).
#20174

Sambal Thai & Malay

4 West Main Street, Irvington
914-478-2200, www.sambalny.com
Asian Lesson with water views! Take a culinary tour of Thailand,
Singapore and Malaysia to discover the flavors of South-East Asian
cuisine. Inspired by Bangkok, proprietor Navjot Arora and executive
chef Perry Rodriguez will share their expertise to acquaint us with
the balanced flavors of sweet, salty, sour, and bitter. Enjoy a sample
of Thai iced tea. Then a tutorial on a few special dishes starting with
attendees’ hand crafting their own veggie spring rolls—shredded
veggies wrapped in spring roll skin with a sweet chili sauce. Then
a tutorial on a few special dishes such as green papaya salad and
a favorite weeknight dinner you can make (or order in), Pad See
Ew—flat noodles, Chinese broccoli, beef, and egg, in a flavorful dark
soy sauce. Then a lesson on Massaman—coconut cream, onions,
carrots, potatoes, peanuts, cherry tomatoes and the spices utilized.
Chef Arora has appeared on the Food Network’s Beat Bobby Flay
in “Field of Greens” and is one of our favored food educators. Visit
the rooftop deck for a spectacular view of the Hudson River with a
specialty cocktail in hand!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Wed., May 3, 5:30-7:30 pm, $21 (+ $30 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20173

El Barrio

185 Summerfield Street, Scarsdale
914-723-2600, www.elbarriony.com
Mexican Tortillas! Owners Frank Valenti, Michael Mondrone and Chef
Salvatore Cucullo opened this sleek and casual, trendy Mexican
restaurant incorporating street food with specialty cocktails. Start
with a tutorial on creamy avocado dressing to adorn Romaine
greens, garlic toasted tortillas, and cotija cheese. Watch chef make
beautiful chicken and cheese enchiladas that will wow your family. A
lesson on perfect Mexican churro fries with chocolate dipping sauce
and a themed mini cocktail especially created for our class. Check
out their calendar of events for great music and comedy nights!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Wed., May 10, 5:30-7:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20175
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Textbook Required

NEW!

Hudson Valley Beta Kitchen

163 Grand Street, Croton on Hudson
914-215-5328, www.hvbetakitchen.com
World of Herbs and Spice Hands-on! Are your dishes lacking flavor?
Join Husband and wife, Kristen and Johnathan Zamora, both
Johnson & Wales University graduates, in their production kitchen
for a skills-based class on culinary fundamentals. Create dishes
focusing on utilizing local ingredients for a lesson on professional
cooking skills that are accessible to the home cook (YOU!),
with tips to reduce the complexity often associated with making
flavorful dishes. Discussion on nutrition, proper handling, stocking
with essentials, spice blending to create flavor profiles, rubs and
marinades. Attendees take home their spice blends, flavor profile
grid and an increased confidence to make flavorful food. This
is not a sit-down meal but an informal seating to partake in the
following recipes: Herb salad dressing, Oven roasted chicken,
Broiled salmon, Rice pilaf, Herb infused custard while honing the
ability to easily prepare tasty meals that even their pickiest eaters
will ask for more! BYOB if you wish and please choose one of two
listed class dates when registering:
CE-REST 2000, 1 Thurs., May 11, 6:00-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20176
CE-REST 2000, 1 Thurs., June 8, 6:00-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20177

Saltaire Oyster Bar

55 Abendroth Avenue, Port Chester
914-939-2425, www.saltaireoysterbar.com
Aww Shucks! Housed in a century old historic grain warehouse
nestled along the banks of the Byram River, they offer the widest
selection of pristine oysters in the tristate area sourced daily from
the Fulton Fish Market. Owners Beth and Les Barnes will treat us
to a lesson on shucking oysters and a variety of dressings: red
wine mignonette, house cocktail, horseradish aioli, and a creative
strawberry cucumber relish. Try some tidbits off their “Wine &
Brine” happy hour menu as they share secrets to their fresh
fish tacos. Taste their refreshing Key Lime tart for dessert. The
bartender will teach us to make a mini seasonal cocktail to pair
with our oysters.
CE-REST 2000, 1 Tues., May 16, 6:00-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $30 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20178

NEW!

DeCicco & Sons

422 Old Post Road, Bedford (Bar Area-2nd floor)
914-288-5800, www.deciccoandsons.com
Can You Charcuterie? At this newest location for this family operated
specialty grocery store, they now offer a beautiful bar serving
local craft beer and wine. Join their talented cheese monger
as they teach special techniques used by their award-winning
catering staff to create amazing presentations. Trending and
always an entertaining fan favorite, learn to create your own
charcuterie board just like a professional, including salami roses.
Follow an in-depth education on the selection of cheeses, suitable
accompaniments, and the perfect wine pairings. Be ensured you
will be the talk of your next get together! To end on a sweet note,
pipe your own cannoli to enjoy. Arrive early or stay late to shop
the pristine aisles or linger to enjoy a drink at the bar with their
extensive selection of craft beer and wine!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Wed., May 17, 5:30-7:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20179

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Maria Restaurant

11 Huguenot Street, New Rochelle
914-636-0006, www.marianewrochelle.com
Asian Surprise—Lunch! From the brothers that brought you Pop’s
Espresso and Fratelli’s Pizza, Peter and Giovanni Cucullo, Maria
Restaurant emerges as only one of a handful of Westchester
restaurants awarded the Michelin Bib Gourmand award. Many of
the recipes are inspired by momma Maria and chef ’s childhood
memories, and then heightened by his creative talents and many
Asian influences. Today he showcases his imagination as he
shares his favorite Asian flavors in these savory dishes, starting
with Salmon Tartare and Sesame Rare Tuna. Discover chefs take
on curried cauliflower fritters, Asian Brussels sprouts, and LoMein noodles, capped off with the technique for perfect shrimp
fried rice. What a lesson in range and diversity from this talented
chef. If you still have room taste a mini version of the famous
“dannoli” created at Pop’s that continues to be a fan favorite. It is
a delicious hybrid of the classic cannoli and doughnut, filled with
cream, chocolate chips and crowned by a tiny round of biscotti!
A generous educator, always one of the favorites as class sells
out quickly!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Sat., May 20, 12:00-2:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20180

NEW!

Pappous + Yia Yia’s Kouzina

6 Division Street, New Rochelle
Opa! Recently opened to join the food scene in New Rochelle,
our veteran restaurateur and executive Chef Mike Sarris prides
himself on this moto, “Cook with Love. Serve with Passion” and
he does just that with every bite. Our lesson will include pita with
lemon marinated olives, along with a tutorial on Tyropitakia—
imported Greek Feta cheese crafted into a pie. Enjoy a “how to”
on Melitzanes and Kolokithia—fried eggplant with skodalia (garlic
and potato spread). A recipe from chefs’ Yia Yia, learn to make
Greek style bell pepper and tomato stuffed with rice, beef and
onions in a savory sauce. Our traditional dessert will be Baklava—
layers of phyllo dough with nuts, honey syrup and cinnamon
accompanied by a mini icy frappe. Arrive hungry and ready to
hear our passionate chef share stories of his youth as he feeds us
delicious Mediterranean fare. Kalí órexi!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Wed., May 31, 6:00-8:00 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20182

Baked by Susan

379 S. Riverside Avenue, Croton-on-Hudson
914-862-0874, www.bakedbysusan.com
Pie Oh My—Hands-on! Get ready for fruit season with a lesson on
pies! As the Best of Westchester winner for many years, Susan
O’Keefe knows a thing or two about baking. The bakery is now
housed in a new facility and this veteran baker will show us the
basics of using pie crust. Hand make your own with interactive
instructions to making the perfect crust. Peel, cut, and dress fruit
to make a sweet filling. Learn to roll out and shape the dough to
achieve beautiful pies including easy crimping. Take home your
pie to bake and eat warm while sharing with your loved ones. A
lesson on whipping cream to top a slice of BBS’s favorite fruit pie
and coffee after class. Lots of baked goods to purchase including
their now famous empanadas!
CE-REST 2000, 1 Thur., June 1, 6:30-8:30 pm, $21 (+ $25 sampling
fee in CASH, payable to instructor). #20183
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Special Collaborative Cooking Classes at Zwilling Cooking Studio
These classes take place at the Zwilling Cooking Studio, 270 Marble Avenue, Pleasantville, 914-749-3406,
Email: cookingstudio@zwillingus.com, www.zwillingcookingstudio.com
Known for German knives and kitchenware, the US headquarters and Bernard Janssen, Executive Chef and Culinary Program Manager
is excited to host you in their state-of-the-art food education facility. Prepare and share a meal in their beautiful space.
Beer and wine will be available for purchase and soft drinks provided. The cooking studio offers their own classes throughout the year
so check their current schedule. Special class treat—shop with a substantial discount on all Zwilling products listed on the website
or in their onsite retail shop (sale items excluded). Receive a 10% discount on Cooking Studio Gift Cards for you or a friend!
IMPORTANT: To avoid financial losses in materials, staff and food, class registration ($21) and sampling fees ($30)
must be paid in advance and have a no refund policy. The deadline to pay both registration and
sampling fees is at least one week in advance or you will not be considered registered and cannot attend.
There are no refunds on any of the fees for these special in studio classes.

Enrollment is EASY, please follow these steps:
 Call SUNY WCC to register for the listed class and pay the
$21 course fee. 914-606-6830 x1.

 Sign up for the class date you registered with SUNY WCC using
your Discount Coupon Code.

 Receive a discount code enabling you to pay the $30 sampling
fee, a special SUNY WCC rate.

 You will get a confirmation email once paid.
 You must show this email to attend class.

 Register or Login to www.ZwillingCookingStudio.com/registration

Zwilling Cooking Studio: Vegetarian—Nourished for
Life with Northern Westchester Hospital (NWH)!

Kicking off Nutrition Month with a lesson on wholesome
cooking starting with the basics. Join us in this special state
of the art test kitchen to share healthy food education. In this
hands-on workshop, chef will guide us in basic knife skills
used for properly preparing vegetables and grains into tasty
dishes as we help to prepare the recipes using Zwilling kitchen
products. Learn the importance of plant-based, fiber-rich meals
as a way to protect your health from both a visiting physician
and nutritionist from NWH, who will be present for questions.
A lesson on properly preparing Quinoa for a fiber and protein
packed “white” salad—Belgium endive, fennel, apple, goat
cheese, and crunchy quinoa. Alliums are a nutritious part of
this lesson on perfectly creating risotto any night of the week—
leeks, peas, lemon and Parmesan cheese. Enjoy a sweet treat
while discovering the merits of using sous vide (a water bath)
and knife skills to prep pineapple for this special dessert—
spiced caramel sauce over vanilla ice cream. After cooking
we will adjourn to their beautiful dining space. Healthy eating
begins with new food education on the importance of plantbased, fiber rich meals as a way to protect your health. This is
hands-on action to help prepare this 3-course shared meal.
1 Tues., Mar. 21, 5:30-8:30 pm, $21 (+ $30 paid in advance
sampling fee to Zwilling). #20155

Zwilling Cooking Studio: Chef B’s Kitchen Essentials!

During this class, Chef will prepare four dishes and go over
at least 15 Zwilling Kitchen essential products, from cutlery to
cookware to tools and electronic equipment. You will learn how
to choose the correct cookware for specific dishes. Learn the
ins and outs of cooking in Staub cast iron cookware, and multi
layered Demeyere stainless steel pans. Discover features and
benefits of the family of Zwilling products. Learn about better
preparation to reduce food waste using the Zwilling Fresh
& Save system. Enjoy a delicious meal prepared by our chef
consisting of: leek potato lemon soup and mini croutons, seared
salmon with grilled asparagus and Hollandaise sauce, sous vide
Hanger steak with caramelized onion cream, in a mushroom
vermouth sauce and roasted carrots. A beautiful “how to” on
dessert—vanilla panna cotta, pineapple, caramel and pistachio
nuts. This is a full demonstration and not a hands-on class and
this 4-course shared meal will be served.
1 Tues., Apr. 4, 5:30-7:30 pm, $21 (+$30 paid in advance
sampling fee to Zwilling). #20162

Zwilling Cooking Studio: Hands-on Knife Skills
Chop Chop!

Chef will introduce us to the fundamentals of expert knife skills.
“What makes a great knife and how do I use it?” An interactive
demonstration and discussion on what makes a quality knife
and which knife to use for every task. You will practice skills
including: the circular rocking motion, julienne, brunoise,
dicing, supreme citrus, mincing herbs, and using a filet knife
for many tasks, along with information on how to clean and
maintain your knives. Bring reseal-able plastic bags to take your
practice-chopped veggies home to make a great soup! This is
hands-on instruction on proper knife handling and light fare will
be enjoyed.
1 Tues., Apr. 18, 5:30-7:30 pm, $21 (+$30 paid in advance
sampling fee to Zwilling). #20165
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HEALTH & WELLNESS
IN-PERSON

Release the Pressure

Is school, work, family, and commitments overwhelming you? Do
you feel that there is never a break? The pandemic shed a light on
how vulnerable we are. The constant worry of how to stay healthy,
balanced, available to family and work, and at the same time
enjoying our free time. Just reading these words stresses us out,
wondering how would anybody be able to handle them? During
these four weeks, we establish coping habits that will outlast
COVID-19, habits that are always accessible and are tailored to
your life. As we find out more about our expectations, we learn
how to understand ourselves better and learn tools to better
communicate our thoughts.
CE-PRSDV 2204, 4 Wed., Mar. 8-29, 7:30-9:00 pm, KNC-4, $80.
R Lasry. #20102

NEW! IN-PERSON

Play with Color

NEW!

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction

MBSR is Jon Kabat Zinn’s original 8-week class, taught by
a Brown- trained MBSR teacher. This systemic training in
mindfulness meditation and movement cultivates resiliency,
emotional/attentional regulation and reduction in pain, anxiety,
depression, and hypertension. MBSR has been studied for more
than 40 years by prominent universities in the US, the NIH,
and global institutions. Formal and informal practices, home
practices, and class discussion are all part of the learning.
CE-PRSDV 2206, $305. S Charbonier.
REMOTE Sec. A: 8 Weds., Mar. 8-Apr. 26, 10:00 am-12:30 pm, and 1
Sat., Apr. 15, 9:00 am-3:30 pm (1 hour for lunch), . #20382
IN-PERSON Sec. B: 8 Weds., Mar. 30-May 18, 6:00-8:30 pm, AAB304, and 1 Sun., Apr. 16, 9:00 am-3:30 pm (1 hour for lunch),
AAB-304. #20383

The Present is the gift. During this 4-week workshop, we will
explore how playing with color and letting our worries take a
backseat can help us be more present with our challenges and
find more accessible new ways of possibilities. The workshop will
help you be more at ease, increase presence, be less distracted
and not being perfect.
CE-PRSDV 2207, 4 Wed., Jan. 4-25, 7:30-9:00 pm, KNC-3, $75.
R Lasry. #20385

NEW! IN-PERSON

The Purpose of Being

Approaches unique interpretations about life and afterlife. Uses
sacred scriptures and extensive research to show a completely
different, all encompassing, meaning of life. An incredible theory
of being is described.
CE-PHIL 2035, 4 Tue., Jan. 17-Feb. 7, 7:00-8:15 pm, KNC-4,
$60 (+ text). R Flower. #20386

Becoming Unstuck: Transformation through Mind,
Body & Spirit

Whether our “stuckness” is due to circumstances, stress,
decisions, illness, etc., science-based mind-body medicine is
a powerful tool to move forward. This workshop will introduce
meditation, biofeedback, and guided imagery. Discover the
potential of a wide range of benefits, including deepening selfawareness and intuition, improved sleep and mental functioning,
improvement in pain, and reduced blood pressure.
CE-PRSDV 2164VA Tues., Jan. 24, $37. S Charbonier.
REMOTE Sec. A: 10:00 am-12:00 noon. #20018
IN-PERSON Sec. B: 6:00-8:00 pm, KNC-2. #20019

NEW! IN-PERSON

Exercise Prescription for Back Pain

Discuss the role exercise plays in the prevention, management,
and treatment of chronic back conditions, including degenerative
disc disease, osteoarthritis, stenosis, sciatica and scoliosis.
CE-FITNS 2097VA, 1 Sun., May 7, 10:00 am-12:00 noon, KNC-3,
$26. A Bonny. #20026

Register Early!
Classes are canceled for under-enrollment several days
in advance. We recommend that you register
ONE week in advance of the course start date.

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

NEW! REMOTE

Sleep and Aging

Sleep is essential for good health throughout the lifespan. After
50, many adults find that at good night’s sleep is elusive at best.
It is possible to improve sleep at every age! Learn how to assess
your sleep and understand the potential source(s) of your sleep
problems after 50. Understand the most effective methods to
discuss your sleep issues with your healthcare team, and how to
combat sleep loss when hospitalized. We will explore a variety of
non-pharmacological methods to improve your sleep, regardless
of your conditions and medications.
CE-HLTH 2102, 2 Thurs., Feb. 2-9, 6:30-8:30 pm, $50. C Collyer.
#20378

Your Walk in Life: A Guide to
Transforming Your Pain into Peace
NEW! IN-PERSON

In this course, each student will begin to develop healthy coping
and listening skills through case study work, workbook and
journaling exercises, and small group discussions. This course will
be a unique healing and reflective journey for those interested
and impacted by mental health
CE-PRSDV 2208, 7 Wed., Jan. 18-Mar. 1, 6:00-7:30 pm, KNC-4,
$130 (+ textbook). A Servodidio. #20387
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EXPLORING HYPNOSIS
IN-PERSON

Become a Certified Hypnotist

Like to help people? Looking for a new career? Want to add
hypnosis to your current practice? Learn how you can become a
certified hypnotist. Discover how a small investment will qualify
you to have a whole new career or add to your knowledge.
Optional books: Self-Hypnosis Easy as 1,2,3 $9.99; and Potpourri
of Hypnotic Techniques $14.99.
CE-CRXPL 2000, 1 Thurs.,Apr. 20, 7:00-9:00 pm, KNC-4,
$37 (+ $5 optional self-hypnosis booklet), J Abrahamsen. #20148

IN-PERSON

Self-Hypnosis: Easy as 1, 2, 3!

Learn to enter a hypnotic state to change habits, reduce stress,
improve self-esteem, increase your potential, and promote better
health. Optional book: Self-Hypnosis Easy as 1,2,3, $9.99.
CE-HLTH 2015, 1 Thurs., Mar. 9, 7:00-9:00 pm, KNC-3, $37,
J Abrahamsen. #20149

IN-PERSON

Stop Smoking: Help with Hypnosis

Behavior modification techniques, when practiced and reinforced
with hypnosis, can help you quit smoking for good without weight
gain. Optional book: Self-Hypnosis Easy as 1,2,3: $9.99.
CE-HLTH 2016, 1 Thurs., Apr. 6, 7:00-9:00 pm, KNC-3, $37,
J Abrahamsen. #20150

IN-PERSON

Weight Management: Help with Hypnosis

Use self-hypnosis to change your eating habits, manage your
weight, and influence your ideas about your ability to achieve an
ideal weight for a happier, healthier lifestyle. Optional Book: SelfHypnosis Easy as 1,2,3.
CE-HLTH 2018, 1 Thurs., Mar. 23, 7:00-9:00 pm, KNC-3, $37,
J Abrahamsen. #20151

SPORTS & FITNESS
Please consult a physician before attending any physical fitness classes.

Swimming & Water Exercise for Adults: All Levels
Bring caps, goggles, and several towels. All classes held at the PEB-Pool.

Adult Beginner

For those adults who cannot swim at all, with no previous
experience, and/or adults who are fearful in the water. This
class is designed to help participants gain basic aquatic
skills and learn the basics of front crawl, breaststroke, and
elementary backstroke. Participants also learn skills and
concepts needed to stay safe around the water.
CE-SPORT 2012, 8:00-9:00 am, $185. A Reeve
Sec. A: Jan. 27-Apr. 28 (skip 2/17 & 4/7). #20520
Sec. B: 12 Sat., Jan. 28-Apr. 29 (skip 2/18 & 4/8). #20521

Adult Advanced

For adult lap swimmers. This swim for fitness class focuses
on refining the stroke mechanics of front crawl, back crawl
and breaststroke and introduces lap swimmers to open turns
and flip turns so that swimmers can improve efficiency and
build endurance. Participants will be introduced to a variety
of training techniques and will learn how to develop a swim
fitness workout that moves them toward their personal goals.
CE-SPORT 2015, 10:00-11:00 am, $185, A Reeve
Sec. A: 12 Fri., Jan. 27-Apr. 28 (skip 2/17 & 4/7). #20524
Sec. B: 12 Sat., Jan. 28-Apr. 29 (skip 2/18 & 4/8). #20525

Water Exercise/Aerobics

Designed for both non-swimmers and swimmers, this program
improves your cardiovascular fitness, strength, and flexibility.
Exercises are performed in shallow water and paced to
individual levels. Bring caps, goggles, and several towels.
CE-SPORT 2016, 12 Mon., Jan. 30-Apr. 17, $150. A Servodidio
Sec. A: 9:45-10:30 am. #20539
Sec. B: 10:30-11:15 am. #20540

Intermediate Adult

For adults who are comfortable in both shallow and deep
water, and already have some swimming experience, This
class is designed to improve participants' proficiency in basic
aquatic skills (including proper rotary breathing technique, and
treading water) as well as develop proper technique and grow
endurance for the six basic swimming strokes of front crawl,
back crawl, breaststroke, elementary backstroke, sidestroke,
and butterfly (if interested). Participants also learn skills and
concepts needed to stay safe around the water.
CE-SPORT 2013, 9:00-10:00 am, $185. A Reeve
Sec. A: 12 Fri., Jan. 27-Apr. 28 (skip 2/17 & 4/7). #20522
Sec. B: 12 Sat., Jan. 28-Apr. 29 (skip 2/18 & 4/8). #20523
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IN-PERSON

Strength Training for Women

An introduction to the principles of strength training with an
emphasis on technique and injury prevention. Instruction in
bodyweight training and equipment usage will assist in designing
personalized workout routines for use at home or the gym. Wear
comfortable attire and sneakers.
CE-FITNS 2085, 10 Wed., Jan. 25-Apr. 19 (skip 3/15, 4/15 & 4/19),
7:00-8:30 pm, PEB-Fitness Center, $197. R Varian. #20097

IN-PERSON

Strength Training for Men

Geared for the beginner, this course will cover the fundamentals
of equipment use; proper form; design of a workout routine;
progression and variation; spotting; and gym navigation.
Participants will complete a supervised full-body workout during
each class and will acquire an exercise toolbox of compound and
isolation exercises for use at home or in the gym. Minors ages 16
and 17 must be accompanied by a parent.
CE-FITNS 2089, 8 Thurs., Jan. 26-Mar. 23 (skip 3/16), 7:00-8:30 pm,
PEB-Fitness Center, $166. R Varian. #20098

Think, Breath, Act…Golf Program!
Join our golf program for all levels!
This program is offered in partnership with Mindfocussports.com and SUNY Westchester Community College.
All classes will take place at Sprain Lake Golf Course, 290 E. Grassy Sprain Road, Yonkers, NY
Students will need 7,8, & 9 irons, a wedge and a putter (2005-present modern-day equipment).
*If you do not have this equipment, it can be purchased from the instructor.
Each student must pay $10 per class to the instructor for use of the facility. Range ball costs will be $6 for class sessions that use the range.
Proper dress is required and includes shorts or pants, collared shirt, and sneakers or golf shoes. If you have class placement questions
prior to starting, contact Joshua via email merlynliv@yahoo.com or text only 917-907-1874. To register, call 914-606-6830 and press 1.

Introduction to Golf

Learn the fundamentals of golf. Each student will gain a
working knowledge of the game. Class will cover terminology;
etiquette; rules; and practical skills for driving, putting, chipping,
and pitching. Bring whatever clubs you have. The first class will
focus on putting.
CE SPORT 2010, $175 (+ cost of balls at site). J Dunn.
Sec. A: 6 Sun., Apr. 30-June 4, 4:00-5:30 pm. #20390
Sec. B: 6 Sun., Apr. 30-June 4, 5:30-7:00 pm. #20391

Back to Basics Golf

Designed for golfers of all levels who need a skill and feel
refresher. Learn basic swing mechanics utilizing grip, stance,
and posture.
CE-SPORT 2035, 3 Tues., $80. J Dunn.
Sec. A: Apr. 4-18, 4:30-5:30 pm. #20394
Sec. B: Apr. 4-18, 5:30-6:30 pm. #20395
Sec. C: Apr. 25-May 9, 4:30-5:30 pm. #20396
Sec. D: Apr. 25-May 9, 5:30-6:30 pm. #20397

Short Game Golf

Learn putting and chipping, various types of shots and reading greens and rough. Including sand shot, flop shots, and bump and run shots
and when to use them. Also, learn short putting versus lag putting and keeping a constant tempo.
CE-SPORTS 2041, 3 Sat., $80. J Dunn.
Sec. A: Apr. 8-29 (skip 4/22), 4:00-5:00 pm. #20392
Sec. B: Apr. 8-29 (skip 4/22), 5:00-6:00 pm. #20393

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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IN-PERSON

Self Defense for Women

IN-PERSON

A multi-dimensional martial arts course consisting of basic
striking/grappling techniques, rape defense, escapes, and
weapons defense. Course includes fitness regimen.
CE-SPORT 2006, 10 Tues., Jan. 24-Apr. 4 (skip 3/14), 6:30-8:00 pm,
PEB-Mat Room, $181. R Varian. #20101

IN-PERSON

Cardio Kickboxing

A multi-dimensional fitness course consisting of basic kickboxing
instruction, calisthenics, stretching, and aerobic conditioning.
Students learn proper skill development and practical application.
CE-SPORT 2001, 10 Fri., Jan. 27-Apr. 14 (skip 3/17 & 4/7),
7:00-9:00 pm, PEB-Boxing Studio, $223. R Varian. #20099

IN-PERSON

Judo for Children and Parents

CE-SPORT 2005, PEB Mat Room, $259. Sensei Watanabe.
Sec. A: Parents & Children (Mixed class): 14 Sat., Jan. 21-Apr. 22,
12:30-2:00 pm. #20200
Note: Parents MUST register and pay tuition along with child.
Sec. B: Children (ages 4-13) and Adults (Mixed class): 14 Sun.,
Jan. 22-Apr. 23, 12:00 noon-1:30 pm. #20201
Note: Parents MUST be at the entire class to supervise
(registration for parent not required).
Register for one session for $259.
Save $$: Register for both sections for $460.

Judo for Adults

CE-SPORT 2004, PEB-Mat Room, $259. Sensei Watanabe.
Sec. A: 14 Sun., Jan. 22-Apr. 23, 10:30 am-12:00 noon. #20195
Sec. B: 14 Mon., Jan. 23-Apr. 24, 7:30-9:00 pm. #20196
Sec. C: 14 Wed., Jan. 25-Apr. 26, 7:30-9:00 pm. #20197
Register for one session for $259.
Save $$: Register for all 3 sections for $645.

IN-PERSON

Aikido (Tomiki Style)

An art of self-defense utilizing strikes, arm locks, wristlocks, and
off-balancing techniques to control or defeat an opponent.
Aikido techniques have a direct application in police work and
personal self-defense methods.
CE-SPORT 2000, PEB-Mat Room, $259. Sensei Watanabe.
Sec. A: 14 Sat., Jan. 21-Apr. 22, 2:00-3:30 pm. #20198
Sec. B: 14 Tues., Jan. 24-Apr. 25, 8:00-9:30 pm. #20199
Register for one session for $259.
Save $$: Register for both sections for $460.

IN-PERSON

Circuit Training for Body Conditioning

Circuit training, a workout technique that involves moving through
a series of exercise stations to work different muscles with
minimal rest between stations, is a fun and time-efficient method
to improve cardiovascular fitness, increase muscular strength,
and build muscular endurance. Martial arts-themed workouts will
provide an entertaining environment in which to connect with
others and to learn about proper form and technique, common
workout mistakes, and principles for designing productive
workout routines. Students will accomplish weekly full-body
workouts through use of fitness equipment, bodyweight exercises,
and partnered exercises. Some classes will be held outdoors
(weather permitting). All fitness levels are welcome.
CE-FITNS 2105, 10 Mon., Jan. 23-Apr. 3 (skip 3/13), 7:00-8:30 pm,
PEB-Fitness Center, $180. R Varian. #20100

IN-PERSON

Introduction to Boxing

A great way to get into shape! Train in the same ring as
Mohammed Ali and Rocky Marciano in the historic boxing venue
at SUNY WCC—the only intercollegiate boxing program of over
40 years. Focus of training includes balance, footwork, and
defensive and offensive tactics. Actual workout with instructor
takes place for 1-hour within the 2-hour period. The other hour is
for observation and feedback. Last workout from 7:00-8:00 pm.
Please bring hand wraps and gloves (also available for purchase
at class) and mouthpiece. Class size assures individual instruction.
Men and women 18 years of age and older are welcome.
CE-SPORT 2003, PEB-Boxing Studio, $155 for one section;
$290 for two sections; $405 for three sections. N Delury.
Sec. A: 10 Mon., Jan. 9-Mar. 20 (skip 1/16), 6:00-8:00 pm. #20152
Sec. B: 10 Wed., Jan. 11-Mar. 15, 6:00-8:00 pm. #20153

SELF-AWARENESS
REMOTE

Creative Conflict Resolution Skills

Learn effective communication skills to deal with conflict
resolution. Practice paraphrasing, active listening, empathetic
listening, and “I statements” for successful resolution in work and
personal life.
CE-PRSDV 2061, 1 Mon., Jan. 23, 4:00-7:00 pm, $37. P Prutzman.
#20144

REMOTE

Creative Non-Violence Strategies

Learn the principles of non-violence and explore several different
historical examples of non-violent strategists including Dr. Martin
Luther King, Gandhi, Rosa Parks, Cesar Chavez, and Cory Aquino.
Learn how to develop and practice your own non-violence.
CE-PRSDV 2062, 1 Mon., Jan. 30, 4:00-7:00 pm, $37. P Prutzman.
#20145
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REMOTE

Creative Responses to Bullying

Explore what bullying is, including relational aggression and
cyberbullying. Participants will practice methods of interrupting
bullying behavior and examine the relationship between bias
and bullying.
CE-PRSDV 2063, 1 Mon., Feb. 6, 4:00-7:00 pm, $37. P Prutzman.
#20146

Intro to Mindfulness for Stress Reduction

Mindfulness has a long evidenced-based history of helping
one cope with stress and move toward calm. NIH studies also
demonstrate benefits for sleep and cognition. Discover from the
comfort of your home what mindfulness is and learn some skills
in a relaxed, friendly online environment.
CE-PRSDV 2188, 1 Tues, Feb. 7, $26. S Charbonier.
REMOTE Sec. A: 10:30 am-12:00 noon. #20016
IN-PERSON Sec. B: 6:00-7:30 pm, KNC-3. #20017

OF SPECIAL INTEREST
REMOTE

Climate Change: Why We Must Act Now!

Climate “tipping points” are points of no return. Once they are
crossed, severe accelerated changes to the climate systems that
support life on Earth may become irreversible. Discover what we
can do to save the health of our planet by identifying the stressors
and lessening their impact.
CE-SCI 2061VA, 3 Thurs., Feb. 2-16, 6:30-8:30 pm, $75. T Riley.
#20085

REMOTE

CRISPR’s Potential to Change the World

Gene editing has the power to control evolution. CRISPR is
a technology that can be used to edit genes and is already
changing the world. CRISPR will transform medicine as it is being
used to treat and prevent many diseases (including sickle cell
anemia). CRISPR acts like a scissor cutting the DNA at a certain
spot and then science can remove, add, or replace the DNA.
Learn how Jennifer Douda and Emmanuelle Charpentier won the
2020 Nobel Prize for Chemistry for discovering the main geneediting tool, CRISPR-CAS9.
CE-SCI 2060, 3 Tues., Mar. 7-21, 6:30-8:30 pm, $75. T Riley. #20083

REMOTE

DNA Detectives

Are you fascinated by how genealogists, DNA and genetics are
revolutionizing criminology, cracking cold cases, freeing innocent
people, and bringing justice to families? Modern scientific
advances in forensics and the determination of investigators
to track down perpetrators of horrific crimes by using DNA
technology has led to the capture and incarceration of tens
of thousands of criminals. Learn about these cases and how
they were solved using these advanced methods. Please email
instructor at totrwriter@aol.com for list of optional books.
CE-SCI 2058, 3 Wed., Jan. 4-18, 6:30-8:30 pm, $78. T Riley. #20084

COMMUNITY ARTS
NEW! IN-PERSON Discover What’s Next for You:
“Vision Board Workshop”

You will create a collage of images and words that represent
your dreams, wishes, and goals, such as: a new job, a new car,
or a fabulous vacation. The vision board collage is intended
to serve as inspiration or motivation to help you achieve your
goals or dreams. By viewing the vision/dream that you created
daily via your vision board collage you will be able to allow your
subconscious mind to absorb what you want. Your vision board
will have pictures of your wants, needs and dreams. You can use
words or pictures. This class is a lot of fun when you do it with a
few friends. This process will help you to dream big and become
self-empowered. You will have the confidence to have it all once
you see what your vision is on a daily basis. A vision board is a fun
way to create the life that you want to live!
CE-PRSDV 2205, 1 Wed., 7:00-9:00 pm, KNC-4, $25 (+ $10 supply
fee paid to instructor). D Pirro.
Sec. A: Mar. 22. #20415
Sec. B: Apr. 19. #20416

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

IN-PERSON

Cartooning For Beginners

Would you like to learn how to draw outrageously funny cartoon
characters quickly? How about drawing action figures and
superheroes using just 25 basic shapes? Do you want to create
fantastic scenes where creatures from another world can roam
about freely? Highly instructional class with easy to follow stepby-step instruction taught by a professional cartoonist.
CE-ART 2122, 8 Sat., Apr. 1-May 20, 11:00 am-1:00 pm, AAB-307,
$195. V Davis. #20051

IN-PERSON

Bead Weaving

This course will explore basic bead weaving stitches and how
they can be used to create a variety of jewelry pieces using
seed beads of different sizes and shapes. All levels, beginner to
advanced, are encouraged and accommodated. Email instructor
for a materials list prior to class: jackie@jjattic.com
CE-CRAFT 2000, 5 Thurs., 12:30-3:30 pm, $207. J Johnson.
Sec. A: Jan. 19-Feb. 16, KNC-5. #20031
Sec. B: Mar. 2-Apr. 13 (skip 3/16 and 4/6), KNC-3. #20032

Visit us online at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce |
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Illustrative Drawing

IN-PERSON

IN-PERSON

Explore drawing with the emphasis on telling a story or
complimenting text. Learn basic drawing techniques using a
variety of materials such as watercolor, pen and ink, colored
pencil and more.
CE-ART 2292, 10 Wed., Jan. 18-Mar. 22, 1:30-4:30 pm, KNC-4,
$388. B Waldman. #20077

NEW! IN-PERSON

Fresh Flowers Floral Arrangements 101

Learn how to make unbelievable centerpieces for your office,
home, dinner party, etc, using seasonal fresh flowers.
CE-CRAFT 2073, 7 Fri., Feb. 3-Mar. 17, 6:00-8:00 pm, KNC-4, $170.
M Desire. #20407

Silk Floral Arrangements 101

Learn the basic principles of flower arranging including
everything you need to produce creative floral arrangements for
your home, office, friends, etc. Practice principles of floral design
such as how to utilize color intensity, shape and form to design
breath taking floral arrangements. No prior knowledge of floral
arrangement principles required. The list of materials will be given
out the first day of class and can be obtained from the instructor
or any arts and crafts store.
CE-CRAFT 2029, 7 Fri., Mar. 24-May 12, 6:00-8:00 pm, KNC-4,
$166. M Desire. #20004

Learn the Arts in Peekskill
The following four courses are offered by SUNY Westchester Peekskill, located at 27 North Division Street, Peekskill, NY.
To register for these classes, call 914-606-7300 or email peekskill@sunywcc.edu

NEW! IN-PERSON

in 30 Hrs

Mural-Making for Public Exhibition

Utilizing a unifying theme inspired by the City of Peekskill’s
history, multicultures, and natural environment, students
enrolled in this 8-week workshop will collaboratively design,
paint, and install large and small-scale murals for public
exhibition at the Center for the Digital Arts. Led by NYC artist
and cultural activist Alex Rojas, participants will increase their
knowledge and understanding about creating meaningful
visual art statements that elicit audience interaction. Students
will also increase their art skills in 2D design and construction;
color selection, mixing, and painting application; and installing
art in public places. The murals produced will be displayed in
the Center upon course conclusion and an artists’ opening
reception will be scheduled for the community.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-ART 2353PE, 10 Sat., Jan. 21-Mar.
25, 10:00 am-1:00 pm, $350. #20310

IN-PERSON

Painting & Drawing for Adults in 24 Hrs

Get your ideas out of your sketchbook! Students will enjoy
painting in the studio in class and outdoors in an interactive
environment. In this class, students will learn from discussion,
group critique, examples of art while honing art skills of
observation, gesture, composition, value, color mixing, and
brushstroke, etc. The teaching artist demonstrates painting and
drawing techniques for portraiture, representing the human
form, and landscape, abstraction.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-ART 2146PE, 12 Mon.,
Feb. 6-Apr. 24,6:30-8:30 pm, $277. #20311

IN-PERSON Mixed Media Printmaking for
Adults in 24 Hrs

Discover innovative ways to make handmade prints in addition
to how technology such as computers and jet printers make
printing contemporary. Make a portrait print based on a
photograph, drawing from observation, and imagination. The
instructor will introduce soft linocut, monotype, stenciling, and
how to marbleize paper, to create prints on rice paper and other
printmaking papers.
At SUNY Westchester Peekskill: CE-ART 2334PE, 8 Tues.,
Feb. 7-Mar. 28, 6:30-9:30 pm, $311. #20312

Painting En Plein Air in 24 Hrs

Students will focus on outdoor landscape painting. Various
locations throughout the local area will be selected. Rain dates
TBA. Focus will be on color mixing, light and shadow, and
composition. Students will be informed of the great plein air
traditions of the Impressionists and the Hudson River School
painters. Various approaches to landscape painting will be
introduced, including water-mixable techniques in oil painting.
This class will be offsite.
CE-ART 2020PE, 8 Sat., Mar. 25-May 20 (skip 4/8),
10:00 am-1:00 pm, $277. #20313

Register Early!
Classes are cancelled for under-enrollment several days in advance. We recommend
that you register ONE week in advance of the course start date.
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ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES
English Language Institute–www.sunywcc.edu/esl
ESL courses in Spring 2023 are in-person and online.
The English Language Institute offers English as a Second Language (ESL) classes to meet the needs of learners entering the program at
any of our 8 levels, from beginner to advanced (0-7). Level is determined by placement exam. Registration instructions are on page 51.
COVID-19 vaccination requirements for in-person classes at www.sunywcc.edu/esl-immunization
Each level provides active practice in all English language skills: listening, speaking/pronunciation, grammar, reading, and writing.
Our English-only environment for all activities promotes maximum learning.
Instructors are professionals in TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages).

INTENSIVE ENGLISH PROGRAM, STUDY 5 DAYS PER WEEK
(Meets 5 days a week, 15 hours per week, for 12 weeks: 195 study hours)
This course allows motivated learners of English to advance rapidly, starting at any level from beginner to advanced.
The Intensive English Program meets the needs of serious learners, such as preparation for university study or to increase career possibilities.
All students take three classes: Intensive Grammar & Reading (2 days per week, M/Th), Intensive Listening,
Speaking & Pronunciation (2 days per week, T/F), and Intensive Writing (1 day per week, W).
Accent on Fluency, open to all Intensive English Program students, supplements the Intensive English Program
with an additional 5 hours per week of instruction and practice in one or more particular skills or content areas.
Students who have F-1 status (have an I-20 form) meet the full-time study requirement by also enrolling in Accent on Fluency.
ELI-ESL IEP-G, -L & -W, 65 M-F, Jan. 11-Apr. 27 (skip; 3/13-17), 9:00 am-12:00 noon, GTW-243
 Registration is required in all 3 courses.
 Placement test: 1/11 at 9:00 am
 Classes begin Jan. 18

 Total tuition is 984 + $9.75 for 2 fees
 Books, not included in tuition,
cost approximately $170 additional.

ACCENT ON FLUENCY

(Meets 3 days a week, 5 hours per week, for 12 weeks: 63.5 study hours)
The substantial additional speaking and listening practice of this
course supplements the Intensive English program (or another
ELI English course) and helps accelerate progress towards
language learning goals through immersion in English. Also
provides additional pronunciation activities to enable learners to
improve the clarity of their communication.
IN-PERSON ELI-ESL 1210-H, 38 T/W/Th, Jan. 11—Apr. 13
(skip 3/14-16), 12:30-2:10 pm, GTW-243, $260.
REMOTE ELI-ESL 1210-HR, 38 T/W/Th, Jan. 24—Apr. 26
(skip 3/14-16), 12:30-2:10 pm, $260.

Would You Like to Begin a College Degree or Certificate Program?
If you have completed or are now completing ELI level 5 (or have an equivalent level of English proficiency) and are considering
enrolling in a college/university program, email ESL@sunywcc.edu to make an appointment with a TESOL specialist to discuss your
future studies. We will help you answer the question: Am I ready for college? We will evaluate your English language ability
and, if appropriate, provide a referral necessary for entrance to the college. Even if you are not completely ready for college,
you may be able to begin an undergraduate certificate or degree program while you continue improving your English. Our general
ESL programs and specialized ESL courses have helped many ESL learners succeed in college and achieve their academic goals.

LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
(Meets 6 hours per week for 12 weeks: 75 study hours)

Eight levels (0 to 7): A multi-level program in English as a Second Language providing balanced instruction in all language skills.
New students must take a placement exam. Select location, then schedule.

At SUNY Westchester Valhalla (75 Grasslands Rd.)
ELI-ESL 2019 (Select A, B, C, or D)
(A) Sat. All-Day, 12 ½ Sat (levels 0-7)
Jan. 7-Apr. 15 (skip 3/18), 9:00 am-3:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/7, 9:00 am, in person
 Classes begin: 1/21
(B) Sun. All-Day, 12 ½ Sun (levels 0-7)
Jan. 8-Apr. 16 (skip 3/19), 9:00 am-3:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/8, 9:00 am, in person
 Classes begin: 1/22
(C) M/W Evenings, 25 M/W (levels 0-7)
Jan. 9-Apr. 17 (skip 3/13-15), 6:30-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/9, 6:30 pm, in person
 Classes begin: 1/18
(D) T/TH Evenings, 25 T/TH (levels 0-7)
Jan. 10-Apr. 18 (skip 3/14-16), 6:30-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/10, 6:30 pm, in person
 Classes begin: 1/19

ELI-ESL 2019MV
(F) T/Th Mornings, 25 T/Th (levels 3-4)
Jan. 12-Apr. 24 (skip 3/14-16), 9:00 am-12:00 noon, $295.
 Placement test: 1/12, 9:00 am, online
 Classes begin: 1/24

At SUNY Westchester Peekskill (27 N. Division St.)
ELI-ESL 2019PE
(C) M/W Evenings, 25 M/W (levels 3-7)
Jan. 11-Apr. 24 (skip 3/13-15), 6:30-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/11, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 1/25

At SUNY Westchester Yonkers (843 Kimball Ave.)

At SUNY Westchester Ossining (22 Rockledge Ave.)
ELI-ESL 2019OS (Select F or C)
(F) T/Th Mornings, 25 T/Th (levels 3-7)
Jan. 12-Apr. 20 (skip 3/14-16), 9:00 am- 12:00 noon, $295.
 Placement Test: 1/12, 9:00 am, online
 Classes begin: 1/24
(C) M/W Evenings, 25 M/W (levels 3-7)
Jan. 19-Apr. 19 (skip 3/13-15), 6:30-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/19, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 1/23

In New Rochelle, at The Ursuline School (1354 North Ave.)
ELI-ESL 2019NR
(C) M/W Evenings: 25 M/W (levels 3-7)
Jan. 11-Apr. 19 (skip 3/13-15), 6:30-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/11, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 1/23

At SUNY Westchester Mount Vernon (17 S. Fifth Ave.)

ELI-ESL 2019YR (Select A, C, D or F)
(A) Sat., All-Day: 12 ½ Sat. (levels 3-7)
Jan. 7-Apr. 8 (skip 3/18), 9:00 am-3:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/7, 9:00 am, online
 Classes begin: 1/14
(C) M/W Evenings: 25 M/W (levels 3-7)
Jan. 11-Apr. 17 (skip 3/13-15), 6:30-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/11, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 1/18
(D) T/Th Evenings: 25 T/Th (levels 3-7)
Jan. 10-Apr. 16 (skip 3/14-16), 6:30-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/10, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 1/17
(F) T/Th Mornings: 25 T/Th (levels 3-7)
Jan. 12-Apr. 18 (skip 3/14-16), 9:00 am-12:00 noon, $295.
 Placement test: 1/12, 9:00 am, online
 Classes begin: 1/19

Accelerated Immersion

Levels 0, 1 & 2 (Meets 12 hours per week for 6 weeks: 75 study hours)

At SUNY Westchester Mount Vernon (17 S. Fifth Ave.)

At SUNY Westchester Peekskill (27 N Division St.)

At SUNY Westchester Ossining (22 Rockledge Ave.)

At SUNY Westchester Yonkers (843 Kimball Ave.)

4 mornings / week (ELI-ESL 2029MV)
(UA) Accelerated Immersion: 25 M/T/W/F (levels 0-2),
Jan. 12-Mar. 6, 9:00 am-12:00 noon, $295.
 Placement test: 1/12, 9:00 am, online
 Classes begin: 1/24
(VA) Accelerated Immersion: 25 M/T/W/F (levels 0-2),
Mar. 8-Apr. 27, 9:00 am-12:00 noon, $295.
 Placement test: 3/8, 9:00 am, online
 Classes begin: 3/20

4 evenings / week (ELI-ESL 2029OS)
(UP) Accelerated Immersion: 25 M/T/W/Th (levels 0-2),
Jan. 9-Mar. 2, 6:30 pm-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/9, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 1/23
(VP) Accelerated Immersion: 25 M/T/W/Th (levels 0-2),
Mar. 8-Apr. 27, 6:30 pm-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 3/8, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 3/20

4 evenings / week (ELI-ESL 2029PE)
(UP) Accelerated Immersion: 25 M/T/W/Th (levels 0-2),
Jan. 11-Mar. 7, 6:30 pm-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/11, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 1/25
(VP) Accelerated Immersion: 25 M/T/W/Th (levels 0-2),
Mar. 8-May. 2, 6:30 pm-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 3/8, 9:00 am, online
 Classes begin: 3/22
4 evenings per week (ELI-ESL 2029YR)
(UP) Accelerated Immersion: 25 M/T/W/Th (levels 0-2),
Jan. 11-Feb. 28, 6:30 pm-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 1/11 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 1/18
(VP) Accelerated Immersion: 25 M/T/W/Th (levels 0-2),
Mar. 8-Apr. 27, 6:30 pm-9:30 pm, $295.
 Placement test: 3/8, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 3/20
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ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(Meets 9 , 12, or 15 hours per week: 75 study hours)
Eight levels (0 to 7): Live/synchronous classes using Zoom & Google Classroom.
Balanced instruction in all language skills. New students must take a placement exam.

(ACL1) Mornings:

(TWRP-A) Evenings:

(ACL2) Mornings:

(TWRP-B) Evenings:

25 M-F, Jan. 18-Feb. 24, 9:00 am-12:00 noon, $295.
ELI-ESL 2019-ACL1
 Placement test: 1/18, 9:00 am, online
 Classes begin: 1/24

25 M-F, Mar. 8-Apr. 21, 9:00 am-12:00 noon, $295.
ELI-ESL 2019-ACL2
 Placement test: 3/8, 9:00 am, online
 Classes begin: 3/21

25 T/W/TH, Jan. 3-Mar. 2, 6:30-9:30 pm, $295.
ESL 2019-TWRP
 Placement test: 1/3, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 1/10

25 M/T/W/TH, Mar. 6-Apr. 27, 6:30-9:30 pm, $295.
ESL 2019-TWRP
 Placement test: 3/6, 6:30 pm, online
 Classes begin: 3/20

SPECIALIZED ESL COURSES
TOEFL Preparation Workshop

This course is designed to help learners improve their English
language skills in four areas, reading, listening, speaking, and writing
in preparation for the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language),
through TOEFL practice tests and focused instruction and practice
in academic reading and listening comprehension, grammatical
accuracy and clarity in speech and writing. Additionally, students
develop valuable test-taking and critical thinking skills necessary for
successful performance in college degree programs. Prerequisite:
high intermediate to advanced proficiency in English (ELI Level 6+.)
ELI-ESL 1300 (Select D or P)
IN-PERSON (D) 22 T/Th Evenings, Jan. 31-Apr. 20 (skip 3/14-16),
7:00-9:30 pm, $249.
REMOTE (P) 22 M/Th Mornings, Jan. 30-Apr. 20 (skip 3/13-16),
9:15-11:45 am, $249.

Pronunciation: The Sound System of English

Designed for intermediate to advanced learners whose spoken
English is at ELI level 4+. Students will learn the difference
between similar English sounds and become better at articulating
them. Participants will also identify problematic areas in their
speech related to the production of vowels and consonants.
IN-PERSON ELI-ESL 1524-D, 10 T/Th, Jan. 17-Feb. 16, 7:00-9:00 pm,
$173.
REMOTE ELI-ESL 1524-DR, 10 T/Th, Jan. 17-Feb. 16, 7:00-9:00 pm, $173.

Business English for Internationals

A contextualized, advanced level, ESL pathway course providing
learners with the opportunity to develop their speaking,
listening, reading, and writing skills in preparation for study in
academic business programs. Participants build fluency and
knowledge through participation in activities related to business
communication. Prerequisite: ELI Level 6 proficiency.
IN-PERSON ELI-ESL 1420-D, 10 T/Th Mar. 21-Apr. 20, 7:00-9:00 pm,
$173.
REMOTE ELI-ESL 1420-DR, 10 T/Th Mar. 21-Apr. 20, 7:00-9:00 pm, $173.

IN-PERSON

English for Academic Purposes Program (EAP)

Prepares students for matriculated college study through a
contextualized academic curriculum that integrates English
language skills with academic content. English for Academic
Purposes offers an introduction to academic literacy with a focus
on building academic vocabulary and reading and writing skills
applied to academic tasks. The course also develops independent
study skills, test preparation, and communication skills needed
for college readiness. Prerequisite: high intermediate to advanced
proficiency in English (ELI Level 6+).
ELI-ESL 1650 (Select C, P, or DR.)
IN-PERSON (C) 24 M/W Evenings, Jan. 30-Apr. 26 (skip 3/13-15),
6:30-9:30 pm, $328.
REMOTE (P) 24 M/Th Mornings, Jan. 26-Apr. 25 (skip 3/14-16),
9:00 am-12:00 noon, $328.
IN-PERSON (DR) 24 T/Th., Jan. 26-Apr. 25 (skip 3/14-16), 6:30-9:30 pm,
GTW-243, $328.

IN-PERSON

Special Focus EAP + Healthcare

At SUNY Westchester Yonkers (843 Kimball Ave.)
(I) 24 M/W Mornings, Jan. 30-Apr. 26 (skip 3/13-15),
9:00 am-12:00 noon, $328.

IN-PERSON

Extra English

This 6-week, 12-hour course provides balanced instruction and
active practice in communicative and academic English language
skills, including speaking, listening, reading, and writing with
a focus on grammar and vocabulary development. Gain more
practice in a fun and relaxed atmosphere.
Co-requisite: Must be enrolled in Level 0 or 1.
ELI-ESL, 6 Wed. Afternoons, Feb. 22-Apr. 5 (skip 3/15) 12:30 pm2:30 pm GTW-243, Free.

Level 3 Supplemental

Do you need help getting ready for your next level? This 4-week, 12-hour supplemental learning course provides balanced instruction and
active practice in communicative and academic English language skills. Students receive extra practice in writing, grammar, speaking,
vocabulary and test-taking. Corequisite: must be currently enrolled in Level 3.
ELI-ESL 1225-SUP3, 4 Mon. Evenings, 3/20-4/10, 6:30-9:30 pm, $25
LIFELONG LEARNING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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TESOL CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

This intensive, 12-week, non-credit program prepares you to teach ESL to adults , in-person or remote, in the U.S. or abroad.
Practical classroom instruction integrated with observation and discussion of ELI classes allows for development of knowledge and teaching
skills, which you apply and hone by practice teaching through the ELI's ESL classes which span a broad range of proficiency levels.
Additional details at www.sunywcc.edu/TESOL. Form I-20 is available for TESOL students.
IN-PERSON ELI-TESL 3001, 3002, and 3003, M/W/Th, Jan. 18-Apr. 17 (skip 3/13-16), 9:00 am-12:30 pm, $1989.
REMOTE ELI-TESL 3001, 3002, and 3003, M/W/Th, Jan. 18-Apr. 17 (skip 3/13-16), 9:00 am-12:30 pm, $1989.

CITIZENSHIP EXAM PREPARATION WORKSHOP

Designed for students whose English is at least at a high-beginning level (ELI Level 3+).
Learn about American history, government, and practice your English skills as you prepare for
the civics and English portions of the US Citizenship Exam.
ELI-ESL 1860-F, 6 Thurs. Mornings, Jan. 26-Mar. 2, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, GTW-110, FREE but you must pay $9.75 in fees.
ELI-ESL 1860-D, 6 Thurs. Evenings, Jan. 26-Mar. 2, 6:30-9:30 pm, GTW-110, FREE but you must pay $9.75 in fees.
*For course availability and schedules, call Eileen McKee, Welcome Center Director, at 914-606-5626.

F-1 INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
F-1 students study 20+ hours per week: Students who have F-1 visa or status (have Form I-20) meet the full-time study requirement
by enrolling in the Intensive English Program and Accent on Fluency (ESL 1210) See description and schedule on page 48.
Note: in-person study is planned for Spring 2023; therefore, F-1 visa students can enter the USA to study.
Please contact Justin.Smith@sunywcc.edu or 914-606-7744 and he will assist you with important F-1 information
and a special application. Immigration Form I-20 (for F-1 student visa/status) is available to full-time ESL students
enrolled in the Intensive English Program or the TESOL Certificate Program.

HOW TO REGISTER FOR ESL COURSES
WHEN? Registration for Spring 2023 ESL courses opens November 14, 2022.
HOW DO I REGISTER? If you are ready to register for a course, use the Pre-Registration Form at www.sunywcc.edu/esl
After we receive it, we will call you to answer your questions, to help you select your course, and to make payment.
Additional costs (Registration and FSA fee paid once per semester): $9.75 per semester ($4.75 FSA fee + $5 registration fee)
If you prefer to call first: Call 914-606-6656. Mon-Th.: 9:00 am-8:00 pm; Fri: 9:00 am-4:30 pm; Sat. 8:30-4:00 pm.
NY/Westchester County Residency: All ESL tuition rates in this section are NY resident rates. Residents have lived in New York for one year
or more. Non-residents are welcome but pay a 166% non-resident surcharge in addition to the regular tuition. Call 914-606-6656 for
information. [Note: These courses do not pay the non-resident surcharge: 3001, 3002, and 3003 (TESOL), 1210, 1420, 1524.]
PLACEMENT TEST (to determine your English level): Testing is required if you are new to our program or did not take the ESL final test in
Summer or Fall 2022. New students are placed by exam (registration required to take placement test). Placement test for remote classes
is given online using Zoom. Placement tests will be done in-person for all Valhalla courses. Placement tests will be done online for courses
at extension sites and online courses. Testing information, Zoom access information, and appointments are provided when you register.
ESL courses in Spring 2023 are in-person and remote.
Remote classes use Zoom, Google Classroom, and other technologies.
SUNY Westchester Community College English Language Institute  914-606-6656  ESL@sunywcc.edu  www.sunywcc.edu/esl
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Textbook Required

INTERESTED IN EARNING YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE?
Short-term workforce programs may provide a
pathway to credit earning certificates and degrees.
If your career goals include a college degree,
SUNY Westchester Community College offers the
following career-focused certificates and applied
associate degrees:

Certificates

Addiction Counseling Certificate

Business Technologies Certificate

Community Health and Case Management Certificate

Computer Aided Drafting Certificate

Computer Applications Specialist Certificate

Computer Programming Certificate

Cybersecurity Certificate

Digital Filmmaking Certificate

Digital Media Certificate

Early Childhood Certificate

Medical Billing Certificate

Medical Coding Certificate

Paralegal Certificate

Paramedic Certificate

Personal Training Certificate

Teaching Assistant Certificate

Web Development Certificate

Applied Associate Degrees*

Addiction Counseling A.A.S.

Business Technologies A.A.S.

Civil Technology A.A.S.

Computer Information Systems A.A.S.

Criminal Justice—Corrections A.A.S.

Criminal Justice—Police A.A.S.

Culinary Arts and Hospitality Management A.A.S.

Cybersecurity A.A.S.

Early Childhood A.A.S.

Electrical Technology A.A.S.

Energy Systems A.A.S.

Fashion Design & Technology A.A.S.

Fashion Merchandising A.A.S.

Health Information Technology A.A.S.

Human Services A.A.S.

Interactive Technologies A.A.S.

Interactive Technologies A.A.S.—Computer Animation and
Game Design Concentration

Interactive Technologies A.A.S.—Digital Marketing
Concentration

Interactive Technologies A.A.S.—Web Design and
Development (UX/UI) Concentration

Mechanical Technology A.A.S.

Networking A.A.S.

Nursing A.A.S.

Paralegal A.A.S.

Paramedic A.A.S.

Radiologic Technology A.A.S.

Respiratory Care A.A.S.

Veterinary Technology A.A.S.

* In addition to these programs, SUNY Westchester Community College offers Associate of Science and Associate of Arts degrees for
individuals who are preparing to transfer to a 4-year college to earn a Bachelor’s degree. For more information visit
www.sunywcc.edu/academics/undergraduate-programs or contact the Office of Admissions by emailing admissions@sunywcc.edu

Textbook Required

Visit us online at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce |
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TIPS FOR ONLINE REGISTRATION
To create and activate your account and/or to register for classes go to www.sunywcc.edu/mywcc

CLASS SEARCH

Click on the tile "Class Search-Continuing Ed." Then Select the term “Spring 2023”
Enter the class you are searching for, either the title or the description.

NEW STUDENTS

If you have never taken a class at SUNY WCC, click on the tile "Cont. Ed Online Registration."
You will be prompted to fill out an online form to create a user account.
Please note that if you are already in our database, or if your information is a match to an existing record,
you will be unable to continue, and must contact our office at 914-606-6830, press 1 for help.

RETURNING STUDENTS

Click the "Signin or Activate New Account" tile to enter your user id and password. You will need your student self-service ID.
If you don’t have it, call 914-606-6830, press 1 or contact the MyWCC Helpdesk (info below).
For help, see “Registration Guide for Returning CE Students” at www.sunywcc.edu/mywcc
The MyWCC Help Desk is available at MyWCCHelpdesk@sunywcc.edu or 914-606-5600.
Payment is due at the time of online registration. If you have trouble making an online payment, call our office at 914-606-6830, press 1.
Enrollments without payment will be dropped and you will need to reregister.

CUSTOMER INFORMATION
CHANGES & CLOSINGS: Programs, requirements, course times/
dates and instructors are subject to change without advance
notice. Tuition and fees set forth in this publication are
similarly subject to change. In the event of severe weather
or other emergencies, classes may be canceled. When this
happens, every effort will be made to reschedule the class.
For information on emergency closings, visit our website at
www.sunywcc.edu or call 914-606-6900.

PAYMENT OPTIONS: Payment is accepted using credit cards
(MasterCard, Visa, Discover), and check or money order. No cash
payments accepted. We accept 529 and Sallie Mae funding for
select workforce training programs.

CONFIRMATIONS: Once your registration has been submitted,
simply come to class either in-person or virtually. We will
contact you should your class be full or canceled for any
reason, or if there is a problem with your registration;
confirmations are not sent out. Obtain your course
information and receipt anytime by accessing your account
at www.sunywcc.edu/mywcc (User ID required; contact
the SUNY Westchester Community College Help Desk at
MyWCCHelpdesk@sunywcc.edu or 914-606-6830 press 1
for help).

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION:

HOW TO READ A COURSE DESCRIPTION
COURSE TITLE
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

TEXTBOOK
REQUIRED

Improve Your Writing Skills

For both new and out-of-practice writers. Learn
to write clearer sentences, develop effective
paragraphs, design opening statements, arrange
facts and ideas logically, and increase readability.
A knowledge of basic grammar rules is assumed.
CATALOG #

DAY/DATES/TIME CLASS MEETS

CE-BUS 2073VA, 4 Tues., Apr. 12-May 3, 6:00-9:00 pm,
KNC– 3, $120. L Leahy. #12718
BUILDING–
ROOM # COST

INSTRUCTOR

CLASS #

REGISTER EARLY: Classes are canceled for under-enrollment several
days in advance. We recommend that you register at least ONE
week in advance of the course start date.

REMOTE Students and instructors report virtually to classes on the
designated days, dates, and times they are scheduled for.
HYBRID Combination of remote and in-person instruction. You will
meet virtually and in-person on scheduled days.
IN-PERSON Students and instructors meet in-person on the
designated days, dates, and times they are scheduled for.
ONLINE Students work on assignments and view content at their
own pace online for the duration of the course.

CAMPUS SECURITY INFORMATION
To obtain a copy of our annual security report,
visit www.sunywcc.edu/security.
For campus maps and directions, visit www.sunywcc.edu/directions

DIVERSITY STATEMENT
The Division of Workforce Development and Community
Education offers a wide range of courses for adults, teens,
children, and seniors. SUNY Westchester Community College is
committed to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion in all areas. To learn
more about the college’s DEI Statement, Policies and work led
by our Chief Diversity Officer and Title IX Coordinator, please
visit www.sunywcc.edu/about/cultural-diversity
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EXPRESS
REGISTRATION
For info, visit
sunywcc.edu/wdce

ONLINE
www.sunywcc.edu/MyWCC
MasterCard, Visa, or Discover

This form can be used for most courses. Some class categories may contain specific registration
information, such as English as a Second Language (page 51) and Peekskill Extension Center
courses (page 14 and others).
0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
Student ID (if available) |—
——— —— —— —
* Required
M | M | D | D | Y | Y |
* Date of Birth |—
——— ——
* Last Name

|

* First Name

|

* Address

|

Apt #

|

* City

|

* State

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|
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|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

— ——— —— —— —— —— —— ——
— ——— —— —— —— —— —— ——
— ——— —— —— —— —— —— ——
— ——— —— —— —— —— —— ——
— ——— —— —— —— —— —— ——
——

Zip |— |— |— |— |— |

* Home Phone ( — |— |— )—|— |— |— |—|— |— |— |— |
* Cell Phone

( — |— |— )—|— |— |— |—|— |— |— |— |

* Business Phone ( — |— |— )—|— |— |— |—|— |— |— |— |

PHONE
914-606-6830, Press 1
MasterCard, Visa, or Discover

* Email Address —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Have you ever taken a class at SUNY WCC before?  Yes  No
If yes, was it  credit  noncredit

 Enclosed is my check, payable to SUNY Westchester Community College
OR Charge to my  Visa  MasterCard  Discover
Card No.

MAIL
WDCE
SUNY Westchester Community College
75 Grasslands Rd.
Valhalla, NY 10595
MasterCard, Visa, or Discover or
Check/Money Order payable to
SUNY Westchester Community College
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED,
NON-CREDIT CLASSES IN THIS
BROCHURE ARE INTENDED FOR
ADULT STUDENTS (18+) ONLY.

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

— ——— —— —— —— —— —— ——

|

Exp Date

—
—
—Approval Code No. (from back of card) —
—
—

Signature

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

CATALOG
NUMBER

SECTION

CLASS
NUMBER

START
DATE

COURSE TITLE

*STUDENT FEE

* Payable once each semester for non-credit courses.
This fee is $4.75 for non-credit courses held at the Valhalla campus
(materials fees are payable to the instructor at the first class)
** Required non-refundable fee;
payable once each semester for non-credit students.

SEE NOTE TO LEFT

**REGISTRATION FEE
TOTAL ENCLOSED

ETHNICITY

CUSTOMER INFORMATION

A variety of government agencies require that institutions of higher education report student enrollments by ethnic
status. The information requested below will assist us in meeting this requirement. Please check the appropriate boxes.
(Response is optional and does not affect your admission in any way.)
Are you Hispanic/Latino? ☐ Yes ☐ No
If Hispanic/Latino, please indicate which of the following would best describe your background?
(select one) ☐ Cuban ☐ Dominican ☐ Mexican ☐ Puerto Rican ☐ Other Hispanic/Latino
Please indicate your race (select one or more)
☐ American Indian or Alaskan Native ☐ Asian ☐ Black or African American
☐ Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander ☐ White

Refunds

SUNY Westchester Community College adheres to the policy that no person on the basis of race, color, creed, national origin,
age, gender, sexual orientation or handicap is excluded from, or is subject to discrimination in any program or activity.
SUNY Westchester Community College is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

TUITION

 For requests received at least 2 business days prior to the start of the

class: 100% refund.

 There are no refunds after that time.
 The $5 registration fee is non-refundable.

All refund requests must be made to the college in writing or emailed
to workforceandcommunity@sunywcc.edu. Most refunds are made by
check; allow 4-6 weeks to be processed. If you registered online, your
refund is immediately credited back to your credit card.
Returned Check Fee
The charge for a returned check is $25.
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75 Grasslands Road
Valhalla, New York 10595-1698

Classes will be offered in-person, remotely, online, and hybrid for Spring 2023. Look inside to learn about our in-person offerings; our remote,
fixed-schedule classes with virtual meetings; our online, self-paced classes you can complete on your own schedule; and our hybrid classes,
which blend in-person and online methods of instruction. View COVID-19 vaccination requirements at www.sunywcc.edu/wdce-vax

CHECK OUT SOME OF OUR EXCITING FALL OFFERINGS!
 3D Modeling and Printing
 Advanced Manufacturing
 American Sign Language
 Attaining Financial Wellness
 Certified Personal Trainer
 Coding for Kids
 Entry Level IT Helpdesk Technician

 Historic Preservation Certificate
 Hip-Hop Dance
 Judo & Aikido
 Microsoft Office Skills
 Pharmacy Technician
 Plant-Forward Cooking
 Python Programming Certificate

 Famous Women Photographers
 Fiber Optics
 Film and Show Music

 Real Estate Salesperson
 Voice Overs
 Web Design Certificate

www.sunywcc.edu/wdce
workforceandcommunity@sunywcc.edu | 914-606-6830

